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Preface

\o

IP(
Studs o racial and. ethnic minorities usually are designed as studi4s

of social problems. Especially'is this so when ideal-type models are,used.

Racial and,ethnic groups are analyzed to determine how and why they deviate,

from the norm.

.
.

Our study was delibre ately designed to film
.

this.custom'around. We set-

,
_

'lUt to discover the iiost outstanding black scholars irrthe social sciences
.-

... t
o

and humanities in the United States and To'datetmine how they achieVe.d
t

, ., ..
.

ediillence. ,. .

. . .. . , . .

.. .

',We did_not'assume thtt scholarly excellenceiong blacks would differ
. .

.
.,

''''

'from that among other population groups.- But we did assume that the process

O.
of attainmeAt might diffef for minority and majority, populations, due to

.
.

-
.

their unequal access to power and other resources. one group is dominont ,

.
'

and the other is subdominant in terms of power and au4ority relationships.

'This could make a difference.

4

We would have preferreda study-design that facilitated a comprehensive -

comparative analysis of black and whitedlolars. But resources were in-

suffidient. Thus, he case studies'were of blac scholars only because,

not much is known about. the development al process in!blacks.of.high achieve-

ment...
'

. .

ment. However,\the analysis of our survey data is of black,and white
, ... -

.

.- ;.

.

.

scholars.

Scholarship ultimately is for the benefit of society. We decided to

use the feputational approach as a way pt identifying outstanding'schol,ars.

There are dangers in the use of this approach in that, creative people

often stand alone and not with the crowd. In the end,'howev thei worr k
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must be vindicated by others who benekt from it,. Thus, we accepted the

risks of reputational analysis in identifying outstanding scholars as

more appspriate than our own bias or that of a small panel of advisors.

We believe that the life histories of the five scholars selected attest to

the validity pf our

Air studies in race are delicate -and sometimes dangerous adventures.f
t9

From whose point of view should data be interpretdd -- that of the minority,':
/

,

or that of the majority? We decided 'to include judgmenls from bt,th.-..Thus,
r

the reputational phase of the study obtained judgments,frOm professionals
c

who identify with minority and majority,grodps. The outstanding scholars

included in-this study were identified as outstanding by all%

The basic reason for. sampling the memberships of professional associa-

tions'was to obtain a'representative rating of the sc,hplars nominated.

However, we recognized that the raters who were randomly selected- provided

a modest opportunity to compare the career development process black

and white professional scholars, especially interms of their initial and

current jobs and the association, if any, oftheir family and edUcational

experiences with their similar or different levels pf4chievemcpt.

This book, in essence, is.a study in the stages of aeult development,

with special emphasis on humanistic andpo'cial science scholars. -'It

focuses on the unfolding careers of successful people and .identiTies the

decisive events in their lives. As such it is a study in the area of

human development that-embracesboth social psychology and sociology.

-
Presented also,iis an analysis of the structural supports that sustain

, ,

the professional careers of scholars., ParticUlar attention-is-given to

the function of,family and education in career development: This study,

f

0,
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then, is one of social institutions and their Interrelationships as mani-

fested in, the lives of professional_scholarss fhese data-reveal principles

-0 pertaining to social institutions, the sociology of the 'professions, and

the sociology of science.

Indirectly this is a study in higher education Tnd race relations.

It analybzes the association between the college or university one attends,

the.rank'of academic appointment, and the income received by"race. 'In this

. .

connection it throws further right on the issue of the association, if any,

,

between race and social class where social class (professional status) is held

more or less constant while race and other charadteristics vary,

-in summary, the information contained in this book should be of

practical benefit to young scholars who .are in the process of building

their,careers and of theoretical value to research in sociology, psycho-

logy, and in the broader areas of-race relations, human devlopment, and
4

\./
higher education.

Susan Greenblatt assumed primary responsibility for preparing the;

survey data for analysis and Charles Willie was primarily respongible for

preparing the case studies: Elfred Anthony Pink ?rd served as research '

assistant. Katharine 0. Parker provided expert editorial assistanceoand

_Betty Blake was the project secretary. The five outstanding scholars --

Kenneth B. Clark, John Hope Franklin, Matthew .Holden, Jr:, W, 'Arthlir\ .

,

Lewis, and Darwin T:.Turner -- were generous with their time and

.
t -

'graciously assisted by granting interviews nd reviewing biographical

statements. Withdut their-cooperation in revealing the details.of'.theit

)

unfolding:careers, this book could not be written: All' glory and- ,honor
.

a

0

to them for their unselfiih ways and also to Mamie Clark, Gladys Isabel
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Lewis, and Maggie Jean Turner who proyided additional information about

the way of life of their'spouses.

We are grateful to the National Institute of Education for support.

of this'study on Characteristics that Contribute to Excellence' Among

Black SchOlars throUgh a grant (NIE-G=80-0035).- Antoine Garibaldi pro-

vided helpful oversight as NIE project officer..The coauthors of this

repott are solely responsible for the fhterprttations presented herein,

particularly those for which they assumed primary responsibility. The

contents do not necessarily reflect the position of the funding agency,

and.no official endorsement of these materials should be inferred.

October, 1981
P

Cambridge, Massachusetts
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1-1

. The Components of Achievement a tut
--De-firieriolis. 0-P oate.r-on ci.$R-

Teoressloial,S tuS

The components of achievement and success in minority and

majority populations -- What are they? A comparative analysis

is needed. For too long social scientists have used one group

as a norm 'and assumed that behavior in that group was represen-
,

tative of all: with reference to race, whites have been used

as the norm; with reference to
\
sex, males have been used as the

norm; with reference to socioeconomic status, the affluentt have

been used as the norm. Thisiorecisely is what Christopther

Jencks and his Colleagues did in their book entitled Inequality

(1972). Commenting upon this practice, Howard Taylor 'said that

the inferences about the contribution, if any, of education to

achievement is based on, a sophisticated statistical technique

called path analysis.; however, "not one single path analysis in

the entire report Con Inequality J, is perfo med on even one

black sample." Yet,' Taylor said, Jencks "cl arly infers that

education is not related to success for blac people"; and he uses

his study as the basis for this infererfce '(Taylor, 1977:243-250).

Such an inference should not be made when blacks have not been

the subject of, investigation.

15
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(f.

With an oiientation *44.twa.s. similar to 44eesteele44.444044

igy.Jencks, Daniel Patrick Moynihan tonclu ed that the progress

of blacks as a group is seriously retarded cause of their

alleged matriarchal family structure which, he said, is "so

out of line With the rest of Americ.an society" ( 965:29).

Clearly, the implication is that black family.form that are

different from white family forms should be changed f blacks

wish to-participate in the opportunities that whites perience

in.this society.

The practice of projecting the behavior patterns th t
f) 142

characterize one group upon another group is social Sc' ence

has impaired our understanding of varying adaptations a ong

cultural groups to the situations and circumstances surroundi g

them. More'over, the practice of assuming that the way of life

of the dominant people of power is the norm to. which others

should conform has blinded us to the cultural innovations among

the subdominants that may be of unique benefit to them becaus

of their situation. Perhaps these cultural innovations of

minorities c-044-1-14- be modified to the advantage of dominant popula-

tions, even as some practices of the dominants have benefited all.

This study will analyze achievement patterns as they are

manifested in majority andiminority populations. Special emphasis

will be given to the adaptations of minorities largely because

their achievement behavior hat been ignored and neglected. "Most

of the previous, work,t' according to Jerold.Heiss, "focuses on

the black family not for its intrinsic interest, but rather

1$
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because.it4is thought to be implicated in a social problem"

1-3

O.

(Heiss, 1975:4). We-a proach the study.of the relative achieve-

sCholars as an analysis of cultural

patterns rather than,as an investigation of social problems.-

OUr approach rejects the assumption that it is "a disadvantage

for a minority ,group to be operating on one principle, while the

/great majority Of the population, and the one with the most ad-
,

vantages to begin with, is operating on another (Moynihan, 1965:29).

We assume that dominant and subdominant populations exist in a

system where each group may have different patterns from the other

but where neither pattern is assumed to be inferior.

Occupation and Social Mobility

The United States ip a wag arning society. Two-thirds ,

of the national income is derived from wages and salaries (U.S.

Bureau of Census 1980). Over the years, there has been a slight

upgrading of the occupational structure due to shrinkage in

such categories as self-employed manager, laborers, and farm

occupations (Hauser and Featherman, 1977). The increases have

come at the levels of salaried professionals, managers,Agkilledm,

97.sesim**Jilhmma.
workers. However,Ahe shift over the years from

lower-status to higher-status occupations has been modest.

Zit In the light\of these-facts, Hauser and Featherman con-

cluded that "if recent expectations of mobility between genera-

tions areto be met in the future, there will have to a con-
/

tinuous expansion of opportunities for employment, in higher:-

status ,occupations" (197,7:90, 96).

17
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Louis Kriesberg also called attention to the function Of a

, '
expanding economy upon employment and income opportunities.

I. /

:..V .1 0

4 1 :1 Jr
He said proportionthat generational change in the oportion ofthe

.

I, 1

population which is poor is largely determined 'by economic de-

J .

,

.;
velopments and public policies regarding income maintenance

,and distribution" (Kriesberg, 1968:5-6).

During the 1970.'s a debate emerged between social scientists

regarding the effect, if any, Of changing opportunities in the,,

economy for blacks. Richard Freeman said that "the eeonOmic

status of college-educated black workers improved greatly in

the 19601s and early 1970's..:' Indeed, he said that "the economic

position of all black mile graduates...improved, though not by

enough to obtain equality in income or employment possibilities

with whites." Freemdn'httributes this increase to governmental

.efforts to end discrimination and increased educational opportu-

\nities for young black men at the college level. He said that

the opportunities had not spread throughout the labor market

because it is not a "structureless bourse in which peisons of

different ages are interchangeable." He reminded us that " all
. .

young college graduates were more (negatively) affected by the

i I. (
(!'market

4

i, 01 fvmarket downturn than experienced personnel, and that young

l' 1.1 fi I
'1,1 ,( black men were more (positively) affected by the decline in
1, I ; i

'I/ ,*

market discrimination than their elders." Freeman declared
.

?4 .-
Ilt,i :1 that "income discrimination has been eliminated from new entrants"

',I s: but that "the legacy of past discrimination is likely to main-

ti

taro asizeable black-white gap amoung college men as a whole



-

for years to come" (1976:137-1S7).
9

A,

CitircDudle's Duncan and Hodge's studies have shown that

upward mobility in terms of occupation is a reality for some

individualsih the labor force, including blacks. They als/e.

found some downward mobility, particularly among those whose

fathers' jbbs were of high socioeconomic status (1963:629-644)1

It is possible that gains during the late 1960s and the 197O1s

(!,c

rests tir be wiped out by an unstable or constricting economy, the .

repeal of affirmative action legislation, or the absenceof

diligent enforcement of such laws that guarantee equity and

equal opportunity in employment by race. Certainly the progen4y

of blacks who have experienced new employment opportunities

may not have similar experiences if there is reduction in af-

firmative action. As Duncan 4a-s. found, downward mobility is an

evepTpresent possibility.

At the conclusion oflhis chapter on "The 'New Labor MaYket.

for Black Graduates,': Fre4Pan tempered the enthusiasm of his

report on the elimination of the historic disadvantage of educated

black women and young black male graduates by this statement/

,"parity in starting jobs Does hotguaiantee parity in promotion

in the future." In other words, "market discrimination could

simply have a more delayed reaction on the'economic status of

black graduates than in the 'past.." Acknowledging one of thP

sources of thefinew labor market" for educated blacks, freeman

concluded that "if governmental pressures for affirmative action

weakens, so too will demand for black college personnel"

19

0



'(1976!:146). Our study will enable us to determine

whether this is a general or
t
lithited fRiding, a temporary or

permanent trendi*,4and whether gains at the entry level have been

sustained by promotions and equitable salary increases. If

the "unprecedented job opportunities in the corporate and

government sectors" that "more talented and highly educated

blacks are experiencing" is due to "the expansion of salaried

white-collar positions and the pressure of demonstrated.affirma-

tive action" as William Wilson claims (1978:1211), then the trends

that have been observed may not continue in a constricting economy,

especially in the area of employment in education where blacks

have made great strides, or during a period when the executive

branch of the flyal government may downgrade affirmative action

in its hierarchy of priorities.
a 0

Parents and Offspring: Intergenerational Effects

I.
With reference to parental background, Duncantreportp that

i

J
2 1 the association between occupation of-parent and occupation of

/, I

/

1
-j

I offspring is modest. At the most, 10 percent was the estimated

I

. --t- 1-) e %.,t-

0
.)

,

amount of occupational inheritance experienced by men in ill& study

(1963:635). The association is so4modest1 that, everly Duncan

and Otis Duncan said,,it is -safer to conclude that "socioeconomic

origins have little bea ings on occupational success given a mark's

job qualifications" (197 :166, 151-177),

Examining.yollung bla males,:Freemansarrived at a

conclusion that was similar'tb that of the Duricans; he found

2 0,
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4

that "in.the younger male actual occupational calculations,
,

parental occupation has a positive though not significant

'effect' (Freeman, 197613:103).

modest association between intergeneratiOnal occupa-

tional mobility and job of the fatheris stroiger among whites

than among blacks, according to Larry Hunt and Janet Hunt

(194:114). This fact is further.evidence that a finding per-

taining to one racial group'should not be projectedupon another.

Moruver, it refutes the theme in the literature that "racial

stratification:..is perpetuated by/...race iii f nces in the

f'5ther-son connection." Such a theme was articulated by Freeman,

who said that "discrimination aside most black AmeriCans are

disadvantaged by coming from families of low socio- economic

status,.." (Freeman, 1670:87). This assertiOnwas_made despite

Freeman's contrary. finding regarding thelinsignificance of

intergenerational occupational effects'alTeady mentioned and his

other finding that'young'black men from the p17,-oest backgrounds

progressed in the new labor market the late 19601,s and early

1970!s (Freeman, 1976b:217).
-r

If occupational mobility in the United. States has been

. facilitated largely by an increase -in the number of,higher:
0

status jobs available, education of"the'individual Tathdr than.

the
-

occupationof hisiparent appears to make a greater yntribu7

tion to'one's opportunity to get one of these jobs.. BeVtrly

'Duncan and Otis Duncan said that "schooling is,foul4 to be .the

-most'important determinant of 'occupational success. chool#

has,..a consistent positive effect on occupatiOnal.:,§uccess"'?
.

2 1

I



(1970:162). Schooling is a way of qUalifying one ,for a job;
"-1.- ., ::,,;

(t- . ,--,

especially a professional,-, f.inazerial, orlskilled-crafts 1phsk.
-,-4,

Richard Coleman and Lee Rttinwateranalyzed the, responses
.---..

of population samples in Boston and/ ,Kansas.to this, question:

"What do you think is the most ,effective way for a person to im-

prove his social standing in America",, "A better education" was
o

a prominent response, along with-hard Work, ambition, and en-
- .

441;!

couragement by parents. "The important thing abodt'the ingredient

of a better education," reported the researchers, "is the occu-
4 A

pational opportunities it opens to The aspirant.for upward mo-

bility. In the case of the highestLpaying_professionals-, where

entry absolutely depelVd-s on acquisition of fife pi-4er credentials

of schooling; it can even be a crucial ingredent." The people

410 put it this way.: ;'First, get an ed aiion--- that will get you ,

a better job and that will lead to higher social standing, be-

cause'you will then be making more money!'' (f9,78:239). Coleman

and Rainwater stated that most.oc the people recognized, however,

that "education's role is only as an entry ticket to the contest-

.

for higher status and no guarantee of winning" (1978:240).
1

Even among blacks where a family4acIgrOund 'variable

Such .as Occupation of parents seemed to te unrelated to the

current pfpulation in the labor force, education was important

and had an intergenerational effect:, Freeman found "the reld-

tionship between family background and educational--Cnd labor

market, achievement, traditionally quite tweak among black

Americans, was greatly strengthened for young persons in the



a

r4 to

new market to approach that found among whites" (Freeman,
4. CI

1976..12:216). Considering the impact of parental background on

the probability that:young blacks would be employed in elite

profeSsional and managerial occupations, Freeman reported a

\moderate .20 effect (in terms of the estimated beta parameter).

Among young blacks,. he, found that the coefficient of parental

1, v.,

education was greater than the coefficient of parental occupa-

ion (Freeman, 1976?.:10 0.
.

.1:1u C ati051 D1..1 ..s.±6121 _Ms..t ;Ictx
1 Actually, education contributes to upward mobility ai.e-r-e,

by its direct effect upon the individual who receives it. Ill" _

telvening ,effects such as the education of parents diminish

in significance compared with the association of formal school-.

ing and occupational mobility attairLd by an individual.

In 'the plst,'racial discritination has been a significant

1 barrier, against upward mobility of blacks, even blacks with

an educati . In the.1960's, for example, Beverly Duncan and

Otis Duncan found that the occupational score of'a black man

"will average only one scale point higher than his father's

occupation score although he will have had three more years of

.-

formal schooling than his father; a white mans score will
.

.

- '7( average some ten scale points jigher although he too will have

hadonly three additional years of formal schooling:" This

finding means that when one- controls for education and family

structure, "the black man Cannot expectto transmit to his

son such occupational status as he has been able to achieve

with an effectiveness approaching the white standard"

.23
J



411 ,(1970:169).

--raLaant -tile eNd oLthe //70s dtlQC '4
"Wa4gidismimmoo1 William. Wilson calimed that '!the equal'

employment legislation in the early sixties holli4e virtually eli-'

minated the. tendency of employers to create a split
/
labor

,market in which black labor is deemed cheaper than Ciite

v. abor regardless of work performed:.." (1978:110). Dorothy
'

I ewman and her associates are unready to embrace this sweeping

nclusion on the basis of these facts: "Blacks had achieved

94 petcent of whites' .educational position by 1974 and 1975,,

co pared with 7,0 percent in 1940. But whatever the'years,

bla ks' occupational poAWon did not match their educational.

pos tion" (1978:49). Contrary to the finding,of Freeman and .i

Win n about educated young blacks, Newman s4d that even "the

young and Most highly educated...did not escape differences in

hiring and promotion" (1978:497. U.S. Census Bureau (1980:255)

data eveal that in 1967, among 18: to 24-year-olds, the pro-

'\portio 'of whites enrolled in college was twice that of blacks-

\(26.9 ercent for whites and 13.0 percent for blacks).' By

/978, t e white/black differential had been narrowed to 5.6

rcent (25.7 for whites and 20.1 for blacks). The Gallup Poll

the P blic Attitudes Toward the Pdblic Schools published in

1971`8 rev aled 46 .percent of inorities compared to 35 percent

of ajori y member's who resp ded ,believed that a college educa-.

tion is va ry important (Phi /Delta Kappa, 1Z 1978) . Blacks

) appearf to be using education as their upward mobility means.
/
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At the graduate level, the proportion of majority and

minority grOup meMbers'25 years of age and over with graduate

schooling of five or mbre years was small 6.8 percent and

3.1 percent, respectively. The rate of catchup among minorities,

however, exceeded the rate of forward progress among members of

the majority. Fifteen years ago white enrollment in graduate

school exceeded that of blac s by a factor of 2.6; the gap was'

reduced during a decade an one-half to an excess factor for

whites oC 2.3. In terms of group-specific progress, in.1978

.there were two' and one -half times, more minorities 25iyears of

'age and over who had engaged in post-graduate study than in

1967, the year before Martin Luther King, jr. died;'among whites,

there were only one and eight-tenths times more individuals of

a similar age who had engaged in post-b-aduate education during

the same.t period (U.S.\\BureaUbof the Cenius, 1980:296-297).
\

Israel T ibble,,Jr. said that blacki do not pay any

attention to t ose who dttpink to downgrade the value' of'a

college education. He said that in no way has the faltering.

and painfully slo steps with which the Unite. States has
411

traveled toward s-ome semblance of educational opportunity for

I 5/

blacks diminished the perceived value of education in their
)

eyes. He said that "education has been a direct and,proktripat

r to upward mobility and leadership in the black communitand at

.,)

blacks know that "a college education has prctiCal as we 1 as
AV

symbolic significances' (1979:422 426 (421-427))1 -Indee

economist Clifton'Wharton, Jr.'said, "in recent years, the in-

+

40%
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411 vestment to develop .the black community has paid off far more

h for blacks than for whites." Wharton said that recently "the

relative increases for black men in average income were twice

as large as those for white men" despite the fact that'dep1orable-

"income differential& remain between 'blacks4and whites of com-

parable educational level" '(1972:281-282),
gto eY lain the n etc) iftcdu cilorby 144

r..The name of Martin Luther King, J. Ivas invoked:airime
fv

4--':', .-because his death ad a profound ,effect on the educational
...

0.

,1
,,tt,,, jesstablishnt in ;This opinion was expressed by Charlesf

,...7,; ,

4t '' ' Odeeaare')former pres;Went of the UniV'ersity of Washington.
,

rtkf

' ilf, J.), - ft, , ' ,
t .

4,7'. .i

lei

In a Macy Foundation-sponsored report on: Minorities in Medicine,

P.," J.' ' --/ Li,,,,:- , * , -e
..4,i, -he said, "The assassination of,4b't-. Martin Luther King, Jr. in

P4I .,

Aprit-J968, spurred libe'ral,ly\oriented aaministrators and

faculty in mectioal schools to greafeTaction to recruit and

...

a

admit minorities" (1977422).0 They& figures compiled.by'q&egaard

rip.Aresent an astoundi screas ; f m 783 blacks in first-year

asses in America
.. , .

.

creed to 1,042

thereafter, uli thro

medical sch s in 1968.=0, the number in-
,

he. next ye r stea ly)1inibed each year

1975.76 (tire laSt yeap-included in the

acy Foundation study) to a'tigh-of 3,456: In other words,

the proportion of.Splackadmittgd to firstqear classes for
.

.

graduate
t enteringstudy,in mqicine jumped from 2.2 percent if all. e

(

students, the'academic year of Kine's death, to 6.2 percent

seven year's later. The rise was dramaticand $jeep the three

years immediately after King' died: from a one=third increase

in 1969-70, the number almost doubledwin 1970 and achieve&

26
I ,
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a level in 1971-72 that was more than two and'one'-half times

greater than the black enrollment in 1968-69 (Ocegaard; 1977:31).

The death of a famous black American would seem to be'a

great sacrifice and an inappropriate price for the purpose of

gaining increased occupational opportunities through increased

opportunities for graduate study. Because of the sVarl numbers

who have received po$t-gradilate education in medicine and other

;.% 1.2

professional fields, or even f college education, the impact

.
rf /,.r

upon the income of black people as a population parameter

necessarily is small. However, !oipri represent an important

beginning in the achievement of.racial equity. Thus; blacks'

have identified higher education as.an important path to

liberation.

a.

z

r
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Definitions of Outstanding Professional Status.

The accomplishment6 of five outstandingAscholars in the humanities

and social sciences will be analyzed in detail in Part II. Here, we

prOCruitrA4
present the definitions of outstandingeehelma, status as given by a

cc
national sample of black and white- scholars in the fields of economics,,

history, literature,, political science, ancPpsychology. How the sample

was obtained will be explained fully in-chapter 2; only a brief descrip-

tion is rendered now.

Of the 554 individuals in our nationwide sample of humanists and

social scientists, 407 responded to our request to rank several scholars

in their field who had been nominated as ou anding. Table 1-2 presents

by rat/e, cc. the re1504s
a distribution of reasons for ranking a scholar' bp-mcq0,164 55 percent 4 were

Pt

offered by white respondents, 37 percent by black respondents and 8 percent

by respondents classified as other minorities. -141:1=mazes.taad4ag-ashrazr-s

-v.ar-a-144teit-r- _as
; al=0 Mara ONEIMI

Ak "r"-11:2. Spme respondents ranked the nominated scholars but did

not give reasons for their choices; others. gave several reasons_for ranking

a scholar as outstanding. All told, two- thirds of the respondents ranked

the scholars and gave reasons they used to'make their decisions.

-A substantial proportion of all respondents listed scholarship as the

maw .Feason for classifying One as outstanding. This category referred to

research,, writing, and publica ions. Each of the eight other reasons was

sh)oscribed to by less than o e-tenth oflall respondents.

Blacks and whites agreed'that scholarship was the main indicator of

outstanding professional status in the humanities and social sciences.

In addition to scholarship, the other criteria used by all (in order of

28
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significance as determined by f equency of response) were professional

association activity, public sery oe, professional reputation, competence

(including ielligence and creative y), teaching, commitment to the black

community, institutional affiliation,\nd integrity (including honesty

and objectivity). Some of these have to o with personal attributes and

4

others with organizational participation.

The distributions of the reasons for rank g an individual as out-

standing were analyzed by race. Kendall's tau wa computed and revealed

an association between the ranked distributions for blacks and whites that

resulted in a coefficient of 47. This coefficient %..7 evidence of the

presence of a positive correlation between the ranking s tem employed by

the two racial populations; it also indicated the existence of some dif-

ferences between the two racial populations in definitions of outstanding

professional status, .in that the correlation was not perfect.

At the top and bottom of the distributions, there was agreem n

between blacksd whites ...7 as stated earlier
,
that research, writing, end

publishing (generically called 'scholarship) are important. components

0; aY4T alit lift prOfeSSI011a Sterols
end also that integrityLis important enough to b

listed but least important in the nine-item hierarchy. After scholarsh

blacks di klyd competence, public service, professional association activi

=',:41

.
and comitmii* to the black community as most important in their hierarchy

of criteria of outstanding professional status; these were in the top half

of their hierarchy. Whites also identified scholarship as the main criterio

y,

and then listed professional association activity, profession'al.reputation,

and public service as the other criteria in the top half of their hierarchy.

Side rand JOitScilotar,SNSa reed Cm he reWlve. ;mfotAknce
pfompetence, professional reputation

29



411 bus' --tI ey
,

With oAir mi= a; Cefe nte5
and commitment to the black community: A h- t

1
iNbaeles-arrd--is agteedkon the

. 3i,4v7irica4v.e.' and ran K c-
444ortant indkcators-ef

activity, and public service.

verrge-eitire-trterartir"

scholarship, professional association

One could argue that the two categories,. o petence and professiona

reputation, are different indicators of the same phenomenon. Blacks pr7fer

to assess intelligence and creativity directly as a personal attribute

`t(l a5e

which they call competence. Whites prefer to assessell-irellt-e-nrni-.

oecati.444 indirectly as,;t4o&i.-eve reflectiello.14Z-v reputation. If wea

assume that competence and professional reputation are merely two ffere4-

indicators of intelligence and creativity, then the major difference etween

n the r h fefit r chy' 'off" Amori Cr ire ri
the races.is the inclusion of commitment to the black community in the top

half of the hierarchy by blacks and the exclusion of this item

in the top half of the hierarchy by whites. One might be inclined to

classify the concern by'blacks about commitment to the ,black community as

self-,serving. If this is true, one can understand why whites left such-an

item out of the top half of their hierarchy, of indicators.

A more philosophical issue may be involved regarding what should and

should not be included in a hierarchy Of indicators of outstanding pro-

fessional status. Observers of human nature and of social relations with

different perspectives such as Neal P c ,/the journalist, Eric Hoffer, the

longshoreman and writer, and-Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, the econo-

mists, have arrived at similarconclusions about the function of subdominant

populations in the power structure'for the total society.

30

ce said,
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"A society deserves to 15e judged on how it treats its least fortunate
01IP

ce, 1981:14). In. more colorful language, Hoffer calledmembers" (

th subdominant people of power "the dregs" who, as they rise to the top, (r

man fest the innermost worth of a nation (Hoffer, 1963:148). Bowles

And intis set forth this principle: "The dgraility of a nation, it is

said, can be gauged by the charactftcof its prisons" (Bowles and Gintis,

81.

1976:1 2)., All of this suggests thatnconcern about subdominant popula-

dons

ing.

y b\a universal requirement of anyone who aspires to be outstand-

Acco ding to the hierarchy of values expressed by blacks in our

study, one cannot b9,callous about oppression, indifferent or uncommitted

to the people who experience it, and be an outstanding scholar in the

humanities and the social sciences. Along with the criteria of research,

writing, publishing, intelligence, crea ivity, public service, and pro-

fessionaZ association activity, blacks have added an ethical requirement

ee-

of concern for the poor, oppressed, and afflictedOry.those who would be

called outstanding. It ould.be that the minority group in our study has

identified an indicator of outstanding Professional status that should be

included as an important indicator by all groups. According to this

analysis, professional:, achievement

stand:Lag must be concerned with the enhancement of otherA'as well as the

advancement of oneself.

v. There is cause for celebration that consensus exists between the

racial populations regarding scholarship, professional association

A

activity, and public'service as important criteria of outstanding pro-

sfessional status, It isregretable that teaching is ranked by all in

31 0



the bottom half or the nine-item hierarchy. Also there is cause for con-

.ScAVIVA'S

cern and even consternation that black and white scholars share t e beliefgrn

that integrity is of least importance among the criteria listed as an in-

dicator of outstanding professional status.

v2



Table 1-1

Criteria of Outstanding Professidnal Status for Black Scholars in the HumanitieS and Social Sciences Reported by

a National Sample of Professional Association Members, by Race

ti

1

CriteriS

Total

N =
405

Pefcent

Black
N =
152

White
N =
222

Other

N =
31

Total

Rank

Black White Other

Scholarship 46.4 51.3 ,42.3 51.6 1 1 1 1

Professional 7.6 7.2 7.7 10.0 2 4.5 2.5 3

Association
Activity

Public Service 6.9 7.9 5.4 12.9 3 3 4 2

Professional 6.2 4.6 . 7.7 3.2 4 6 2.5 5.5

Reputation

Competence 5.2 8.5 2.7 6.4 5 2 5.5 4

Teaching , 3.0 3.9 2.7 6.5 7 5.5

Commitment to 3.0 7.2 .4 - 6.5 4.5 '8.5

Black COmmunity .

Institutional 1.7 2.0 1.8 - 8 7

Affiliation

Integrity .7 .7 3.2 9 9 8.5 5.5

Ratio of Total Percent
to Race Percent

Black White Other

1.10 .91

.95 1.01

1.14 .78

.74 1.24

1.63 .52

1.30 .90

2.40 .13

1.18 1.06

1.00 .57

1.11

1.32

.1.87

.52

1.23

5r

4.57

. 33 3.1



Chapter 2

Life - History and Survey-Analysis Methods of Investigation

In his book Explorations in Social Theory,, William Goode states that

"for nearly halfa century, sociologists have paid little attention to

historical data" (1973:25). An increasing number of papers that are published

in sociology journals "utilize data from one time point only (1973:25).

Yet more and more historical studies are stimulated by sociological theory

in thatat some now deal with ordinary social behavior, the main data of

,
.

sociologists. Many'sociolo sts seem to be unaware of this fact (1973:25).

The social historians who try t.() account for and understand patterns of
,,..

...%
.collec;Ave behavior acknowledge that "the concepts and procedures employed

cbmmonly come from adjacent social sciences" (Landes and '''Tilly, 1971:72).

Social historians, or example, are beginbing to foctis on what some

have called collective history. This type of history analyzes among other

concerns the biographies of political elite , patterns of social mobility,

and major events in the past such as epid ics by examining systematically

accumulated records of inviduals (Landes and Tilly; 1971:71-72). i

salient characteristic of social bfstory "is its extensive reliance on

comparison ... -- the systematic, standardized analysis of similar,social

processes or phenomena ... in different settings in order to develop and

test general ideas of hew those processes or phenomena wore (Landes

and Till , 1971:73). The leaders of the disCipline admit. that comparative

,history "has received a powerful'impetui frot die growing attention of

historianSto the generalizations of Social and bebavioral sciencer scsitv-Oley

tairliaRtm4 conclude that "history has as much to giveLto the other social

sciences as they have to give to history" (Landes andTilly, 1971:73, 72).

35
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The pective of historians is beneficial in iai.ological analysis
IL

such as that undertaken in this study"beciuse many scholars in that field

may be dually classified as humanists and social scientists. The humanists

insist that human expirence is best Understood within the matrix of time.

and place. TWey believe that to extract human.experience from its matrix

is "an insult to the integrity of the historical process" (Landes and

Tilly, 1971:10).

The purpose of this study is to determinellar4p44kts-of the lives of

a nci 5
specific scholars, contributed to their success. The scholars

selected for study are blacks who work in the United States. Blacks are

identified as the universe of study because of the paucity of our knowledge

about their career patterns.

The methods of history-and sociology are used in this investiga4ion.

a

A combination of general biographic facts and data derived from interviews

about the family, educational and career life:-histories of five outstanding

black scholarsitlW obtained. This ififorvtion was assembled for individuals
o

who ranked as outstanding by a random sample 'of minority and of

V

majority persons in their professional associations. Surydy research

methods were used to identify the ranking scholars in economics; political

\
t-

science, psychology, history, and English. the social spiences and

humanities were appropriate fields to study:. Toward the end of the.1970

decade, most blacks obtained doctoral degrdes'in education; the social

sciences, and the humanities,.and in that order (New YofkTimes, April 20,

1980:Educ 25).

Survey .

Officers and members of the governing boards of each of the major
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411 professional associations as well as the most prominant.black professional

associations were asked to nominate the three most outstanding black

scholars in their respective fields. In some cases it was not possible°,

4

to obtain the membership lists of the governing boards of the black pro
.

fessional organizations, so committees representing blacksWithin the major

professional associations, or editorial boards of journals dealing with

black aspects of the fields, were surveyed. Thus, in addition to obtaining

nominations from leaders in the American Economics Association, the American

Historical Association, the American - Philosophical Association, the

American Psychological Association, the American Political Science Associa

tion, and the Modern Language Association, nominations mere also obtained

from leaders in the National Association of Bladk EconoMists, the editorial

board of the NegrO Journal of Black History, the Committee on the Status

of Blacks in Philosophy, the editorial board of the Journalof Black

,Psychology, the National Conference of Black Political Scientist9, and the

College Language Association.

The nominations from these sources were then tallied and the scholars

mentioned most frequeritly were listed as the panel of outstanding black

scholars. In most cases it was possible to select the top three sChol rs

in a field, but in.some fields, several scholars were tied for thin place.

4 ,

In cases where there were ties, those tied were all listed as nomi
C

The nominees had been selected by leaders in each field, but it rder

es.

to obtain a broader representation of opinion concerning scholarly ex:-.

cellence, a sample of members of each field was asked to-rank the nominees.

Obtaining responses from members of the majority race as well as from

members of minority groups was a goal of the study. Therefore,, the member
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2-4

ships of both the major, national professional organization in each field

and the national black professional organization in each field were

sampled.

'A random sample of members listed in the major national professional

associations was selected. Two hundred n mes of nonstudent members of each

major professional association were sy emetically drawn from the'membership

directories of each.of the associati ns. The membership list of the

College Language Association was obtained and all members in the field of

English were surveyed. The entire membership of the National Association

of Black Economists was also surveyed.

4:4

In the'instance of history, where the membership list of the Association

for the Study'of A or-American Life and History was kept confidential, an
A

arrangement was made with the custodian of the membership list to mail out

the questionnaire from his headquarters. In political science, the member
,

4

ship list of the blIck organization was not available, nor did the president

agree to mail out the questionnaires. Philosophy had no list of black

r 1

members or separate black group. For these three fieldsf catalogues of
7

118 predominantly black colleges and universities were obtained and

questionnaires were s pt to a sample of fatuity members in each field.

Faculty membei:s at theSe schools are not always black, but this method was

used in an attempt to increaJe the black response rates in these fields.

In all, a total of 1,200 member's of the major 'professional organize--

lir.
,

tions, 865 members of the black organizations, a ''tt the faculyes of 118

. ,.

predominantly back colleges'and universities were sent ranking forms

and questionnaires. The respondents were asked to' rank the black scholars

IliNi4
_

.

who had been nominated. They were also given the option of naming an

(.
1,

8



excellent black scholar of their own 9hoice who had not been nominated

Respondents were also asked to explain their reasons for their selections.

In addition to ranking excellent black scholars in their fields,

respondents were asked to fill out 1 brief questionnaire that included
4

eduCational and occupational data as well as data concerning age, race,

-r 4i
sex, and ftnily background. The purpose of the questionnaire was to carry

out a comparison between wh tes and blackslwithin each of the fields con-,

cerning educational and occupational mobility and succe .

Of the 2,065 questionnaires sent out in two waves, 554 useable in-
,

. .

struments were returned as seen in Table 'cL -l. This is a respectable

return rate in race-relat s research because the level of suspicion

44
and hostility high, and man}, in both majority and minority populations

are reluCtant to participate in surveys:

The analysis of those who refused to participate is presented to

indicate issues that ought to be consider d in planning futpre investiga

tions. ,Some, of purse, refused to parti ipate in the stUdy, and simply

/ failed to ackrybwledge receipt.of our letter. The race of these nonrespondents

is unknown since they failed to answer the questionnaire.

Several nonrespondent; claimed that the study was a'waste of public

. kfi. resources, was not relevant to them particularly, or,,used a questionable

cip

data-gathering methodology,. Regarding the use of study findings, a few

informants questioned what would be done with the.data. In,other words, .

they wanted to know what policf implications could be drawn from theidata,

who would draw these implications, and how these implications would be

,,k,

. . .

(111

applied in the development of public policy. Specifically, one responden4,,,

wrote, "without further information regarding the source of this study,

3 9
1
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the potential uses and whether the above named are cooperating with this

L. research, I feel unwilling to fill out this form."

A few nonrespondents felt that the study was racist and that scholarly

\

4

excellence is the same for racial Chondent wrote, "the
.

_
or a rac groups. e respondent

14:

idea of this survey goes against',the grain - it seems to permit. the worst

kind of racial stereotyping and I deeply regret that."

One st:teril'enion the letter that generated.negati.ve comments was that

the life history of the ranking scholar would be useful as a role model.

Individualliquestioned wh ther the study could identify the "best" role

model and the need such an approach. One.resprent stated, "I don't

agree that you proposed 1 fe-history will be of obvious value; why should

it be of any more

Archimedes?"

an role-models such as Curie,- Galileo, or

-A few responde nd nonrespondents alike objec tedtó the...absence of

women on the rImination list of outstanding scholars. In clarifying this
.

concern, one fespondent wrote, "I would,lso, as a woman, find it dis

heartening if you would .give no consideratibn to providing a profi,le,Of
--

women." Vuither wrote, "no4litiok on Black scholars should, be written without

. the inclusion of Black-women. Blacks cannot afford to be either "sexist'
.

-, 1

or 'racist.'" (ft should be note&that the list of nominees was derived

.

.
,

.

. from knowledgeable schol ars in each field and could not be controlled'by

the research staff.) These intense feelings about the absence of women,

despite the fact that the researchers were not respOnsible for the outcome

A
of the nomination process, indicates how much-women resent being overlooked

and unrecognized for their,professional contributions,
_

Ten individuals wrote about objections to the stu hat may be

4 0
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ed.

characterized as methodological. These included concern about the absence

of objedtive criteria of scholarly excellence, apd dissatisfaction with

0

the nominating and ranking procedures for determing outstanding black

scholars.

o

Participants in the study were asked to rank the individuals if they

knew of their work even if they did not.kni6w them perSonally; respondents

were asked to rank such persons in terms of their own standards of scholarly

excellence. Different individuals consider different contributions of a

professional to be more or less significant in a particular field. By

permitting each respondentto weight the characteristics that he or she
p 6

considered more important, we were able to derive a range of definitions,

of excellence. Some respondentsrwould have preferred that characteristics

of scholarly excellence had been specified so that they could rank the

scholars_ nominated according to the predetermined_characteristics. This .

was not the !pproach used ilMhis study.

Extraordinary efforts are needed to generate trust so that the public

will participate in studies like this one. In this respect, race-relations

research differs from other behavioral-science investigations. One way of

accommodating the unique requirements of studies involving blacks, whites,

and other racial and ethnic groups is to diversify the research team so

:that properTespect for racial and ethnic sensitivities is shown in the

study rationale, tie research design, the research instruments, and the

analysis and interpretation of thedindings. Another approach is to provide

sufficient resources to facilitate face-to-face interaction when possible

inthe collection of data. These andother approaches may be useful in

`the process of nurturing trust and cooperation.
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Case Study

Initially, we planned to interview six'bUtstanding scholars but

reduced the number to.five. Philosophy was retained in the survey analysis

of black and white scholars but eliminated from the case study because too

few blacks were in the field to do a valid reputational analysis of the most

outstanding scholar; most professionals in this field did not know the

nominees well enough to rank them. One of the authors interviewed each

of the outstanding scholars to obtain information about current household

as well as family of orientation and other relevant experiences. Paul

Lazarsfeld stated that contemporary information should be supplemented by

information on earlier phases of whatever is,being studied (quoted in

Landes and Tilly, 1971:72-73): The interviews provided information about the

past that contributed to our understanding of the current circumstances

of the scholars.

Spebifically, the scholars were asked questions about family background

and economic circumstances, community race-relations climate, parents'
11

philosophy of-education, experiences in school, college, and graduate

education, and career development. The case studies were prepared and sub-,

mitted to each-of the scholars for comments.

A goal of this study Was to gain an.understanding of the signifibant

(

,

. events and their interconnections in the life histories of our se6lars

and in the process of social interaction betw4sin them and others in the

society. In effect, the five scholars served as our ideal types.

Classification of social facts is a perennial problem in social

science research. Max Weber suggested that the description of types of

social phenomena could be a starting point. According to G. Duncan
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Mitchell, the analyst who uses this method of analysis seeks to determine

the extent to which individuals and their social practices conform to or

deviate from that of the ideal (Mitchell, 1968:87-89). With no operational

definitioriof ideal black scholarship, we decided to develop one inductively

b analyzing the life histories of people Identified by others in their

fiel s outstanding. This is why we call the five outstanding black

scholars ideal types. They are models of success in professional achievement

and career development.

These scholars'nominated by black, brown-, and white professionals

are marginal people who are known within and beyond their groups. We

identify marginal people as those_ with experience in majority and minority

cultures who may rise above the two groups in which they participate as

ill.

well as fall between them. Everett Stonequist said that "the marginal

[person] is the key personality in the contact of cultures. It is in

his [or her] mind that the cultures come together, conflict, and eventually

work out some kind of mutu4radjustment and interpenetrallk." Stonequist

concluded that "the life-histories of marginal [people] offer the most

significant material for the analysis of, the cultural process as it

springs from the contact of social groups" (Stonequist, 1937:222). With

this perspective, the life histories of five scholars are studied.

The case method is a useful way pf studying social organization

as SaMuel Stouffer, the methodologist, proved in his doctoral,dissertation

submitted tp the University of Chicago decades ago. He adiiocated use of

the case method not only because it can obtain results that are similar

to those obtained in quantitative studies, but also becau;e it "suggest[s]

connecting links in processes which may elude the statistician" (Stouffer,

1980).
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We were particularly interested in our scholars' odyssey with education

from childhood through adulthood, although we focused on the college years

and graduate school. We studied career from initial professiOnal appoint-

ment to current work. We obtained the scholars' interpretations of the

meaning of various events in their unfolding careers. We obtained informa-

tion on how each scholar decided to go Into his'chosen field, his area or

areas of specialization, and impediments if any faced in career development.

The life history of each schkar, according to Floyd Allport, is

a structure of'ongoing events. The life history of each scholar as a

61ructure of ongoing events is "s f-limiting" and "unified." The "whole

is different from the separate "parts"; yet the whole is pervasive through-

out all the parts so that a vstem can relate through event's that which is

"inside" to that which is "outside" and can link that which comes "before"

to that which comes "alter," and that which is "below" to that which is

"above" (Allport, 1955:615-619).

Using the event-structure theoretical framework of Allport, we v/f

4

attempted to discover critical events in the life histories of the five

Scholars. We examined the stages in the life - cycle, significant events

that separated or linked these stages oz ongoing processes. For example,

we identified the age at which one entered college, number of years'of

triculation before graduation, age when graduate study began, the length

of time between the commencement'and the end.of graduate study, and pro-

\ fessional employment before and after receipt of terminal degree. We

determined the length of affiliation that a scholar had with various

employers, Including events of promotion or demotion, and the assumption

of new and different roles and responsibilities. We examined the quantity



and quality of professional publications, the age at which publishing

began, the rate of publishing, and the receipt of professional honors

and other recognitions.

Data on events of'a personal nature were obtained too. They included

..-71

reformation on age at marriage, date of marriage in relation 'to college

graduation and graduate study, length of.marriage, number of offspring,

and age at birth of offspring.

By examining the structure of events in the ongoing education and

career prOcesses of each scholar, we were able to identify events between

stages that served as barriers or inducements to movement. .Moreover, we

were able to determine similarities, if any, in the pattern of structured

events in the lives of our ideal-type scholars.

411
Our approach was similar to one employed in the medical educational

.t.

\ -

pa hway analysis. That study, concerned with efforts to achieve equal

-0

representation of minority students in medicine, 'identified the interrelated

events in becoming a physician, such as becoming a qualified medical

school applicant, becoming a medical school student, becObing a medical

school graduate, becoming a licensed physician, and becoming a practicing

physician. Linkages between processes were examined to determine, what
1

the researchers called, "action elements" that encourage exit from the

educational pathway or contributed to student retention (Health Resources

Administration, 1977:22-46).

The organization of information by ongoing processes ior stages or

seasons) that are separated by significant events appeared to be a helpful

way of studying the life histories of our scholars. Daniel Levinson and

his collaborators discovered that "each.phase in the life cycle has its

00.
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own virtues and limitations. To realize its potential value, we must know

and accept its terms and create our lives'within it accordingly"

(Levinson, 1978:x). If we can identify what is done in various stages of

the education and career-development process and how it is done, our

research may be of value to young scholars who are building a career.

To determine similarities and differences among the five scholars,

we constructed a table that symbolically represented a family-education-

career tree. The age at which the five scholars did or did not accomplish

some things are the limbs of the tree that sprout a various periods above

the base. We consolidated the data for the separat= scholars into a com-

posite portrait of family, education, and career development.

These data gave a time and space perspective on amily, education,

and career development and the relationship between t ese ongoing pro=

cesses and significant events60This approach, like the one usedi.by Lewis

Terman and Melita Oden in their logitudinal study of gi ted people,

enalAes us to determine not only what scholars do with sifts in mental

ability, but how and when they use their gifts (1960:823 833).

4
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Table .-1 The Sample by Academic Area

Black White Total

N % N %, N

Philosophy 7 12.9 47 87.0 54

Political Science 12 419.0 51 . 81.0 63
.

e

.

History 21 28.0 54
.72.0

'75

.

Economics 32 41.5 47 59.5 79 ,

e,

Psychology 48 46.2 56 53.8 , .1:0-4.

. k

Totals .

.

179 35.6. .

t

324 64.4 .503

.

.

4

*Of the 554 respondents, 44 were of racial and ethnic groupsother

than U.S. white or U.S. black; data were missing for 7.
4
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Career, Education, and Family Stages

The goal of this study was to discover the stages of development of

outstanding black scholars and to assess the factor& that led to their

achievements.

In education, William Boyd found that blacks in predominantly white

40

colleges are frequently insulted by the inference that they are "special

admit" students. "The main stereotype," he reported, "is that blacks are

so different and deficient that increased equal opportunity in higher educa-

tion can occur only if colleges lower their academic standards" (Boyd, 1974:4).

And, of course, women of achievement often are victims of insinuations that

they made it to the top by providing sexual favors for their male supervisors.

This studyyill shed light on the truth or falsity of several racial steieo-

types.

.

In our. study, we discovered five scholars who were praised by4their pro-
A

fessional colleagues: John Hope Franklin, W. Arthur Lewis, Kenneth B. Clark,

,Matthew Ijolden, Jr., and Darwin T. Turner.

1114121414E

Let us turn,our attention to the life processes and the events that

devigloped our five candidates into'the scholars that they are. Manfred.

Stanley states that oraniam is one of two master metaphors of Western

civilivtiOn; the other is mechanism (Stanley, 1979:137). These two have

been usedh
to organize data for scientific analysis. Allport describes social

1

organisms as self-limiting, unified, dynamic structures or systems that are

c

ongoing through events that,both nk and separate the processes and relate

that which is inside the system o that which is outside (Allport, 1955:615-619).
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As stated in an earlier chapter, we shall use the event- structure

, .

theoretical framework of Allport to help us discover critical events in the

34)

life histories of the scholars. Particufarly, we will be interested in iden-

tifying stages in their career development process and the ptesenCe,'if any,

of consistent patterns among the five.sCholars. This analysis may suggest

the formulationof an ideal type construction applicable to other Scholars in'

the social sciences, and humanities. If such a construction can h rmulated,

it should be accepted as t ntative until verified by further research on a

range of populations.

That this study pop ation is a racial minority group does not necessarily

.

46 it6nuc'esjeliresen tive of other population, groups. Robert Merton

,...

0 Teg%3, -
, ,

stated that '40-infr,ecillentlY .
£4 :.. minority in a society represents

the interestv-ana&ultimate values of-'the group More effectively than the ...

majority" (Merton, 02l):,Alichaid, Wright said that American whites can

,
4

understand themselves bette; °as b4p
4
majority bylooking at the coming'to know

, .

, AIan .

and understand the minority. ,Poet 4'e said, speaking for all blacks

4

to whites, "We are you looking back t yOu front the dark mirror of our lives",

'L

(Wright and Rosskam, 1941:145-14E0u

The Levinsan Tradition
Do'

In some respects, our research is ion the tradition'of'Daniel J. Levinson

pre,een'ter/ in
and is a further test of his theories-. The Seasons of a Man'sikife:

(Levinson, 1978).. Unlike Erikson who regards deyelpment as a series of

stages in egor,development-T'our analysis is closet to the concept of life
6

structure formulated by Levinson and his Collaborators. This concept "is

centered more directly on the boundary between self and the world. It gives

equal consideration to self and world as aspects of the lived Iife";(Levinson,

1978:323).

1
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Our approach differs from Levinson in `that we consider career developmsetd/f

as A sequence of structured events or a system that interacts with; but con-

ceptually is different from, the family or kinship system, and the education

system. While Levinson donsolidatesthese, analyzing the sequence of periods
;

in development, we prefer to disaggregate the systems and analyze career,

family, and education separately and only then as one interdependent system.

The difference mentioned is more stylistic than substantive, having to do with

technique of analysis. A

If there is a fundamental difference in our approach and that of,Levinson,

it is at the level of assumption. We do not assume that the various periods

in adult development are in "a fixed sequence," that the various periods must

be vtraversed ... in the order given," and-that one can not skip a period

(Levinson, 1978:319). We accept the concept of life-structure'development in

stages as a useful metaphor that aids in ordering our analysieof the career

of scholars; but we do not wish to reify the metaphor. Indeed, we'had -

difficulty initially with the concept of stage development, and armost rejected'

it as a redaction.

Freedom is an eternal possibility in human social relations.- Choice add

,,

purpose are of the essence. Habit and custom often becloud these facts and

make them difficult to comprehend. But they exist nevertheless, 'whether or

not one acknowledges freedom, choiCe, and purpose in human cir umstances.

=Ion.

Thus an analytic concept, that violated these basic assumptions w d be of

limited value in explaining, social aspects of human
development such as

career, education, and family development. In effect, Levinson acknowledges

our assumption about freedom when he said, "the developmental periods are

111 age-linked but they, are not a simple derivative of age" (Le nson, 1978:319)
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We found the concept of stage development of value, however, because it

s to be sequential and appears tp be fixed. Thus, we embrace Levinson's
4

ription of hods the sequence works:

During the current period,a man morks chiefly on the

developmental tasks of this Teriod. But he also does

some work onthe tasks of other periods. Tasks that

will become primary in later periods may be activated

early. The tasks of preceding periods Ore not com-

pleted and cast aside when those periods come to an

end. If they are worked out reasonably well at the

appropriate time, they continue to support further

development in subsequent periods: Gains of the past

form the ground on which current developmental_ efforts

are buii't\aevinson, 1978:321Y.'

Our Assumptions Li earlia
ir

This description we accept as an appropriate description of the develop-

mental process, if it is

that appear to be.beyond

tas

recognized that one goes through a series 'of tasks

4
choice or control, not sb much because they arejbut

because theA
are shared Jatb-463=9:faiimm

peelPIltheinfige*miime in common with others.

One is not fully in control of what happens in the unfolding of a career

`through numerous stages. One may affirm oneself; but confirmation must comer

from others. Others are free to give or withhold confirmdtion even aarOne is

o
free to affirm or not to affirm one's self-interest. Most of us in human

society eventually learn that our affirmed self-interest is accommodated

favorably and confirmed by others only if we respond from time to time in

ways that confirm and fulfill their self-interest. Reciprocity and mutuality

indicate that none is fully in control of his or her fate.

While one moves throUgh the states of development almost inexorably from

one level to another, one tends to do this because of habit on the one hand

and custom onthe they, and not because the stages are fixed or movement is

52
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inflexible. They merely appear to be fixed and inflexible.

C-

39
les3

A concept of the stages of development that acknowledges freedom, choice,

and purpose in human social relations accepts,thepossibility of change in

sequences of d6elopment, including skipping ahead nd falling behind.

cs

Because deviatioq from theconventional involve mute 1 decisions 115-, the

.initiator of action and those who must respond, and b ause the initiator of
0- e .

'action can never completely coqitrol the responses'of others, deviations
. .

usually are implemented at the risk of disapproval because of discomfort due

to disruption of customary ways of doing things. Most people, not wishing

to experience disapproval, behave in habitual and customary ways.

Qur goal was to discover habitual and cu tomary ways in which successful

41, scholars in American society have dev 'Specifically we wanted to know

how 'outstanding black scholars ach ved eminelice in a society where they are

members of a minority popul ion. Weere'cognizant'of Levinson's profound

statement that "we nee- great 'wisdom lest we evaluate too superficially"

f

(Le'vinson, 1978:320)

We pondelfed case studies of the life histories of each of the five

scholars to discover clues to their development. InfO?illation was obtained

from analysis of personal interviews, curriculum vitae, biographical sketches

in Who's Who .n America, American Men and Women of Science,. Social. Science

Citation Index, Who's Who in Black America, and books and aKticles written

by the scholars.
11

Each scholar was given a copy of t e narrative reconstruction of his

40
life-history go that errors could be corrected and faUty interpretations

clarified. N.

0
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We should mention for the record that, while this a alysis °tithe stages

in a scholar's life is concerned with blacks and is lim ted t9 men, we are

aware of thg benefits of comparative analysis, and belieVe that similar

)studies of whites and of Women would be of value. The reason for Aimiting

3 0'
this phase of our study to blacks has been earlier. It would have%

been fruitful to analyze-black women'scholars if they had emerged fromiour

rating process. Some women were,nomieated, but none was voted the most out-
.

standing in iher field. Considering the way a sexist society has distributed

opportunities for professional adVancement in the past, it would he appro-

priate to deliberately undertake a study of stages in the development of career,

edUcation, and family life of minority and majority women even as thi's case

study.) th.912.029t fUlly anticipated or planned to be this kind is a'study

411
of oustanding black men.

evinson said that one pf the greatest surprises was the relatively

low va iability in the dge at which every period begins and ends: "thi '

findin: violates the long-held and cherished idea that individual adults

develop at very different paces when we look at development in terms of 1

the evo ution of life structure, the periods follow'art .w-lifiked sequence"

(Levinsn, 1978:318).

WIEMEED

Bec use our goal is to develop an ideal type model, we sha.M. report

only the verage for the five scholars in Table 3 -'l, and 3=3. However,

the varia ions of individuals 'round averages will be discussed.

'

For ach scholar, the age at the beginning of a stage, critical events

that contr buted 'to the end or beginning of a mpg stage, and the length of each

5I
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stage in one's-career was analyzed separate1y'and then consolidated.

Career Stages

We discovered that these ideal-type scholars in the humanities and
socialL-

sciences had careers that separated into four stages. Stage I begins around
0 .e

24 years of age and usually consists of such scholarly activity as teachkg,

research, and writing. It extends from 6 to,7 years. Stage II begins around

30 or 31 yearg of age and lasts 8 to 9 years: It consists largely of teaching,

research, writing and public service. Stage III is a period for refining, the

teaching, research, and writing skills developed in the first two stjages,

expanding one's pariiciration in public affairs, and',possibly developing ad-
,

ministrative skills.' Stage III begins around the age of 39"years and extends

over a period of'10 to 11 years. Stage IV.begins'at the mid-cOtury point

in a scholar's life, around one's fifty-first year. In this stage, all skills

.
developadluring the previous periods are consolidated into a complementary

pattern, and administra ve "skills may be further developed. Responsibility

for the.leadership'of"learned soc171-p- s is assumed. Stage IV may extend from

15.to 19 years depending on age of ret cement.

.

In summary, each stage refines the skills developed in previous stages

and initiates new skills. Moreover, the length of time that one spends in

a stage gradually increases as one passes through higher stages from 6 to 7

years in the first, 8 to 9 in the second, 11 to 12 years, in the third, and

15 to 19 in the fourth. As'one works out one's career from stage to

succeeding stage; one assumes new responsibilities in each new Stage and

therefore is given more time,,than one had in the previous stage to assimilate

new responsibility with previous obligations.

re)5
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Levinson's statement about the absence of variability in age around

the beginning and ending of a stage in part is confirmed and in part is

contradicted by the findings of our analysis. In each of the four-stages,

a majority of the,five scholars are within one to four years=of the age of '

the other scholarsrat the beginning of a period. This is a more or less

narrow range of variability.

Yet the total variability by age is as great as 10 years for all five

scholars in stage I and.iI, and eight years in stages III and IV. When one

considers that the lengths of stages I and II are six to seven yearS, and
S

eight to nine years, respectively, a variability of 10 years is great.

Often one and,usually not more than two scholars account for the wide

variability. For eXtimple, in stage I four of the scholars were within a 5-
. .

411 year age range but one deviated from the top of *the 5-year range by 10 yeprs..

Stage IV had been reached by only 3 of the 5 scholars. Only a 1 -year difference

separated the ages at which.2 of the scholars reached this stage. One scholar,

:however, was 7., years above the age of the youngest scholar.

Not only did we observe 1 and sometimes 2 scholars deviating widely from`

the norm with reference to age of entry into a stage, at ,least 1 of the 5

scholars took twice as long to finish a stage as the scholar who most rapidly

passed through the stage. It is because of this finding th t we question

'the rigid and fixed age pattern that some would impose upon e stages of

Adult development. While most individuals enter and com ete a stage within

-the normative period prescribed,- one person here and tlyere will not conform

to that pattern.

6
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It is the person who violates the norm that interests us. He or she

tells us much about the flexibility' of.the human condition. We wish to know

whether a person who lages behind, remains behind. Likewise, does a person

who lurches ahead stay ahead? The answer to both questions is negative. Some

scholars spend too little time maturing in one stage and make up what they

missed in the next. Thus they spend more time than usual in the next stage

. .

.
doing the regular tasks and making up missed opportunities of the past. Other

)

scholars prematurely tate on responsibilities in one stage that are more

approprihte for the next stage. Thus, their time in the lower stage may

be prolonged so that the usual tasks of that stage, can be performed long

with added responsibilities.

Tasks in stages I and II are commonly '1-a.ded back anid forth by scholars.

Of our 5 scholars, -2 waited as late as stage III, which normally occurs

between 40 and 50 years of age, to make up for scholarly activities that
Pr

should have been performed earlier. Stage III is about the last opportunity

one has to'make up deficiencies if one wishes to bring one's career to a

r.
successful conclusion as an oustanding scholar during the 15 to 19 years of

.0

Stage IV. The/xwo scholars who waited until stage III to catch up were

extraordinarily-productive of scholarly works between 40 and 50 years of

age. They caught up and demonstrated that the adult life structur? is

flexible and responsive to compensatory action. However, the individual

pays-a price when professional activity that should have been spread over

several years is Concentrated into a shorter period. Thus, the stages for

scholarly development and their-age ranges are normative by prevailing habit ".

and custom. But individuals may .tailor their adaptation to the various

stages, with Consequences of course if e?e adaptations vary ffom the expected.

57,



Nevertheless, variations are 0-6i'S151e.

As a final point regarding variability in age at which one enters a

career stage and length of time required to complete it, our analysis reveals

that one who enters a stage at the youngest age does not necessarily completL

the stage.in the shortest period of t Also, one who is the oldest upon

entering a stage does not necessarily femaih in that stage longer than

others. Leveinson is correct in his statement that "the life cycle is an

organic whole" and that "the,patt and future are in the present" (Levinson,

1978:321). While the past, present, and future condition eacfi other, human

experience usually provides for compensatory action. The present is never

fixed as lonvas there is freedom, choice, and purpose. It can-5e Ttuerffed

to accommodatS the past and to anticipate the future. Such a modification in

the light of the past and tha future can occur in any developmental stage. In

the social and psychological systems nothing is forever fixed and unchangeable.

Other Research

Our findings regarding compensatory action as a fundamental part of the

social system, including the career-development process of scholars in the

humanities and social sciences,is corroborated by other research such as

the studies on creativity by Harvey Lehman (Lehman, 1946:460-480; 1947:342-356);

and the study of early-maturing
and late-maturing boys by Mary Cover Jones

(Jones, 1960:804-822).

Lehmn reported that "the renowned benefactors of humanity were

less than 25 years'old at the time they did their most creative work."'

His statement applied to '56 percent of the chemists, 53 percent of.the

'mathematicians, 53 percent of distinguished authors, and 30 percent of

IIIeminent'philosophers (Lehman, 1946:478-479). This finding also means that

1



more than 40 percent of the scientists and humanists made, renowned contri7

butions to their fields after the age of 25 years. The reciprocal figure is

frequently forgotten. For example, Lehman found that about 12 percent of

psychologists, 8 percent of economists and political scientists, and 4 per-

,.

cent of writers published creative works after,the age of 60 years (Lehman,

1946:355). This is further evidence that, catchup time is possible in the

psychological and social systems. It may be experienced by only a few. But

the few prove the rule that the stages of adult development are not rigid,

fixed, and unaccommodating to varying temporal patterns of individual adapta-

tion. ti
4

Lehman discovered one individual in his studies of creative output who

made his "first and notable chemistry contribution as late as age 75." On

the basis of this ding, Lehman said, "it seems logical to infer that,

although there is n deadline beyond which it is.impossible to make one's

intial,contributi,dn, age q5 is too old to start contributing if one hopes

to make more than one important contribution" (Lehman, 1946:466). This

essentially is one of the consequences or prices of delaying and deferring

tasks to a later stage that could and should be dealt with in an earlier

stage: one's total scholarly output is likely to be reduced (Lehman, 1946:

470).

Further evidence that catchup time is possible is provided by Jones'

-study of the adult careers of early- maturing and late-maturing boys. Jones

said that it is well known that "early- or late-maturing may have a con-

siderable bearing upon the social life and personal adjustment of some ,

individuals during ... adolescence." But what of the long-term effects?

Jone's found the early -maturing teenagers showed marked differences
in size,



t

D

strength, and attractiveness of physique. The early-maturing boys also

were judged to be more relaxed than the late-maturing adolescents. By th

age of 33 years, she found that differences in size of the two iroups had

diminished to insignificance. Each group showed considerable overlap in

manifestation of masculine characteristics. The two groups were similar i

socioeconomic status and in level of education obtained.

As stated before,- there are consequences for starting ahead or lagging

behind. The consequences may be positive or negative. One consequence for

the late-maturing adolescents that manifested itself during adulthood was a

more flexible attitude. ,Jones speculates that "in the course of halting to

adapt to difficult status problems,.the late-maturers gained some insights

and are indeed more flexible while the early-maturing, capitalizing on their

ability to make a good impression, may have clung to their. earlier success

pattern ... becoming somewhat rigid" (Jones's, 1960:812, 805-814).

Our finding that those who start out ahead do not always stay ahead

is corroborated by'the findings only of Jones but also of Terman and

Oden (Terman and Oden, 1947:194), who studied 781'indlviduals who were among

the top 1 percent of intelligent people in the United States, according to

standardized tests. The mean age at high-school graduation was at least

a year below the average f9r others in their state; moreover, Of those

respondents, hose education had ended before the follow-up study, 90 percent

of the men and 86 percent of the women entered college. However, approxi-

mately 30 percent did not graduate from college. About 20 percent of the

sample had not begun to fulfill their potential, according to these

researchers. Clearly the ability was present, but other things interfered.

60 .
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In addition to identifying the stages of scholarly development, we now

analyze the ideal type scholar's career contribution to the field of educa-

tion and to the literature of 'his discipline. We begin with an analysis of

one's service in the field of education because it is the principal institu-

tion

JP,

context for the career of most.scholars in the humanities and social

sciences.

The average scholar in our study, as seen in Table 3-2, has been in P

/
educgtfon about a third of a century, which ig 90 percent of his prof ional .

4career, and has been affiliated with about 4 different colleges or un rsi-
,

tiest for anjverage term of 8 years at -each school. Actually, the pattern'

of service involves fewer years on the faculty of the first schools of em-

ployment and more years at,the most recent schools of employment.

The longest service our scholars had rendered aisingle school averaged

18 years. This figure represented exceptional continuity; however, it is

heavily weighted by one scholar whose entire career was spent at one insti-

tution. Discounting the effect of his experience, the average still is at

13 years', indicating a remarkable amount of institutional loyalty.

There is debate about whether administration and scholarship are compatible

or incompatible. Our scholars are not of one mind on this matter. It would

appear, however, based on their experience, that administration is a com-
a

. ponent in educational leadership in the careers of those Who are outstanding,

and must be accommodated at some stage in, one's career, usually in stages III

and IV. Our scholars devoted 10 tO II years to administration as' departmental

chairman, dean, or president of an educational institution and as administra-

tors in governmental and private consulting agencies. This average is

110 weighted by one scholar who devoted twice as'much time to administration as
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any of the others. When his experience is discounted, the administrative

commitment remains at about 7 to 8 years, approximately one-fourth of the

average time our scholars worked in the field of education. Thus, one may

expect the ideal type scholar to spend from once-fourth to one-third of his

or her career in administration. This may come as a surprise to some but .

probably is what is in the wind for those who lead the field.

The publishing experience of our scholars is extensive. These men

began' publishing early in their career and published steadily over the years.

Ips

Lehman said "our most distinguished creative thinkers have usually possessed,

among other things, an astonishing capacity for hard patient work" (Lehman,

1946:474). The productivity of our scholars represents such work. They

have authored or edited an average of 11 to 12 books, and published an

average of 52 to 53 articles in learned journals. They began publishing at

a relatively early age.' Their first articles were published when they were

26 to 27 years of age, only 2 to 3 years after the commencement of their pro-

.
fessional careers. 'An average of about 6 years after the first article

appeared, many of our schOlars produced a book. At this point in their.

careers, they were an average of 32 to 33 years old, 8 to 9 years on the job,

and solidly in the second stage of career development. The life span of

creativity of the 5 schoiarsin terms of number of years between first and

current article averaged a quarter of a century.

The most4Aeative work is not always completed'at an early age. Lehman

.found this pattern: "the major contributors to a given field accomplished.

their first important research at younger average ages and their last important

Work at older average ages" (Lehman, 1946:467). The younger starters, however,

tend to exhibit greater productivity
(Lehman, 1946:474).

#



"On the whole ...'those destined to go far have started early and

moved rapidly" (Lehman, 1946:479). Shakespeare and Dickens are examples

of this principle. Their first contributions were published at the age of\,.,

24 and 21 years, respectively. Shakespeare's publishing career extended,

a

over a range of 25 years and Dickens' over a range of 36 years (Lehman,

1946:471). These individuals were not unlike our scholars -- Franklin and - .

Lewis, for example. Franklin's first article was published when-be was)23

years of age, and Lewis' first article when hetwas 24. Both babe continued'

to publish steadily for more than 40 years.
d

In summary, the publishing pattern of the ideal type scholar begids

with a contribution of articles to learned journals early in the first stage

of one's career,. when one is 26 to 27 years of age, and then continues, maybe.

with a book, ahalf-dozen years later after one has entered the second stage

of one's career." Thereafter, one probably will publish an article every tWb

years and eventually author or edit about a dozen books during the course

of a productive career that may extend over at least a quarter of a century.%

Educational Stages,

As mentioned earlier, we analyze educational development as a process.?

that is both related to andseparate from the structured events of a

career. We have identified four educational stages -- I and II: preschool

O 1

and the primary and secondary grades; III: college; IV: graduate education.

-In analyzing these stages, we will identify the age of our scholars when

;hey enter and exit. Then we will examine education and its relationship

to career development and family structure.'

As seen in Table 3-2, all our scholars completed secondary school on

0. time and probably ahead of time in terms of the age at which they graduated.
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None was over 16 years old;, two were even younger. Our scholars completed
I

educational, stages I and II with dispatch, and movtd immediately into college.

According to our'analysis, the ideal type scholar commences adulthood

with college degree in hand. The average age upon graduation.for'our ideal

type scholars was 20. Our scholars fulfilled-the requirements of college
0

anifil stage III before they were called upon to assume other adult responsfhi-

lities. Straightaway, they enrolled for the mas'ter's,degree, all except,

one, who matriculated immediately for the doctorate.

Our scholars earned a Master of Arts or a Master of Science degree in

1 to 2 years and graduated at the average age of 21 or 22 years. The master's

is the first-level degree of stage IV, graduate education, which ends when one

has achieved a,doctoral degree. All /except 1 scholar immediately'enrolled for

411 a doctorate after receiving a master's degree. There was continuity in their

formal education. Five to"6 years later, our scholars had doctoral degrees.

.The ideal type scholar completes formal education when one is 26 or 27 years

old. -,

The ideal type scholar moves immediately from one stage'of educational

elopment o the next. Within a stage, however, one may hop, skip, and

jump, as most of our scholars did in elementary or secondary school in

stage II, and as one of our scholars did in graduate school'in stage IV.

Three scholars took time out before stUdying, for the doctoral degree.

This is the-firstrespite that any of the scholars.permitted himself during

the course of his odyssey with education. None let up before receiving the

master's degree. After.that, time out was called for not more than three

years; in most instances, this time was less. The inteAlude was used

largely to replenish depleted finawes.
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Probably more important than the young age of the scholars"is the short

period they required to obtain a Ph.D. degree. They were in, through, and

out of graduate school before,other concerns could distract them.

That our scholars had limited finances is indicated by the fact that

most of them had to.begin their careers before they received the doctoral

degree, although they received it at an early age. To support themselves

while finishing their studies, they signed on as teachers in colleges and

universities =- some part time and others full time; These jobs launched

the careers of our scholars in education. This was the experience of most o

our scholars, who entered their profesiion when they were 23 to 24 years

old, a few years before their doctorates were awarded. Our scholars have

remained as members of the teaching profession, which they entered in early

adulthood. All-except one is affiliated with the,academy,

The necessity to work may have been an asset providing a precept-and-example

experience ,of what the life of scholarship is about, a reinforcement of an'

earlier vocational choice. Thus* ideal type scholar may serve more or less

as an apprenticet3 to 4 years before fully credentialed. When it comes too

early, full-time work may interfere with fulfillment of student requirements.

- Whenfit comes a year or two before the.end of student status, it both

enhances the ending of formal education and helps the beginning of a pro-

fessional career.

Family Stages

And what of the kinship system? How is it related to the other two?

The'kinship system exists in three stages -- I: the family of orientation

in whi4 the offspring receives nurturance, support, protection, and un-

conditional love; II: the independent householder, an experimental period
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in transition without the responsibility and obligation of unconditional

ofi

love and, commitment; III: the family of procreation in which the parent

gives nurturance, support, protection, and unconditional love.

The roes and responsibilities in the kinship system are evidence that

o^

stage development is neither rigid nor fixed. Indeed the survival of the

kinship system depends on freOom, choice, and purpOle, certainly not on

inflexible qualities. Yet the family is often stereotyped in form and

function. It, more than any other social system, is influenced by habit

- and custom, which accounts for its highly regularized ways.

As seen in Table 3-3, the i ea l type scholar is nurtured, supported,

and protected in a family of orientation from birth-to the age-of 21_or.22

years. It would appear that ,iwo full decades of nurturance, support, and

unconditional lobe are necessary to prepare one for a scholarly career of

independent inquiry, creative synthesis; and conceptual analysis.

52.
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As mentioned before, compensatory action is.an ever-present possibility,

in social and psychological activity. A 'two- person household is the conven-

tional way of caring forsoffispring in a family. But our scholars have grown

and prospered in a number of alternative arrangements that fully functioned

as a family and that fulfilled all responsibilities and commitment to the

offspring. Our scholars came of age in nuclear families, extended families,

blended families, one- pareftt families. Despite the household composition,

,adult members were nurt ing, supportive, and loving. Our ideal type

scholars are a reflection of such care.

More important_tha the household composition is the temporal period

illof support that aryffsp ing received.- A441thdrawal support prematurely

p 6
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could have stunted the educational development of our scholars. And a

stunted education would have interfered with professional oppOrttinities
ei

in their chosen vocation. The prema"ture withdraleal of supp t could have

severe repercussions.

In our study, all 5 scholars received direct and full family support

from preschool and primary and secondary school through.college. They

remained as official household m2mbers:of their families of orientatidn,4

while moving through these levers in their educational development. Three

scho remained in the family of orientation until they obtained the

master's dagree. With this material, social, and emotional family support,

our scholars moved rapiday.through their education without much inOrruption.

The transitional period is stageclI, when one leaves the household of

onelibparents, This ranged'from 2 to 10 years for four of our scholars.

One scholar skipped this'period altogether and immediately formed a family

of procreation as he left the household of his family of orientation. One

is free to change customary ways of doing things. But there are consequences,

as we have mentioned, with which .one must abide.

Our scholars needed these variable transitional years. Each had to

experiment with different things. One had to earn sufficient funds and then

011f

go back to school. Another was involved in establishing himself in-a new

physical and spiritual environment. Still another had sufficient scholarship

money if supplemented with menial work but no support for diss ation research.

The transitional independent
householder years were 6 td 7 years for four

of our schOlars.. None married before 24 years; two waited until their thirties.

The trans tional stage gets its name from the kinship system. But it is

related to education and work. Before marriage, 2 scholars obtained their

t.



doctoral degrees, 4 had acquired their master's; all had the baccaulaureate

degree well in hand an average of 6 to 7 years before they married.

:n tarn: fy .sous,
Graduate'study came during the period of transition It appears that rriage

is postponed during the transitional years to accommodate higher educaVion

for'our ideal type scholar who aspires to achieve the highest academic degree.

At the end of the transitional period, 3 things happened suddenly. Three

scholars received professional appointments while single and before they re-

ceived the Ph.W. Two worked two years and one worked four years; then tley

all married. Only.I scholar married without a permanent appointment.

In summa y, the sequence of actit6 is interesting among our scholars,

whose first .riority was higher education, including graduate study. The

second prior ty.was'starting a career, and the third'priority was marriage.
t N....

. .

None married b= ore the bachelor's degree; all were still single when they

received the mast r's degree. ree married before the doctor's degree,

although 2 married 'after receiving it. Mot'of these changes occurreelauring

stage II, the age f transition that began at age 21 or 22 years and extended

to 28 or 29. After then, stage III in the family took over.

Among our; scho ars, stage III has been a long-lasting experience:

It is the period wh n the family of procreation nurtures and cares for its

offspring 'While the scholar is deil'eloping 'a professional career.44,ormal

study f(A'education is behind one. Mafriage and an oustanding career.-ag a

scholar seem to go 4and in hand, so far as our ideal type scholar is con-

cerned. They appear to stabilize each other. Our scholars with magnificent

careers married whefi they were 26 to 27 years old,_2 to 3 years after their

careers had begun. They have been married an average of'-33'} ,ars. They

have been outstanding and productive scholars. Their households consist of

C 8 )
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an average of two children.

55"
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Conclusion

This analysis indicates'that career, education, and family development" ,11.

processes are relatively. ,independent in that each process, has 4 life-range

of its own and a sequence of stages thaare system-specific. The analysis

also re4eals'that these structures or systems are interrelated,\that events

in one system condition 'happenings in another.

It was particularly interesting to analyze the convergence of events in

all three systems during the transitional stage of independent touseholder

in the kinship systeM. -Within a short period o time, scholars Started

their professional careers, married, and ended their formal education. Not

by chance did these happenings occur almost simultaneously in each of,the

three systems. One may conclude that these are covariant events,,each in-

fluencedby happenings outside its own system. .

4

As a source of powe', the career system is unchallenged.- It certainly

was Primary in the public identity of our five scholars and their households.

Because of their careers, our'scholars receyed multiple honors for their

creative professional contributions.

A career as a scholar, however, js 'greatly assisted by formal educatibn.

Higher education at the graduate-school level is necessary although it may

not be sufficient for attainment of the status of a scholar. The creden-

tialing function of formal education gives it an authoritative position

in our society. Education has less power to grant the privi eges and)pre-
.

rogatives that a successful career in scholarship can convey. But its

authority'is overwhelming as a sanctioning agency for academic standards.

As such, it is the midwife for most professional careers, 'including a career

v9
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in scholarship. Education, then, is our second most powerful system.

Least power is the kinship system, and yet this system is the most

enduring. Lt.is the structure through which young people receive nurturance,

support, and protection, and through which adults give nurturance, support,

and protection. The family system is fragile and family members are vulnerable.

They are sustained by unconditional love, which all may give but which any can

withhold an cannot be compelled to cooperate. When it occurs, such action

ttfireatena the stability of the family. structure.

Despite weak and vulnerable structure, the family remains essential

in educatio -1 and career development. It can orient one toward or away from

extend formal schooling. It can-stabilize or disrupt a professional career.

Th- family, of orientation is concerned with the former; the fetidly of pro:

creation, with the latter. None who would be scholars in our study married

until Ae had achieved a master's degree, obtained in most instances with full

family support. The outstanding scholars in our study had deCades of marriage

,--.....,behind them to spouses who were supportive, to spouses whom they loved and,

who loved them.

Without support of families, achievement in education and careers is

very difficult. Neither system is able to stand alone and on its own.
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Table 3-1

Stages.in a Scholar's Career

(Combined Experiences of.Franklin, Lewis, Clark, Holden, Turner}

1981

5

Characterigtics Of Career

Stage I Teaching, Researdh, Writinki

Average
Age, Year,
and Number

Beginning age
2':8

Length in yea'rs ,-
6.6

,, .,.

J

-Stage II Teaching, Research, Writing, Public Servioe.

F.

lilltage I*

4.,

/"

Stage IV
,

Beginning ,age. ;').

Length in years
!

4

Teaching, Research, Writing,.Public Service,

. Administration

30.4'

8 :8"

BeginAng age,
39.2

Length in years
11-.4

.
Teaching; Research, Writing, Public Service,,.

Administratidn, Leadei bf Learned Societle:

Beginning age,
1

...5L,

Length, in years, in progress
15.3

,.. - ,,..

Other .Career Characteristics
.' ."

.: 0 .1.

. .

4

Number of years in education .:
,

J
Sa.8:

Number of years in administration ,
10.4

.*...

Number of.different colleges of.employmeht - 4
r .

Years of longestservice to a single school
.., 18.4

. '
. Number of artiblep publiped7 - :; 52.5

uNumber of.bodka authored or edited
.y 21.6

,

Age at publication of first aracle.
26.6`

,
Age at publication of first .book .. 32.6

Age at publlcation of most recent article" .
58.6 -,

Age at publilation of most recent book,
:, .55.2

Years between. publication of first .and most recent article-
,

-32 .

.
Years betWeen Aublicativ of first and most recent 23.6,

Age df presideOysof ledaingT.S. professional association" 60
,

$ N . ,
11.45'

t .

a

71

is

0
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Table 3-2

Stages in the Education of a Scholar's Career

(Combined Weriences.of Frankli Lewis, Clark, Holden, Turner)
11

1981

I

.,w
1

,,

Educational Characteristics

Average
Age, Year,
and Number

Stages Preschool, Elementary and Secondary School
115'

Ending age
;Length' in years

Stagf:.IID College

Ending age
Length in years

diage iV Graduate Education

Ending age
Length' in yearsv(from bachelor's to doctor's)

Length in years (from bacheloryg to master's)

Length in years (from master's to doctor's)

Relationship between Education and Career

15

15

20

5

26.4

6,4.

1.8

5.5

Age at beginning of stage I in career 23.8

Length in years (from end of college to 'beginning Of career) 3.8

Lefigth in years (that career began before Ph.D. study ended) 3.8

Length in years (that career began after Ph.D. study ended) 2

Relationship between Education and Family

Age at marriage
Length in years (from end bf.college to beginning of marriage)

Length in years (marriage began before Ph.D. study ended)

Length in years (marriage began after Ph.D. study ended)

26.2

6.5

3.3

4.5

$



Table 3-3

Stages in the Family of a Scholar's Career
(Combined Experiences of Franklin, Lewis, Clark, Holden, Turner),

. 1981

Family Characteristics

Average
Age, Year;.
and Number

Stage I Family of Orientation (Offspring Receiving)

Wing age 21.2

Length in years 421.2.

Stage II Independent Householder (Offspring in Own Home)

Ending age 28.3

Length in years

sage III 'Family of Procreation (Parent Giving)

6.3

.

Length-of years in progress 33.4

. -

Other Family Characteristits:

Age at initial marriage -26.2

Number of marriages 1.2

Number of children in household 2.2

Relationship between the Family and Career
o

Age at beginning of carqgt 23.8

Length in years (of marriage before career began) 4

Length in years (of marriage after career began) 4
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Chapter 4

#
JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN

THE HISTORIAN WHO UNDERSTANDS
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In his important study, The Seasons of a Man's Life, psychologist

Acniel J. Levinson reviews the story. of Faust and describes his quest for
C/-

knpwledge as_the hubris of. the scientist (Levinson, 1978:249). Philosopher

Huston Smith, author of Forgotten Truth,. goes one step furtheD and classi- f-

fies our hunt for knowledge of humanity as "the final exploitation" because

of the built-in violence that reduces the object of knOwledge to object

141

(Smith, 1976:126). These consequences of knowledge-getting it the humanities

and social sciences -- .
self-serving glorification or destructive reductionism --

can be prevented only if while getting knowledge one also seeks understanding.

This precisely is what John Hope Franklin, the historian,.has done.

In the history that Franklin writes knowledge and Understanding are

complementary: one without the other is incomplete. Out of the mouth of

John Hope Franklin comes both knowledge and understanding. His contribution

has been that of' making history a wisdom field devoid of the cult of

fictitious glorification of a whole society or the cant of quantitative

reductionism that analyzes parts out of context.

ty any measure John HOpe Franklin, for more than a decade the John

Matthews Manly Distinguished Service Professor at the University of Chicago

(Emeritus in 1982), is one of the Most celebrated historians in the'United

States. His book, From Slavery to Freedom, is in its fifth edition and has

been described as the''beSt history of black Americans. Thrice honored by

professional peers, he has been elected president of three of the most

prestigious historical organizations in the United States.

How a black person born in Rentiesville, Oklahoma, a,teldtively

A

poor all-black town of approiimately, 2,000 souls (to which Franklin's
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family moved as a temopraiy protection against the outrage of discrimina-

tion) could achieve so much, so well, and not exhibit the slightest trace

of arrogance is close to a miracle. How he has managed to remain unpreten-

tious with his colleagues, accessible to his students, kind in his criticism,

and generous in his praise are sigtificant'aspects of the John Hope Franklin

saga, and are as important as his scholarly achievements.

Influence on the Field of History
and Recognition by Peers

In the process of being truly generous to persofis near and dear to

him, Franklin has managed not'only to write good history but also to make

history through the development of his wide-ranging career as teacher,

researcher, administrator, and policy-maker. The listing of his works

cited by other scholars in 1975 and 1976, for example, demonstrates his ex-

tensive influence on contemporary scholarship. The Social Science Citation

Index reported that at least 15 different books and articles by Franklin were

cited in approximately 50 social-science journals during this two-year

period. His works were cited by scholars in a number of different disci-

plines. To illustrate, he was cited in Social Work, Journal of Negro Educe-

tion, Social Problems, Journal of Politics, American.,Sociological Review,

to name a few, and in several history journals. The mdst frequently cited

reference was his basic text, Prom Slavery to Freedom; about one-third of all

references. had to do with material from that book, of which more than

\

500,000 copies have been sold.

Franklin has continued to do good research andoftgittton as a productive

scholar. A more recent book he authored, Southern Odyssey, won the Jules

Landry Award from the Louisiana State
Uni.yersity Press for the best menu-

76
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script submitted in 1975 in history, biography, or literature. Between

1943 and 1981, he authored or edited 17 books, an average of about one book

every.tWo years. ti
Franklin is recognized by his peers of all races and in all regions

as an excellent historiail, the most outstanding black historian. This

conclusion is based on our survey. Selected white scholars and black

scholars associated with advisory boards and governing councils of,national
.

professional and scholarly organizations in the field of history were each

asked to nominate at least three outstanding black scholars. John Hope

Franklin was most frequently nominated by individuals in all racial popula-

tions. The names of'the four scholars with multiple nominations were sub-

.-

mitted as a panel to a national random sample of 109 professional historians,

both black white; they were .asked to rank the panel.of foUr in terms of

their own criteria of scholarly excellence and to submit additional names

if none in the panel met their criteria. Only one name was added by one of

the 109 in the national sample. Ten returned the survey instrument and
A

stated that they did not wish to participate in the study. Of the 99 pro-

fessional historians who ranked the panel of five (which ,included four -6-

A

nominees and one added by a.rater), 66 gave John Hope Franklitza first-place

vote as the outstanding black scholar in history.
7

Scholarship

When one considrshis achievements, clearly Franklin's reputation

transcends racial boundaries. JohnHope Franklin is a real scholar; and

the real, as stated by Huston Smith, 0.ways has a transcendent character

(Smith, 1976:142). have said I was a mainstreamer," Franklin reports.

itEven in'my graduate work, I refused to get put over in a corner and made

C.
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a stereotype." Before selecting his dissertation topic on the free Negro

in North Carolina,, Franklin went through several metamorphoses at Harvard.

While matriculated as agraduate student, he published a paper on "Edward

Bellamy and the Nationalist Movement" (Franklin, 1938). He considered .

doing research on Christian Sbcialism and almost decided to specialize in

British history but pulled bebk from each of these topics for various

reasons, and finally followed through With research on 'free Negroes, a

)pr ect he had begun as an undergraduate student with,his history teacher

at Fist! University. Despite his focus on the South and.on blacks, in his

own opinion his investigations have been concerned with "the mainstream."

Franklin told Jack Star, who was preparing an article for Change magazi

111

"I don't teach black history at the Univerbityof Chicago. I teach th

history of the South-- black and white".4tar, 1977:28). And his focus',

on the South is an effort to understand the condi-

?

tion of. 81; total society. 4t 4'

r
-

The transcendent character of Franklin's scholarship is revealed in

his analytical approach of "maintaining a discreet balance" and giving

"proper consideration for anonymous as well-as outstanding people"
,

(Franklin,_19+x1v

An Honest Assessment of the South

As a referee of the past, Franklin classifieg.eveass as thdilire and
4

4.

not as he 'or others wbiiid prefer,that they be.. Whent his book The MiliOnt

South was, being considered for publication by the Harvard Univarsity Press,
"1/4

one dtitique that it received from a southern white historian questioned`

411..

whether the manuscript should be published. Then the 'southerner allowed'
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that it might be all right to publish if a view of the South by a Negro

was what thepress wanted (Star, 1977:30). This evaldation is an illus-

t
tration of the destructiVeneSs of reductionism. By emphasizing the race of

the historian, Franklin's skills in scholarly research were denied. Franklin

believeethat "there are More valid standards by which to judge a.people

than race" (Frankl , 1960:17). Fortunately, the Harvard University Press

../

took a similar view and published the book.

Franklin's service as president of the Southern Historical Association

was particularly significant in the light, of his criticism of some southern

scholarship. In 1960, a decade and a year'before heading the Southern

Historical Association, Frank14 stated that "nowhere in the United States ...

has the cult of history flourished as it has flourished in the SOuth"

411 (Franklin, 1960:17). For such candor:he has been both criticized and praised.

Nevertheless, Franklin said what had to be said because he knew that

"history has been an important instrumentsin shaping human affairs"

(Franklin, 1960:17).1 He believed that a distorted historical tradition

could be corrected, and that a correct,hiry could help Change a churlish

and short-sighted reaction to ongoing events in the South. Thus, Franklin's

honest assessments were for the purpose of helping the South and ultimately

the nation.

southern an

South, according to Franklin, "has been continuously both

erican"(Franklin, 1960:18).'

Family Background.

How'did Franklin become the person that he is? Presented here is

the Aridly background that bent the twig, so to speak. "I come from a

profesdional family," he'said. "I am, not a first--generation-college

'7J



graduate."

College

Nashvill

O

Franklin's father from the Indian Territory, attended Morehouse

Atlan eorgia, the Roger Williams College (now defunct) in

di
,
Tennessee, and read law at the Kent College of Law. The .first

black president of Morehotise College was John Hope. John Hope Franklin wa

named in honor df this educator.

Franklin's mother and father met at the Roger Williams College, where

she 'completed the normal school course of study for teachers.. The family
4

settled in,Oklahoma and his father messed tie state bar, finishing second

among all who tookfttie examination. The family first lived in Afamore,

Oklahoma, then in Rentiesville, an all-black town, and finally in Tulsa.

While Franklin's father practiced law, his mother taught elementary school

-between the events of giving birth to four offspring. John Hope Franklin

was the youngest.
11

An incident of discrimination in the court infuriated Franklin's

father and caused him to move the family to the all-black town of Rentiegtille

to p'otect them against such insults as he had experienced. Actually the

incident occurred not in Oklahoma but in Louisiana. 'There, his father

had gone to represent a client but was told by the judge.in Shreveport,

"no nigger is going to represent any client in my court." His father

was then ordered either to sit down or get out.

P

In addftion to practicing law in entiesville, where a sister and

John Hope were born, his father was the postmaster and the justice of the

peace. But the town of only 2,000 or so people was too small to support

a viable law practice.

John pe Franklin remained in Rentlesville _until the age.orld

years.. When he was growing bp, there was no day care for the children
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of working parents. Consequently, his mother took him to the- school in

which she taught, sat him on the back bench in her classes, and told him

to be quiet. "I learned to read by sitting in on her classes." His mother

did not know at that time that he, a preschooler, was learning to read like

the school -age childrenr But she was pleased when the discovered that he

could read. Franklin said that his mother had high expectations for him

and for all of her children. , The Franklin offspring all, finished high

school and college. O

Meanwhile, Franklin's father decided to risk the outside world again

° and went to Tulsa when:John Hope was only 6years old to establish a full-

'time law practice. He went alone and came home from time to time to visit

his wife and children. He surmised that by the end of the current school

111
year his wife could stop working and the whole4family could move to the city.

1 But bad luck struck again, Six months after Franklin's father hid opened

a law office in Tulsa, the 1921 race riot in that city wiped out everything;

his father's office was burned to the ground. His father did not recover

from his losses until 1925. Then the family moved to Tulsa and his mother

retired from teaching. Franklin, the youngest child, was 10 years .old.

Frinklin was. .pleased to be in the presence of his father again,

regularly. Despite the bad experiences in Louisiana and initially in

Tulsa, Franklin said that his father ignored segregation whenever he "could.

Franklin remembers going to court with his father as a child and sitting

at the lawyer's table. "I learned to be an integrationist from my father."

proved to be a more viable, setting for th\e practice of law.

But the financial reverses associated with the 1921 riot strained household

funds. The family could muster fhe costs for college, but postgraduate,

education payments were beyond its means.

81



High School

Franklin described his high-school years in Tulsa as normal. They

occurred during the age of segregatiqn, when blacks and whites by, law were

assigned to different schools. His teachers were good: "They gave-me'a

sense .of self-confidence." He also learned to type and take shorthand in

high,school, skills that helped.finance college and graduate school. The

Education

class valedictorian, Franklin graduated from high school in Tulsa at the

age of 16 years.

College

Franklin left Oklahoma and journeyed,to Nashville, Tennessee, to

enroll in Fisk University. His parents knew that Nashville was an educa-

tional center because they had studied there earlier. His brother had gone
a

to Fisk: Always ready to measure up to any challenge, Franklin said, "I

figured I could do anything my brother could do.' So I went to Fisk, in-,

tending to be a lawyer."

Franklin's career plans changed abNuptly during'his sophomore year.

His own,description of the conversation is interesting: "At Fisk, I'met a
.

young4professor, a young white professor,, born in Ameibury, Massachusetts.

He was a historian and specialized in'Latin American history. This young

professor was named Theodore S. Currier. it was a periqn with great charm

. and became my mentor,, I took a course with Theodore Currier. He dis-

covered that I. had it and 'he nurtured me to attend Harvard. Currier taught

American history to me my second year in college. I had never had Such an

intellectual experience."

In subsequent years after taking more history courses, Franklin said,

co
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he then knew what a historian was and that he wanted to be a-historian.

He enjoys trying to understand the present by looking at the past,

"putting thingsitogether with Small clues." Other experiences at Fisk

were helpful. Franklin Baas secretary to the librarian. He said that the

education and support he received in college were s6 effective that he

was not awed by graduate school.

Graduating from Fisk, magna cum laude, at the age of20 years,

Franklin applied 'to and was accepted for graduate study by Harvard Univer.l.

sity. When Franklin had reached,his senior Allege year, Currier advised

him to go to Harvard to study history. But the year was 1935, one of the

middle years of the Depression: Despite his aspirations, Franklin under-

stood his family's financial situation. "My father's law had

been crushed)by the Depression; so the family could not finance my graduate

study." Returning home the summer after,grauduating from college, Franklin

-----

wondered what. he would do.

When Currier heard of Franklin's problems, he said, "Money will

not keep you from going to Harvard:" He asked if Franklin could make it

to Nashville; %here the two would try to find a solution. There was no -

source they could- tap foLfunds. So Currier, a young professor only 33

. -

years of age who joined the Fisk faculty in 1929, went to the ban% and

borrowed enougt monerto pay for Franklin's first year at Harvard.

,

Currier help4d John Hope Franklin and many more students like him.

4

Several outstanding blacks such as the historian V. D. Reddick, who ,

.prepa.4ed ablographyaMarein:Liither King, Jr. and a history of the

Montgomery bus hOycott; and the lawyer Wade McCree, former Solicitor

General of the Vilieed States, were taught by,,Currier and graduated from



Fisk. It_was, in part, through Currier's efforts that a chapter -dr-

Phi Beta Kappa. was established at Fisk, into which John Hope Franklin

-was inducted as a founding member. Currier remained on the Fisk faculty

more than 40 years. He died in 1979.

Franklin is the executor of Currier's/estate. He and his wife are

setting up a scholarship at Fisk in Currier's honor., The Franklins are

contributing to it and they will turn over the proceeds from the sale of

Currier's estate to the fund. ,"We hope it will become the largest scholar-
s.

ship fund at Fisk." Hearing Franklin reminisce about his relationship

with Currier, one can'understand why he would like to perpetuate the name

of his mentor: "Currier wasmy closest friend. -We started out in a

student-teacher relationship but became very close friends. He had a 40-acre

4

place in Maine that I visited often during the summer months." Franklin

will always remember Currier's decisive statement: "Money will not keep

you from'going to Harvard!"

Graduate School

Franklin studied first for the -Master of Arts uegree in history at

Harvard and earned it in one year. He financed the firststage of graduate

education with the bank loan that Currier made, small'contributions from

his father, and by working as .dishwasher and typist.

After teaching a year at Fisk, Franklin returned to Harvard in 1937 '

fortfle Doctor of Philosophy degree in history, which he received in 1941

at the age of 26 years, just six years beyond college graduation.' This is

a remarkably short period in view of the, act thathis studies were twice

interrupted-by full-time teaching assignments -- first at Fisk'for one year,

then at St. Augustine's College in North Carolin for the first two of a

total of four years he taught there.

,
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While teachieg at St. Augustine's, Franklin, who had completed the

residency requirement for the Ph.D. degree between 1937 and 1939, did

research for his dissertation, "The Free Negro in North Carolina, 1790-1860."

Franklin's' dissertation was published in 1943 by the University of.North

CarOlina Press two years aftei his Ph.124egree was awarded, continuing the

professional publishing career began earlier while he was still a'graduate

student.at Harvard.

Franklin did so well at Harvard his first year of matriculation that

several opportunities came his.way in subsequent years. He -said that when

he returned to Harvatd to study for the Ph.D. degree, he was "loaded" with

scholarship assistance-. Injgeneral, he said, ."I experienced no serious

impediMent at Harvard. " His assessment is that the level of sensitivity

t
of the university has b;ncreased over t-h'e years.-- 'telt definitely was not.

immune from racism when I was there," he observed. But "I decided that if

Harvard let us in the door, that was-enough. I would take it from there.

0 So I experienced no serious impediments." For Franklin the young scholar,

Harvard las "a tremendous experience.".

At stated before, Franklin attributed his capacity to deal with

Harvard without awe to "the sense of self-confidence that )ie had developed

in high school and the education and support he received in college." In

essence, Franklin's Harvard education was successful because it was built

on a .4411oundation anchored in Tulsa, Oklahoma and Nashville, Tennessee.

ss's\

Career
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Franklin's profeSsi3Onal careerproceeded about as smoothly as hit

education. tanklir4I'spent a year at his alma mater as an instructor after

0,...0....., :.; s ,. . ..
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receiving his M.A. degree. But his first real professional appointment

that was the beginning of a careerias a professional historian in 1939

was at St. Augustine's College in Raleigh, North Carolina. Although his

Ph.D. degree had not been awarded) .Franklin was hired at St. Augustine's

as a professor because rank meant very little. Thus Franklin, a young

scholar only 24 years of age, began his academic careen at the highest

academic rank. The school, in which he taught, of course,.was not as com-

petitive as some with which he later would affiliate. Franklin remained

at that post four full yeifs and then moved on for another 41four years ay,

NoYth Carolina College, a predominantly black state-supported institution

in Durham, North Carolina. Then at 32 he wene.to Howard Univenity,

Washington, D.C., as professor of history.

Stage II

.It was during the nine-year period of his.tenure at Howard University

that Franklin's career as a historian flourished; 1947, the yedt'he moves

o the District of Columbia, was the same year in which the first edition

of his most,widely read book, From Slavery to Freedom, was puIllished by

4

.Alfred A. Knopf. It was the period when he tompletet research on his own

favorite of his books, The Militant South. These were the years when

Franklin, and other social-scientists made history by contributing their
.

research skills tieskills to te preparation of the case that resulted in the 1954
4

U.S. Supreme Court opinion in Brolon'v. Board of Education that outlawed

segregation in public, education.

,

Franklin is most' psed about his participation in theFprreparation

of the school-desegregation court cage. First, he found such action

compatible with his own inclin'ation'tcr "mainstream." Second, he tees no

2
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conflict between scholarship and action in public affairs; "both are

' part of the whole me." Such involvement, according to Franklin, "is

a way of enhancing and deepening one's understanding of what is going

'on." For three months, while teaching at Howard, Franklin devoted about

four days a week to the Brown case. His specific roponsibility was to

research the debates and circumstances associated with the passage of.,the

Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. The Court wanted to know

if the framers of the amendment understood that the Court could construe

the amendmeri as abolishing segregation. He personally assesses-that,

effort as "one of the best examples of historians influencing public

_policy."

Franklin justifies his involvement in public policy-making as a sur-

vival stratagem. If he is to survive as A scholar, he said, he also has

23

I

a

to survive as a man, as a black man. Franklin believes that the black

scholar must perform a dual role of practicing scholarship that adheres,

to the highest standards it the field, and of advocating justice and equality.

V
This dual approach will enable the black academician /'to be heard as a

scholar and to survive as a humgn being." With suc philosophy of life to

motivate him, John Hope Franklin has been ceaselessly involved in public

6

affairs.

Franklin described his time in Washington as "the golden years of

Howard." He was experiencing comprehensive development as a profeisional

scholar and as a man of public affairs. He associated with a variety of

'(a
exciting people at Howard Univertity such as Rayford Logan, the historian,

) the sociologist E. Franklin Frazier; the specialist in English Stelfling

S7
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Brown, and the philosopher Alain Lock.' "Yet," he said, "there was some-

thing that was not quite right at that time."

The something-that-was-not-quite-right was the fact that Franklin's

professional opportunities were restricted largely to segregated settings.

All, four schools in which he had taught were,predominantly black. He

specialized in the history, of the Sodth. But as late as 1948, no black

historian had been,recognized as worthy of presenting a professional

paper at the annual meetings of the Southern Historical Association. In

1956, a white historian expressed dAts about the value of Franklin's

manuscript on The Militant-South because of the author's race, and questioned

whether the book that was widely andand favorably reviewed should be published.

Segregation was an impediment t one who wished to be part of the main-

stream.,,

As mentioned earlier, Franklin was always ready to respond to a

challenge. This he did by breaking the color line that W. E. B. DuBois

had forecast as."the problem of the twentieth century" (DuBois, 1903).

In 194,9, he became the first black historian to read a paper before the

Southern Historical Association. He,, together with lawyers and other social

scientists, destroyed legal sanctions for racial segregation in public

-education in the Brown v.Board of Education case of 1954. And by 1956',

Franklin was ready to break tRe color line against the employment of

black historians in High -level positions in predominantly- white eialeges

and, universities.

Stage III
I

4 1
0

As a continuation of as effort to be. part of the mainstream, Franklin

accepted an invitation to come to Brooklyn College in New York City as

o



professor and chai san of the Department of History.

Franklin vi ualized the Brooklyn situation as a .new opportunity to

contribute to the field of history. In additidn to writing and doing

research a Brooklyn, he took on the challenge-of uniting a split depart-
_

ment: quelled arguments and was able to smooth out the problems."

Servi g for eight years as chairman of the History Department, Franklin

de ribed his Brooklyn experience as "a marvelous time."

After 25 years of solid work as a scholar that included the writing

of a half-dozen books, the editingf four others, and the preparation of

more than 21 articles and chapters inbooks, Franklin's reputption began

tb soar as he turned 50. In'addition to his publications, many people knew it

411

Franklin because.of he'many papers that he had read at meetings of pro-

fessional associations.

Stage IV

Now it was the University of Chicago that sought his services. The

twentieth century was nearly two-thirds spent, and Franklin, a scholar of

note, had not been recruited for a permanent appointment by any of the most

distinguished departments of history in the United States. The University

of Chicago launched a campaign to attracrank4in to sits camPus,,and to

rectify this omission. Franklin, of course, had been offered' appointments

at other prestigious universities, but not in his field. The University

of Chicago understood the significance of Franklin's unique contribution

's an authority on the history of the South. It was able to understand

and make a proper assessment of Franklin's talents, probably, because it

"had the oldest chair in southern historky outside the South" (Star, 1977:9).

O
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The University of Chicago sent an emissary to Europe, where Franklin was

on leave from Brooklyn, to determine his possible response to an invita-

It;

tion to join its faculty.

Franklin inforthed the emissary that his intention was to continue his

scholarly career, that he had rejected opportunities for ambassadorial and

other public-service appointments. Whether or not. he would consider an

invitation to the faculty, of the University of Chicago was an issue

that he would ha to decide w n the invitation was extended. Sensing

that Franklin might respond fayor bly, and wishing to nail down 'a commitment

before others might approach him, the University of Chicago, even before

he visited the campus,, offered Jo n Hope Franklin a tenured professorship.

Five years later if named him the first John Matthews Menly Distinguished

Service Professor of History. With the ebullience characteristic of his

response to all his professional opportunities, Franklin called his 16 years

at the University of Chicago (3 of which were served as chairman of the

Department of History) "a most satisfying intellectual experience."

Retiring from the University of Chicago in 1982, he gel" retainsthe rank

of emeritus. professor.

John Hope Franklin had to inieiate'his scholarly activities. But

.

subsequently promotional opportunities in career development were initiated

by others. He preferred that his career unfold .this way: "I have never

been. the kind of person who schemes and plans his moves, who plans t(5 be

at one place nOw and then at another later."

Public and Professional Honors

In his younger years, Franklin was generous in his praise of others,

I .

especially those who workel for and with hint. In.his mature years, others
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have heaped praise upon h1m.' In almost every year beyond his fiftieth

'birthday, a new honor has come Franklin's way-. For example, at-the age

of 52 years, Franklin was president of the Amerip-an Studies Association;

at 56; president of the Southern Historical Association. The United

Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa installed him as president the year in which

he was 58. He served as president of the Organization of American Historians

)

whe,n he was 59'; finally, he was elected to the presidency of the American

Historical Association when he was 64.

Beyond these 'Professlonal honbrs, Franklin was inducted into the

Oklahoma Hall of Fame when he was 63 years old, and was given an honorary
.1110%.

degreeby Harvard- University in 1981 when he was 66% 40 years after he

,--
,,

7/
. .

.

earned'a Ph.AD. degree from that school. . l'

John, Hope Franklin is the kind of person who can come home again.

N
.

0

He returned to .the city of his youth to receive an honorary degree from the

University of Tulsa. He returned/Ao each of the universities from which

he graduated -- Fisk and Harvard -- to receive an honorary degree. He

returned to two of the schools in which he was a former faculty member --,

XHoward and Brooklyn 7- to receive honora degrees All told, he has been

so honored by more than 60. colleges and universities in the United States

and by Cambridge University in England.,,jThe*C mbridge honor is amusing

in that Frank1111 wbosflirted with 0eAdea in graduate school, decided

against specializing in British history becau he thougDt thathe never.

woi.ilal)ea able to visit that country.)

Personal Characteristics
i

John Hope Franklin is a cosmopolitan person. He has visited England, '

s ..,
\ . ti

a,

Russia, China; Japan, India, several countries in Africa, and others in



Europe,l'Asiav and elsewhere.

John Hope Franklin's public life and private life are coordinated

and unified so that.each is supported and sustained by the other. His

best - selling book From Slavery to Freedom is dedicated to Aurelia, whom

he married when he was 25 years old in 1940, after he had completed his

residency requirements for the Ph.D. degree at Harvard and one year

before the degree was awarded-

Others have put their trust in John Hope Franklin, and lmanklin_has

put his trust in his wife. He said, "She always has hada good feeling

about what was happening to-me and knew what was appropriate." Married

more than 40 years, Franklin values his wife's advice on professional as

well as on,personal matters. The two net at Fisk and have been "going

together since college days." Reflecting upon their union and its meaning

fox his carer, Franklin emphatically paid, "I know my life would-not have

been as stable personally as it has been, if it had not been for my wife."

The Franklins have one son, a graduate of Stanfdrd University'. He is

adept in languages and speaks French fluently. Their son, whom the father

.describes as "friendly, handsome, very able, and relates well to others,"

has lived in Africa for several years and teaches English as a foreign'

language Dakar; Senegal.

VI
n addition to his warm and sustOping family, Franklin's other

,
tti...,,,

support of a life of productive schdlarship-is,' words, "an enormous ./
,

:, ,.,

.4

amount of energy."-He acknowledged that he :is tenacious and that he labors
4

to overcome obstapies: "I can walk longer arid harder than most people.
...,

My wQJ k day is very long." Equally important, Franklin is enthusiastic ',.,- 1.; ..
ri

.

.
4,...

-:

. .

about what.he.'does. He has rgcreational interests that 'round out his
. r

.
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personality. He dan play a vigorous game of tennis and be a gentle

gardner who cultivates orchids.

Franklin is truly a man of many interests that are manifested in

his private4and public Hislipeader" on the struggle for civil

rights, for example, includes cartoons, speeches, statistics, excerpts

from state laws, other documents,.and the results of public - opinion, polls

(Franklin and Starr, 1967). In his greenhouse of orchids, there are more

- _

than 5130 rare plants (Star, 1977:33), aob loom from one of which is

usually exhibited everyday in his lapel.

John Hope Franklin is a man with a magnificant mind...Aid a gentle

manner.

Analytic Summary

The summary of this case study, of the historian John Hope Franklin

will focus on the various stages of his family, education, and career.

The length of tirri requlred to complete each stage will be no.ted., Also

the summary will discuss some of the significant events that linked the

various stages in his life history.

The preschool and public-school stages in education were enpanced

by the, events of day care, an arrangement that involved daily placement

on the back bench of Franklin's mother-g-trassroom. The learning that

took place there gave Franklin a head start in his elementary and secondary

education. He never lost the Momentum of this head start and graduated

at the tell) Of his high-school- class.
4

Meanwhile, since he was ahead in the development of reading and other

cognitive skills, Franklin had time to develop some mechanical- skills

such -as typing and shorthand, as well as self-confidence. This latter



learning he found most beneficial in education at the graduate level.

Franklin finished the preschool and public - school sections of the educa-

tion, process in 16 years.

The knowledge that Franklin's. parents had of good centers of higher

education available to blacks 'and the experience of his own brother, who

A

attended Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee, were significant events,

that linked' the public-egdpearisan_sIagg in_Franklin's education_ to college._

Franklin also went to Nashville for his college studies, and also matricu-

lated at Fisk.

During the college stage Franklin was inspired intellectually,

selected history as avocation, learned to work as secretary to the

librarian, and experienced a trusting relationship with a young woman wham

he later married. The head start he had in the development. of reading and

.
.

other cognitiv skills, Franklin enhanced in college; his self-confidence

deepened becauof the support that he received from his history teacher,

who became his mentor. Graduating magna cum laude, with a'deepened sense

of contdence, some knowledge of work, and demonStrated evidence that

' teacherj and companions are trustworthy;-Franklin completed the college

stage of higher educatiOn in four years.

The mentor's knowledge of Harvard University, his belief in Franklin's

\,

i tellfctual capacity, his advice to Franklin,to apply tm HaTvard, and his'.

s curing'of a banOoan to finance the first year' Of Fianklin's graduate

uay were significant events that enabled Franklin to participate in-the

duate-school,stage of the higher-education process. Franklin's gocid

g es, his deepehed sense of self- confidence, and his capacity to trust

4 .
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his mentor were other events. And Harvard's acceptance of Franklin was

2

the final event that facilitated further participation in graduate educe-
.

tion.

Franklin emerged from to graduate-school stage of the edutation

prbcess with new knowledge -- knowledge of different areas of the world,

'krupwlqdge of various religious, social, and political movements and how

theyshape society, knowledge of how to transcend the effects of racism in

an institution that. is relatively insensitive o minorities, knowledge of
,eAk

.how to to work as a teacher, knowledge of how to do research, and knowledge of

0' how to. express oneself clearly in scientific papers that are publishable.

I VI

Franklin assimilated this knowledge and thepe skills in six years.
d' ;

Meanwhile, Franklin had a job while" he was doing research to complete

his dissertation. The job was an event that facilitated the transition

-4 from formal education to career development. Moreover, the fact that the

150

beginning of his career process overlapped the, ending of his formal-education

process ontributed to the ease with,which he Could begin a family-development

process one year before his doctorll degree was awarded.
oa

,
c

:Franklin's career also can-be summarized in terms of stagesof sequential'

development. The beginning years of his career process were the eight years

he spent at two different'colleges in North Carolina. There,he concentrated

,on teaching, research, sand writing. The second stage of his career con-.-

r

sisted of the nine years that he aspent t Howard University. He'refined his

skills in teachings-.research, and writing, and developed new skills in

public affairs and in policy analysis.- The third stage of his career cOn-
,

si ted of the eight years that he spent at Brooklyn College. There he

7/P

onsolidated his earlier developed skills in teaching, research, writing,
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and publi affairs, and then effectively developed new skills in atmini-

stration. In the urth stage of his career at the Unive'rsit'y of Chicago,

Franklin consolidated his( earlier skills learned in North Carolina and in

Washington. He refined his admAPAtrative skills developed in New York

Ita

and d6veloped new skills in coordinating the growth and development of

national learned societies. These sequences represent an ever-increasing

range of skills learned and utilized in the pursUit of a professional

career.

The career of John Hope Franklin as an "ideal tyke" demonstrates what

a professional historian should do and when a professipnal historian should

do it, if one wishes a career that could be described as "golden," "marvelous,"

and "a most satisfying intellectual experience."

Franklin's career moved smoothly and with dispatch through the appro-

priate stages, as a eady mentioned. It is possible that it progressed

well because he ini ted his career only two years before the final stage

of his forMal education ended. And he initiated marriage,, the third

stage in family development, one year after his career hadlbegun: These--)

happenings occurred between the ages of 24 and 26 years. The life of John

Hope Franklin represents a creative interaction in time and Space between

the structured events of family, ed6Cation, and career development.

z
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He is a knight, deco'rated in 1963 at Buckingham Palace. His

armament is his.fine mind, which he uses well to benefit humanity.

Attesting to this,Sir.William Arthur Lewis was awarded the Nobel Prize
r-

in 1979 for his pioneering work in development economics. A reserved,

quiet, mild-mannered man, an honorable man, strong-willed, tenaciously

independent, and when necessary obstinate, he has traveled with the high

and mighty but has dedicated his career to understanding the economic

situation of the meek and lowly.

A Ne'w,.Economic Model
-

Lewis said, "The vast majority of the world are poor. I was puzzled

, .

by this. I started from scratch and developed a new model for understanding

6

this. In effect, the work I did in development repudiated jny earlier work.

My dissertation was in.industrial economics." To explore and explain develop-

*
ment economics was a sensible thing to do in the light of hiss background.

'
-W. Arthur Lewis was born in 1915 on St. Lucia, an island in the West Indies

that at the time of his birth was part of the colonial empire of Great

Britain.
Ct

Economic models are useful and planning techniques are helpful.

Lewis urges both the developing and the developed worlds to use these aids

in "sensible policy-making" (Lewis, 1966:87). He counsels against "large

and spectacular projects that cause considerable waste of capital" and,

advocates "balanced growth [in public services and commodities]; in the

pr4oriions 'dictated by demand [es] the right path," the sensible path

t

to take by a developing country (Lewis, 1966:67-101).

Inevitably there are richer and poorer AV, in.any nation. This

4
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fact illustrates what John Rawls calls.the principle of difference
. -

(Rawls, 1971:101). A sensible economic plan invests the nation's re-

. sources in thoreas with the best productive prospects, and promotes full
. .

integration in which the citizens in one area have a right to participate

equally in economic activity in any part of,'one's country. Even if there

is full integration, he explained, there will be resistance tosthe proposi-
.

tion that resources be invested where'they are most productive. This

.z4
- ..

...

resistance "deriyes from,,the expecatibn that -those who live where the
.

.

.
. . ,.-,

resources- are invested are goingto 'benefit most." Lefais acknowledges that

..
P

.-
.

.there is a reasonable hasi fdr this expectation, and suggestis a way, of
..

. -.. .

y
.

. .

minimizing it. "using some 'of vealth produced in'the iicherareas.to

,..-- ,

.
.

.
-

finance ImprOved facilities in the poor areas, thus buying their consent (6
1

to concentration o f development policies in the area with thbest pros-
.

Pects" (Lewis,1966:'69).
,

This idea shows the philosophical dimension'of Lewis, who as a develop-:

ment economist usually is preoccupied with pragmatic concerns and practical

outcomes. But he is equally interested in philosophical enquiry because

.

of'his belief that "economic growtlidepends both upon technological know-

ledge about things and 'living creatures, and also upon social knOwledge

about man and his relations with his fellow.pan" (Lewis, 145:1647.

Lewis' recommendation concerning how to minim4e resentment Of a

policy that concentrates national resources in those limited areas that

-offer the best prospects for productiVe development is ciinfirmed by the

4

philosophical analysis of others. John Rawls', philosopher and author of

A Theory of -Justice, observes that no one merits greater natural capacity

or deserves a more favorable starting place. Yet-these distinction o,
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not
,

have to be eliminated to be fair. According to Rawls, "the basic

structure can be arranged so that these contingencies work for the good

of the-least fortunate." Since the superior potentl'ior development

of same, areas is due to circumstances for which no one can claim credit,

none should gain or lose because of one's artibrary place.in the distri--

, bution of natural ass "without giving or receiving compensating advantages
f'

0
in return." In other words, "those lo have'been favored by nature:,..may

v

.)

gain from their good fortune only on terms that improve the Situation%bi--"/,'

. ,
.

.

those who have lost out" (Rawls, 1971:1017104. tewie
...

scheme provides ,,

1
.

. '.' .

for the giving and receiving of compensating advantages' to obtain consent

0, .

for an investment policy that is not applicable universally.

Development planning,. as conceived by Lewis, is based on the "criterion

of mutual benefit," From'the'standpoint of common sense, according to

Rawls, this criterion should fulfill' the more advantaged acid the less

advantaged (Rawls, 1971:104). .This kind of planning must be fostered'by

the government. "No country," said Lewis, "has made economic progress

.

without positive stimulus from intelligent governments" (Lewis, 1955:366).
'

Thus, "sensible people do not get .involved in arguments, about whether

..

economic progress is due to government activity or to individual initia- "

tive; they know. that it is due to both, and thevconcern themsel:ies,onfY.-

with asking what is the proper contribution of each",(Lewis, 1955c376).
4,

So goes the sensible economics of W. Arthur Lewis, who tells us. that

"the secret of successful-planning lies more in sensible,po/itics and
- 4

good public adminietrationr, (Lewis, 1966:7).
.

,

Peer and Public Recognition

Despite Lewis' mild manner and'sensible approach, the brilliant

4 ,
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formulation of his theory and mAdel of development economics had broken

bhrough and has had a major, influence in far-flung sectors of the world.

,'In our nationwide survey of minority and majority economists who are

leaders in the field, Lewis was nominated most frequently by scholars in

both groups as outstanding.< When the names &your blacks who received

multiple nominations was submitted to a random sample of 98 memliers of

predominantly white and predomidantly black national economic"organizations,

4 4

an overwhelming vote of two-third-s identified W. Arthur Lewis as the most

outstanding 4,1ack scholar ofecOnomics in the United'States. As mentioned

before, his Work in 'development economics was recognized in the awarding -

of the Nobel Prize: Lewis hassir recognized by his professional peers

internationally and electted to the high (Alice of president or-vice presi-

dent in two nationwide professioqal associations' in Ghana and the United

States. And Great Britain, which he served during the decade of. he 1940s

and early 1950s in a number of positions Such as principal of the Board of

Trade, member of the Colonial. Economic. Advisory Council, direftor of the

. ,

Colonial Development Corporation, and membet of the DepartmentarCommisiion

on Fuel and Power, decorated him with the ancient and honorable title,

Knight Bachelor.

The influence of W: Arthur Lewis on the field of economics has been

ext ensive. An examination of the Social Scievt Citation Index for

two-year period, 1975'and 1976,,confirms thi s assertion. -Approximately

21 different works prepared by Lewis over the"Years were cited during this

period by several authors,in at least 106 social-science journals. The

study, oil labor in the West Indies by Lewis that'was published-in 1939, a.

S

year befbre he received his Ph.D. degree, was continuing to be cited a

101
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third of a century later. This fact testifies to the persisting value of

the product of his scholarship.

Lewis' seminal article on "Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies

of Labour," published in the Manchester School journal in May 1954, has also

had a major impact. .Among other themes, itanalyzed the growth of profits

and of savings relative to income. This article has been cited over the

years; during the two-year study period, it was cited in 55 different'

journals throughout the world, such as Journal of Economic Studies, American

Economic Review, Oxford Bulletin of Economic tudies, and World. Development,

to name, a few. His book The Theory of Economib Growth, published in 1955,' was

cited 18 times; and his 1966 book Developnfent Planning was cited five times.
0 r

Together these three works accounted for two-thirds of the citations of"

411 , works by W. Arthur Lewis listed in the 1976 Social Science Citation Index.

E3.

6 There is nbthing-"trendy" about the scholarship of this economist. What he

.. writes has an enduring quality. He is an economist far economists. Most of

his work is cited by economists in economics journals.

Family Background

Hope Community ,

The rise of a native son of et. Lucia Island to such prominence as one

of ;lie leadingAeconomi4 scholars in the world isean'important 'story to, tell.
4

The,setting of origination may'hold part of the answer to the secret of, the

. success of W. Arthur Lewis: His island home of 238 square miles was part

. of the British West Indies when he was a lad, and had a populatiOn of less

y 0. . .

,... -4, - . ..

than 100000 peoRle. The islend was by tije Erench in'the-late

, f ,

Y.,
a

.,

. s1600s but,came.under the control of the British early in the 1800s. Although.

/
)1. .

1 1.1.ay

. .



i British comniiss4ner resided thee,until its colonial status was dis-

.

solved in 4979. French culture left an indelible mark. Arthur Lewis parti-

cipated inithese two cultures and the indigenous folkway of the island

. peoN.e. He attended both British -oriented and French-oriented schools in

the days of his youth. .These- experiences undoubtedly contributed, to his

cosmopolitan. outlook as well as to his eiern for what happens to folk in

developing societies.' In later years, he researched and visited countries

.

on several continents.

Family of Orientation

";

Probably a more profound influence upon the education and career Avelop-

; .

ment of Lewis was his familysof orientation. His mother was a major ln-

fluence in 1-13: life. She managed to support the family with a dry-goods

business that she opened after Lewis' father died when Lewis 'was 7, years old.

There were five siblings, all brothers including W. Arthur Lewis, in the

household.that George and Ida Lewis established.

"My parents were teachers," Lewis said. "They were educated in teacher-
-4

training schools in Antigua." The teacher-training course did not require

four years of 'study. Thus, his mother and father attended college but did

not graduate,. His mother save up teaching after she married but returned

to the labor force' as a business woman when she was widowed. "I never

found out how sh4 managed to establish and support_us; but she did,

the income from the business."

Lewis and his brothers had high aspirations. They were encouraged to

,follow through and to seek whatever education was required to fulfill-their

vocational ambitions. "Going to.fxland to study was not unusual for'

Y,

people .n the British WeTst Indies," Lewis said. He went to England.' -Before .
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that: others in has family had gone abroad for their education.' One

brother had gone away tp study medicine; another went to Africa; still

another brother studied law and became a judge.

Lewis' wife, Gladys,Isabel Jacobs, who came from Grenada, went to

England to study too. She and he met there and made plans to marry.

They had known of each other before since both families, had roots in

Antigua. Mrs. Lewis' mother died when she was 9 years old. Her father,

a teacher who attended a teacher-training college, wanted his

children'to get a good education. So he encouraged his daughter Galdys,

who was one of four offspting, to go abroad. Her two brothers are pro-

.

fessionals, a lawyer and a priest. Her sister is married to a clergyman.

Gladys finished a teacher-training program affiliated with the University

A

of London, which also is the university home of the Londbn School of

Economics, where her husband-to-be first studies and then taught.

Family,of Procreation'
0

After'completingher course of study in London, Gladys returned to

Grenada, and Lewis went there also for the wedding. The two were married

in 1947, when Lewis was 32 years of-age, and returned to London. He was

,10 years beyond college, already had his Ph.D. degree, and had been work-

ing as a member of tfie faculty of the London School of Economics for six

years. When the interview for this study was conducted, the Lewises,had

lived together as husband ,and wife for 34 years.

Two daughters, to who Mrs. and Mrs, Lewis are devoted, issued forth

' from their union. The family traveled together often. Often Mrs. Lewis

and the children accompanied Professor Lewis because he did not want to

leave the children behind With strangers. 'Of her husband, his chrk, and ,
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the family, Mrs. Lewis said, "He has always involved us somehow and we

like it." She desCribed her careers "being close,to the family" so

that her husband could do work without unnecessary interruptions. But,

she said, her husband would home and do things with the children

such as taking the daughters for walks in the park." Both said that the

-
presence of the children "always heightened the occasion" such as the time

when Sir Arthur was knighted. The whole family went to BuckinghAm Palace

1 I

for, the ceremony.

The daughters have grown up, completed college, and received graduate

'education. One works in hospital administration and the other, in computer

science. As stated by their mother, "They have moved out in the world."

Their father muses, "I still enjoy them very much." The family of pro-

creation that Gladys and Arthur Lewis established appropriately can be

characterized as a warm and loving group of mutually inierdependent.members

who sustain and support each other. Of his wife and children, Lewis said,

"I cannot begin to speak of what I owe to their. affection" (Lewis,"1955:6).

Education

Lewis...ALI-ended high school at St. Mary's College in St. Luci', which

he described as "a priyate Cathol±rc ,school whose expenses were paid by the

government;." Then he went to London in 1933 to study for a bachelor's

degree in commerce.

Lewis intended to be a Thwyer. When he first enrolled in the London

School of Economics, he said, "I had no idea what economics was." Many of

.

his courses for the comierce degree had io do with law. In fact, he passed

'l

the fir t-level examination in law. Because of his ggiOd.record as an under-

1
graduate student, Lewis was offered a scholarship by the London School of
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Economics to study for the Phlp. degree An economics. The-scholarship

changed.hisvocortional plan.s. Lewis doubted that he would have become

an economist if he lad not been offered it.

Thus,.at the age of 22 years, Lewis chose his vocation and committed

himself to a rigorous course of graduate study in thefierd of economics'..

Tree years later, be earned a doctoral degree without the preliminary step

of earning a master's degree. Only 25 years old, Lewis had completed

his formal education: klis college ana gradute school degrees were obtained

from the same institution, the London School of Economics. This school
4

recogniied his talent sufficieritty_to offer him also his first prOfessional

employment.

Career

Stage I -

Just one year after lie began. studying for the doctaardegree, Lewis

was appointed assistant lecturer at the London School of Economics at the

age of 23 years. He worked at this rank for two years before his degree

was officially awarded. Then he became lecturer and reader, and remained

as an official member of the faculty for a decade.' "I stayed on to work

in ridon because there was no employment then in the British Indies. I

stayed on at the London,School of Economics. because the World War was on and

there were not any offers from elsewhere. Also, I was going up the ladder

with no difficulty."

Lewis went

u

up the career ladder with no difficulty not only because

, the momentum from his brilliant academic, performance, but also because

of his contribution to the field of economics by way of published works.

In 1940, the year his Ph.D. degree was awarded, his first book was
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published. It was entitled Economic Problems of 'Today.

Reflecting. upon the first decade of his manhood; Lewis said, "There

were not Many blacks, in Britain then." There are largenwmbers of blacks

b.

and Indians now in British universities. Lewis, however, experienced no

difficulty in obtaining employment. "After the initial appOintment to the

,

faculty of a British university, the burden it on the 'institution to prove

that.yoUoshould not be retained. Thus, reappointments are normal."

However, after that, Lewis emphasized that one must establish oneself: "You

cannot rely on the, person-who broUght you to a place. You cannot be

dependent on patronage. You have to'estab/ish yourself." This, he did

early on through histeaching, research, and writing. "My name got known

in the profession because of articles ) wrote inthe early part of my career.

At that time, Lewis was still a bachelor and was able to fully concentrate

on his studies and then onthis developing career.

Stage II ,

Tie first five yearssof his professional career, as seated above,

wereftdevoted to teaching, research; and writing Then Lewis moved into a

second stage when he .was 28 years old. Staying on at the London School of

Economics (Lewis' commented that there is much less movement from university
.

-to university in the British system than in the American system), he con-
.

tinned to refine his scholarly skills -and added to them public policy-making.

During a six -year period,' 1943 to 1949, while continuing to 'bach, he parti-

cipated in the affairs of the government of the .United Kingdom by service

as a principal of the Board of Trade, then Colonial Office, and as a,director

of the Colonial Advisory Council. Lewis' career was flourishing. He was

known and recognized as a scholar -in the university and gs a
man,of public

-1 '1.7V
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'affairs in the United Kingdom.
494.

By'the time he reached the thiry-'second anniversary of.his birth,

Lewis' career was Se tling down well: That was the year in which he

married. The second star- in his career extended over a period of five

years from 1943 to 1948. .rried one yea01 before the end of this

stage.

Stage III ,

Then andther momentous dvent occurred: in 1948, when he was 33 years

%d
of age; Lewis was offered a endowed- chair as the Stanley Jevons Professor'

of Political Economy at he Universityof Manchester. Lewi.0 s explained that,

pften in the British,system.one has, too to., a university other than where
o

- a
.11

onetwas initially appointed to get a full profeSsorship. -He remained at
, ,....

III
. , ,

Manchester for a decade, although at that time 5 years were spent On leave
..5

. .* f'for assignments in Africa/nda elsewhere. He contrhued his teaching, research
Ai. .

b

and writing, and also expanded his participatibri public affair's aS'a member

of the Departmental Committed.on Fuel and Power,of the United Kingdom, as
,,,

.

.

, .

Economic Advisor tothe Prime Minister of Ghana, and as president of the

1,

Economic Society of Ghana'in 148. During this' stage; which lasted 15 years,

e
,. 4

r ,

he developed administratiiie skills by leaving the Universit of Manchester
4

. do , 4 o

to Serve as president of the University of the West Indies frost 1959 to 1963.
.

Meanwhile his participation in public affairs was becoming Worldwide in its

significance. Rear the end of this stage, he served as Aeputy:managing

director of the United Nations Special Fund while continuing on leave as
0

president of the university.

This was the period in which a change occurred also in his intellectual

orientation. Although his dissertation was in applied economics, heshifted
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his focus during this per to development,economics and constructed,.

4
)

as he-,described ft, "from scratch" a new model. In 195,4 he published a

significant article in the Manchester School journal on development; ,and in

1955, when he turned 40 years old, he published a comprehensive treatise on

The Theb._of Economic Growth. He admitted that the range of subject,ffiatter

that had to be covered in/his book was necessarily 'vast. ,But he felt com-
.

pelled to tackle .such an enormous task partly because of "irrepressible

curiosity" and partly because of "the practical needs of contemporary

policy- makers" (Lewis, 1955:5). It was during this period that Lewis dis-

covered ways of linking his applied and theoretical interests in economics

to enhance their effect on public pOlicy.

Theler'W;Tea1,,tivist years for Lewis, who describes them as "taking

large bits out of a life of scholarship." These remarks are especially

relevant for the two years he spent in Africa on leave from his teaching

position in Manchester, and the four ye4rs he spent as a university admini-

strator in the West Indies. "When t came back to scholarship and research,

I had to'work doubly hard to get back into tale field." Nevertheless, Lewis

affirms, that what he was doing as an administrator was "worthwhile in its

own terms. I learned much from administration.t..you leirn that it is

difficult to get people and institutions to changeCthere:is no waP'.to,

learn that except by being in the process. Administrative work teaches

. 4

you how long it takes to get from A to B." _Although he admits that there

is value in doing administrative jobs and that he learned much.from admini-

stration, Lewis still contends that '.'administration and research are con-

teadictory."
J.

t
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Stage IV

Thus in 1962, when the federation of Trinidad, Barbados, Jamaica,

and otheroislan4s inthe West Indies broke up, Lewis decided to ?turn to

research;and teaching. Princeton University sent an emissary to the West

fndies'to dfilver an invitation to Lewis'to join its Department Of Economics.

4 Ira
When he -wat,A8 years old, Lewis accepted the Princeton invitation

armOved to the,United States to become James Madison Professor of Politic.al

Economy. While his contribution to the field continued with 7 more books

authored or edited as a Princeton professor between 1963`'.and 1978 '(making

a total of 12 and averaging nearly 1 book every 3 years since the first was

published in 1940), Lewis suddenly was shoered with honors from everywhere.

More universities in Africa, the.United States, England, Europe, and the West

Indies joined the lengthening list of those that awarded him an honorary

degree. He was decorated as a knight in 1963 and served as vice president

of the American Economic Association in 1965 at the age of,50 years. Finally,

his career was capped in the awarding of the Nobel Prize for his work in

developmeAt economjcs in 1979, when he.was 64 years of age. Meanwhile, he

managed to continue to use andidevelop his administrative skills. Between

1970 and 1,273 he served on leave as president-of the Caribbean Development

Ban and then returned to Princeton.

Lewis looked forward to this stage in his career. By 1981, stage IV
,

had spanned 18 productive years. He con4dered the invitation from

Princeton, in his words, "as an opportunity to stop sitting on committees
0

and to get back to doing research." This, he did without hesitation; during

,his first 6 years at Princeton he published 4 books' --`2 in 1966 (Politics

in West Africa and Development Planning) and 2 in 1969 (Some Aspects of

1 0

].
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Economic Development and Aspects of Tropical Trade, 1883-1965).

Lewis' professional and the academy further recognized his

scholarly achievements and conferred more honors upon him during this stage.

Lewis was elected distinguished fellow in the American Economic Association.

.
Manchester University, where he was first appointed as full professor,

'awarded him an honorary Doctor of Science degree in 1973, 25 years after he

first, came to it. This degree, tokether with the one he received from the

University of the West Indies in 1966, means that two of the four institu-

Itions of higher education in which Sir Arthur Lewis worked have given him one

of their highest honors.

Personal Characteristics

What manner of man is W. Arthur Lewis? Earlier, he was 9haracterized

411

as a quiet, mild-mannered person. The record shows also that he is a

sensible and serious scholar and a determined man who has worked hard to

merit the opportUnities that have come his way. His determination could

take on the character of a driving obsession were it not tempered by a

genuine capacity to be grateful. He is quick to express, his indebtedness

to others, including his family, and professional colleagues (those known

and unknown by him personally) and his gratitude for the assistance and

help'they rendered that facilitated his work.

His achievements far exceed the requirements of the situations in

which he found himself. In this respect he can be classified as an over-

achiever. There is purpose to his hard work and extraordinary effort.

Lewis recalled that when he went to England not many blacks were in British

universities. Years later, en he came to the United States, he discovered

that Princeton had a reputation of discrimination. His thoughts were that
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411
it would be of -value if one could overcome these barriers. Lewis believed

that he;personally had to establish himself to overcomes that he could not

epend on patronage or any other support system.

Lewis set out to establish hidself by going beyond the call of duty in

all his undertakings. Con-sequently, he,went up the ladder without impedi-

ments wherever he was, in English or American universities. He felt compelled

to do this because always he wanted to be in a position "to quit tomorrow

and stili get a job." Realizing that he could do this because of the quality

of his work has made a big difference in his career,, Lewis_said.-His beiief

.n this goal is the basis for describing him as tenaciously independent.

Lewis also should be described as a flexible person who is capable

of changing when the circumstances and conditions of life warrant a change.

He described his movement into development economics in the 1950s as repudia-

of much of his earlier work.' He did not consider this to be unusual

and conjectured that "it must happen to a lot of scholars." Unfortunately,

many scholars a not as flexible as Lewis. Some resist accepting new

interpretations even when the facts demonstrate that old interpretations are

wrong. But Lewis is not one of these.

In hig theory'book in 1955 Lewis asserted that no country. has made ,'

economic progress without positive stimulus from intelligent governments.

But after observing "the cruel events of the year 1966" in Nigeria and

a/
before the outcome of the civil war in that nation w s clear, he asserted

that "economic progress depends more on peo and resources than it does

on governments." This asse tion, slightly at variance with the earlier

one, was based on experience. During the years after The"Theory of Economic

° Growth had been written, Lewis observed in many places that a common .

112
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currency, unrestricted transportation, and a minimum of bureaucratic.

5.47

licensing are essentials for economic growth (Lewis, 1967:5), His analysis

was that Nigeria was. likely-to retain these despite breakdown in its govern-

ment. If it could do so, he said, economic development should resume after

the war, since7this resulted more from the adaptability of the farmers, the

enerygy of the business community, and thd resources of the country than

from anything that the governments were doing" (Lewis, 1967:5).

Lewis assigns a high place to experience and pragMatics as well as to

theory and philosophy in his economic analysis. Consequently, he tries to

.

provide both operational guidelines and theoretical concepts. Economics has

turned out to be a mathematical science. Atone point in his career he

served as president of the Manchester Statistical Society. Yet'he feels

comfortable writing a book "for the intelligent layman." "Very little has

appeared on how a Development Plan is made, what the chief snags are, and

what distinguishes good planning from bad,",he said. The person in the

street whose life is affected by those plans needs "a short and simple intro-

duction" that can help Lewis gave himself the task of doing this in

his book on Development Planning (1966),,just as he had assigned himself the

task of preparing TherTheory of Economic Growth (1955) because it was needed

by policy-makers.

Lewis, a pragmatist and a philosopher, has pitched his career in the

direction in which it has moved not go much for fame and fortune as for the

purpose of being helpful and serving others by filling a void of needed infor-
.

mation. To,folliw a career pattern such as that which Lewis has followed

is possible only among those who are self-confident. Apparently Lewis' I.

III

1
socialization and early experiences nurtured the development of such

.0
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confidence, which in turn has contributed to his sense of 'freedom and

flexibility in determining what to study and how to present his results.

Analytic Summary

This summary will focus lar'gely on the family, education, and career

development of W. Arthur Lewis and the interaction between these three

systems.

0 i.

The birth:of a black person into a household that lived in a British

possessio, during the age of colonialism was a significant event in that

it estabaished the conditions that one had to overcome. Within his kinship

system the educational accomplishments of Lewis' mother and father during

an age when few blacks received postsecondary education indicate .their orien-

tation toward achieveRKLI,which obviously was passed on to their offspring.

The death of his father when Lewis was only 7years old must have

created a serious void, in his family. But the extraordinary compensating

behavior of his mother succored and sustained him and his siblings. She

had to go into the labor force as a self-employed business woman to do this.

Consequeitly she was able to provide an umbrella of safety and security

for thef members of her family until they departed from the household after

colldge One may call stage I in the kinship system the period of nur-

turance 411 t1- family of orientation. For Lewis this period extended

through*the coftletion of college, the end of stage III in the education

system.

For the next ten years, Lewis withdrew from the direCt care of his

family of orientation and moved into what became for him a transitional

independent-household stageII. During'this stage Lewis initiated and

completed stage IV in the education system, that of graduate education.
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Lewis completed this stage and received his Ph.D. in the record, time

of only three years. The stage of_graduate study in the higher-education

process began immediately after Lewis had completed the college stage III

at the age of 22 years.

Two years before he receil.red his Ph.D. degree, Lewis received his

. first professional appointment, 'as assistant lecturer, which launched his

professional career into stage I of that system at the age of 23 years.

He moved rapidly in five years through stage I in career development,

teaching, doing research, and writing. When Lewis was 28, he began stage II

of his career. It too lasted five years. Althoughremaining at the London

School of Economics, Lewis became a full lecturer and reader, refined his

skills he had developed in teaching, research, and writing, and branched

out into public affairs as a policy-maker. All this occurred while Lewis

was in stage II of the kinship system, occupying the position of an in-

dependent householder. He was able to concentrate on education and 'career

development because of the absence of family responsibility in the kinship

system.

One year before he moved into 'stage III of his career, which took

op worldwide significance for a period of 15 years, Lewis married. Thus

stage III., the family of procreation, was launched by Lewis one year before

stage III in his professional career. Lewis was 32 years old when he

married, and 33 when he received his first appointment as full professor

at ManchesterlIniversity.

'-Stage III in'Lewis' career development consolidated his earlier

skills in teaching, reseafch, and writing, refined his policy-making skills

that began developing in stage II, and initiated the development of new
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skills'in-administration. Moreover, Lewis assumed leadership responsibi-

.
P.

iity for the growth and-development of his discipline as a national leader

.

ora professional association. His book-publishing activity continued_ during

this stage bringing .the number of books written to 5.

Lewis did all this so well ;pat he was decorated as a knight as stage IV

of his 'career 'began. Stage IV brought Lewis to the United States, where he

has served with distinction as the James Madison PrOfessor of Political

Economy at Princeton University. At the time.of this study,"stage IV had

,

lasted 18 years. The other public honor of note that was to come
t

his way
t p

during stage IV was the Nobel Prize for his pioneerigg work in development

economics:

During stage IV, which began when he was 48years old, Lewis continued

to develop as a scholar. In addition to teaching, he did research and

authored or edited 7 more books, bringing the total sto 12. He was elected

,vice president of the American Economic Association,\attaining the status

of distinguished fellow of that association; served for three years as

president of the Caribbean Development Bank (on leave f om Princeton); and

accepted membership on the Economic Advisory Council of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People itt the United Stages.

Thus, one could call stage IV in the careex development of Lewis al a

stage of consolidation. Finally, he was the recipient of many public

.honors. T

All during stages III and IV in his career, 'stage III in his kinship,

system the family of procrAtion remained intact.' This .fact undoubtedly

had a stabill.Zing effect upon him. The affection t at,he received from

his wife and two daughters obviously sustained him. th ugh ,ihe many moves
-
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and responsibilities required in the development of adareer devoted to

.

the service of others in scholarship, public affairs., administration; and

leadership of learned societies.
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Chapter 6

O

nneth B. Clark,

A Psychologist Committed to Justice and Equal ty

1
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For more than 15 years a member of the powerful Board of Regents that

oversees education in New York State, Kenneth Bancroft Clark is a scholar

who has had a profound efect upon public policy and public education in

this nation. Since the midpoint of the twentieth century and the landmark

U.S. Supreme Court decision-Brown v. Board of Education, Clark's reputation

has soared. That decision, deliveredby Chief Justice Earl Warren on

May 17, 1954, outlawed segiegated public education in the United States and

was influenced, ip part, by the research-findings of Clark.

The decision reversed the Court's interpi-etation of the law 58 years

earlier. :he,Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution guarantees equal

protection of the law to all citizens. But in 1896 in Plessy v. Ferguson,

the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that this clause of the Constitution could be

fulfilled under conditions of state-sanctioneWsegregation, if facilities

and'services for, the various racial populations. were equal although separate.

rown v. Board of Education

The 1954 decisi n declared that education Is perhaps the most important

function of state and local governments and that it is doubtful that any'

child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he or she is denied

the opportunity of an education. The CoUrt then examined the effect of

-segregation itself on publ9.c education. Af r analyzing the evidence.,

the Court stated its belief that segregation of children in public schools

solely on the basis of race, even though the physical facilities and other

tangible-factors may be equal, deprives the children of the minority group

of equal educational opportunity. Further, the Court indicated that to

. separatg black children in grade and high school from others of similar
0
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age and qualification, sa/ely because of their race, generates afeeling

of infeiiority as to their status in the community that may affect their

hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone. TheCourt said /that

this finding is amply supported by modern authority (Brown v. Board of

Education, 1954).

In a footnote to the decision, Kenneth IL' Clark headed the list of.

modern social-science authorities whose finding's were cited and usedAthe

the Court in arriving at its unanimous opinion that "separate educational

facilities are inherently unequal." The reference was listed this way:

K. B. Clark, Effect of Prejudice an Discrimination on Personality Develop-

,

ment (Mid-Century White House Confere ce on Children and Youth, 1950).

The Mid-Century White House Conference 'on Children and Youth actually

met in 1951. Clark summarized the material he had reviewed in the White

House Conference report for the appendix of the appellants' brief in the

Brown case. The appellants' brief was, prepared by the legal staff of the

National Ass6Ciacion for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). That

appendix, entitled "The Effects of Segregation and the. Consequences of

Desegregation: A Social Science Statement," was endorsed by 32 tocia1

scientists, Tsychologists, and psychiatrists (Clark, 1974:93). In

I

dlows

addition, as a social-science consultant to the NAACP, Clark examined

black children involved in several of the cases that were combined in the

Brown decision "to determine whether evidence of personality distortion

related to racial discrimination and segregation could be.ascertained"

(Clark,'1974.93). His own assessment of the impact of social-science

evidence is reported: The introduction of social science testimony

I
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in these cases;" he said, "proved to be a:significant extension'of legal

frontiers" (Clark, 1974:93). But others; such as'sOcial.psychologist

Richard Evans, said. that Clark's "contributions to the literature on.pre-

judice and the effects of segregation on blacks in America ... influenced

our entire culture through [their] impact on the Supreme Court's decision"

(Evans, 1980:63).

Teaching and Community Service

Clark has been an activist psychologist in search of justice and

equality, moral and ethical truths. From the earliest+days of his career,

he has, pursued these.goals, never
compromising them even at the risk of

losing a job. Immediately after receiving his doctoral degree, Cldrk,went

South to teach in a predominantly black college whose president suggested

that his "brand of psychology" was contributing to the frustration of
111,

students in that he was not helping them "adjust to therealities'of

American racism." Admitting that he was a bit brash, Clark told the

president that he could not do this,. and left the pOsition. He lasted

//
less than a year in what could have been his first permanent professional

appointment.

City College of New York (later known as City Colld, of the City

University of New York) accepted Clark on his own terms'as an activist

social scientist interested both in teaching and community service. Clarke
e.

remained at City College his entire professional career as a teacher. From

time to time he served as visiting professor at other schools,: such.as

Columbia, Harvard, and the University of California at Berkeley, but he

always returned to City College, which undeltood and supported him.

Clark has been recognized nationwide by professional organizations

1 21
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and has served as president of to,of the leading learned Issivtalidmit of

:psychology in the United States. His influence has.been nationwide and

particularly significant over a long period of time on public-policy issues
4

in New York State and in New Yo'rk City.
4

Clark believes that the social sciences and social psychology should
f ,r

Arm'be and must be instrument's by which people seek to help their fellow

human beings" (Evans, 1980:7). In Clark's community service (such asl the

work he and his wikdid at t NOrthside Center for Child Development,

cofounded by themrHarlem Youth portunities Unlimited, which he served

as chairman and project tirecror; and.the Metropolitan Applied Research

Center-aohich*he organized),.he has-been acqng out this belief., He has

identified e prime goal of social,scielW ad "helping society move toward

\.e 6**'.
humanity and justice, with iijnfl1111M irratio

(Clark,' 1965:xii-xxii).
c

alif9 instability, and cruelty"

Clark obtained great satisfaction from 'eaching. But he also pursued

.
, .

ressardhachieve the goals m ntione above
x',

0,0# public-affairs activitiesTha e left less titiie thatyshe %would prefer to wric#,

4
_community-service and

up his Observations and fo s are them wi h other colleagues. Nevertheless,

"
he has written and edited about bookS and many articles, including a 40,

4
. -.

prize -w g bobk, Dark-517aio, that earned him 'the Sidney -eillman Book

t

, .

(,
Clark does no apologize for his applied work because h(e believes

Award in 1965.

th social scientists must "demonstrate the validity of hope" (Clark:

%A'
1974ixii). This, he.believes, is essentialAto the -survival of the human

.41 ...-
. .4

.,

species"-(Clark, 19,74:xii). Because he sees his profespional work as

having to do wish the business of survival, he does not see his involvement
..*

a
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in public-ptlicy issues as separate from his work as a social psychologist.

"There is not a clear distinction between social psychology and social
o

oe"..- action; they are.oneand,the same."

0

Yet Clark is aware of the fact that some professional psychologists

take a contrary view. The controversy that his participation in the ad-

versarial school-desegregatlon court cases engendered was sufficient

eence regarding the negative view that some of the most respected

psychologists in the field have of social action and applied social psy-

chology. With full knowledge of.the possible professional costs, Clark

has continued his dual activity of social-science research and social action.

Consequently, Clark was genuinely surprised when he was nominated tO be

president of the American Psychological Association. He thought that many r.

would dismiss his social action as'being of little social-science vatue.

Our study confirms that Kenneth Clark's brand of psyhglogy has been

accepted as worthy_by n\any. When both black, and white leadersin psychology

4.*

were asked to nomi7te three outstanding black psychologists for our study,

Clark's name was mentioned-the most frequently. When the names of the

three psychologists who received the most nominations were submitted to a
6

random sample of 87 members of black and of white national professional

organizations in psychology, 80 percent of the study, population ranced j

Clark as the thost outstanding black psychologist. Thus, there is consensus

ih the discipline that Clark indeed has mide,major contributions to

psychology.

One can say that Clark has pioneered in helping'to transform social

psychology into a field that takes seriously moral and ethical dilemmas

in human behavior, and that applies its finding for ameliorative effect

123 I



Moreover, he has succeeded in effectively transcending barriers of

resistance to these concerns. His-selection in 1978 at the age of 64

years at the first recipient of the Award for Distinguished Contribution

O

to Psychology in the Public Interest is evidence supporting the assertion

that Clark has persevered and has prevailed.

Family Background

A

How did one who grew up imprisoned in a New York City black ghetto,

where maeeriarrewards are hard to come by and where the motives of

almost everyone are suspect, eventually become a significant source of in- .

formation for the U.S. Supreme/Court and a national president of the

American Psychological Association? How did one who attended the Harlem

public schools, in which a guidance counselor in junior -high school tried

'Funsuccessfully to steer him into a vocational high school, earn membership

in Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, and receive election by the state legislature

to the Board of Regents? How did one whose family-movedfrom house-to

ak
house and from neighborhood to neighborhood in a desperate attempt to

escape the ghetto's creeping blight become so stable and steady in adulthood,

remaining at one place of employment, ity University of New York, 33 years

and eventually retiring as Distinguished University Professor Emeritus?

The simple answer, according to Kenneth Clerk, is itwo women in his life

hiS mother and his wife.

Family of Orientation

Miriam Hanson Clark brought her two children to New York City from

the Panama Canal ZOne, where they were born when Kenneth Clark was 4

years old and his sister, 1. Clark's parents were born in Jamaica, but

their sepafate families migrated to the Canal Zone in search' of work. His
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I
mother and father met and married there. His father worked as a super-

intendent of cargo with the United Fruit 'Company.

Eventually Afthur and Miriam Clark separated. Clark's mother, whom,,

he describes as "very firm, forthright, and ambitious," wanted her children

to have good educational opportunities. 'She'felt that these could not be

obtained in the Canal Zone. Without family connections to keep her there,

she decided to seek out new opportunities for her young household in New

York City, where she had a sister (Clark, 1978:79).

In 1918 Miriam Clark picked up her infant daughter and young son and

came to New York. She found work in the garrient district as a dressmaker

by day, took care of her.family, and then went to school at night. Eventually

she received a diploma from the evening division of George Washington High

School, the same school from which her sin would graduate at the age of 16

years as a student in the daytime program.

George Washington High School has much meaning in'the current Clark"

household. Kenneth"Vfid Mamie Clark set up a scholarship at that school

in memory of his mother, whom Clark called "a strong woman." He recalled

,
.

an incident before'he enrolled in high school that indicates his mother's

,. /

/0. strong orientation toward education. After learning that the junior-high

;':.;
.

school counstlorl!.Was trying to steer'her son into a vocational rather than
7 ; 4 , a

dl,
.

an academic high"sthool (the counselor's way of advising black youngsters

to be "realistit" about their employment options), Clark's mother stormed

into schooI-one day and said to the counselor: "I don't care where you

send your son, but mine is going to George Washington High School." Clark

said that his mother was not awed by authority andfthat her daring ways

savedAkim and 'his sister (Clark, 1978:79-80).

3



Clark's mother'told_him and his sister that they had'to go to

college. To get ready for college; shoinsisted that they get good

grades in school; she believed that either he would get. gbod grades or

he would end up in jail. Amused as he reflected upon this, Clark said,

"She didn't give me any middle ground."

She left the decision up to Clark regarding what college he would

attend: Clark chose Howard University in Washington, D.C. He had some

scholarship money and did not have to work his way through college. His

mother gave full support. She worked to put him and his sister through

college, and also provided some support for graduate school..

Clark's mother wanted him to study for the priesthood in the Episcopal

Church. When'he told her that he had decided to major in psychology, she

e
did not know what psychology was but she did not express disappointment;

she merely said, "Whatever you do, do it well." Clark understood what his

mother was saying.

Family of Procreation

Clark met Mamie Phipps at Howard, where she was a freshman when he

was,a senior'. At that time she told him that he was gong,to be a great

psychologist. Clatk said he dismissed her remarks as "courtship talk."

Over the years; however, she has believed it and has acted in accordance

with her belief; and, in Clark's words, "she has done everything she could

to make her prophecy come true." Clark has found her efforts in his

behalf a great support.

When Kenneth and Mamie 'Clark married in 1938, he was 24 years of

age, had.earned his M.S. degree in.psychology from Howard, and was just

two years shy of his Ph.D. degree at Columbia. She had just graduated

12
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from college. She continued-her education; finishing her master's at
Ar

Howard, se came to New York and eventually became the first black woman

to receive a Ph.D. in psya-alogy from Columbia University.

Two children were born to the Clarks. They have grown into adulthood

and have offspring of their own, so the Clarks now are grandparents. They

have a summer home on Cape Cod where the clan frequently gathers, away from

the pressures of the New York City metropolitan area.

At the time of this interview in 1981, the family of procreation

created by Kenneth and Mamie Clark had continued as a steady, stable, and

supportive unit for 43 years. Kenneth Clark attributes the many years of

their effective union in marriage to the fact that his wife is so honest:

"She will tell you exactly how she fells." The Clarks continue to work

' together personally and professionally as they have done over the years.

Miriam Clark, the mother, and Mamie Clark, the wife, are the two

persons whom Kenneth Clark has characterized as "strong women who demanded

of me the maximum." There was no break in the nurturance thattlark

received from strong women. One took over where the other left off.

Education
4.

Preschool, Primary, and Secondary School

Clark's preschool and primary education ciccurred on streets, play

grOnd-s-,and_inHarlewschools. Clark described the early years this way:

k: 'I started school in the Harlem public schools.; I first learned about

people, about love, about cruelty, about sacrifice, about cowardice, abOut

'courage, about bombast in Harlem" (Clark, 1965:xv). One must conclude

on the basis of this testimony that Hailem provided a comprehensive educe

)
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tion and a range of advice. In fact, Clark's choice of Howard-University

for college studiesmas based on information he- received from a Harlem

Iplayground attendant who was a medical-school student at Howard.

Clark does not remember much about his teachers in primary and

secondary school. One that stands out, however, is Mr. Dixon, a junior-high

school speech teaher. Dixon was the first person TAO let him know that

Clark pould take ideas and transform them into words in which other people

would be interested. After a three-minute speech that Dixon required, Clark

remembers that his teacher was "very positive in his-reaction to it." He

`asked Clark to enter an essay contest that was sponsored by a taking company.

"4'

Although, he cannot recall what he wrote, Clark remembers that for the essay

he won a gold medal that was presented to him during assembly period.
0

"I was very proud and Mr. Dixon was proud,too." In summary, Clark said of

his primary and secondary schooling: "I remember the names of only the

. teachers I admired" (Clark, 1978:79).
..----

Clark also admiredthis playground attendant. He described her as "a

medical student at Howard University in Washington, D.C." and "very attractive"

(C1

c
k, 1978:80). She told him about Howard as a school where blacks were

in` c ntrol. Before his college years, he had not experienced a setting where

blacks were in control of anything, not even Harlem. "Blacks certainly

were not in control in New York when I was growing up," Clark said. For

example, there were only 10 black students in his high-school senior class

in New York.

B.A. and M.A.

2 Clark enroll d in Howard University during the Depression years and

graduated in 1 when he was almost 21 years of age. He found Howard

C



an exciting place in terms of personal, social, and intellectual inter-

aciion, and enumerated the intellectual giants there with'whom he came

into contact: Kelly Miller in education; Ralph Bunche in political science,

Charles Houston in law,.Alain Lockin Ihilosophy, Abram Harris in economics,

Sterling Brown in English, and Francis Cecil Sumner in psychology. "These

V
teachers made their students into instruments of change." The teachers

were able to accomplish this goal, he said, because they were "our tutors,

models, and friends. They were affecting our lives, goals, values. They

remained my friends until death."

Clark reserved special praise for Francis Cecil Sumner. in psychology.

"For me," said Clark, "Sumner was,the key at Howard." Clark enrolled in

Howard intending to become a physician. During his sophomore year, he en-
.

rolled in Sumner's course in Introductory Psychology. Clark started

the ideas of this psychology professor, who studied for the doctoral degree

2,
r.

at Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts.

Sumner was strong on content and substance. "He was the best read

person I ever knew. His discuSsions about man and society,cauiht my

attention. Sumner got me interested about man and the world'." Although

softspoken, "Sumner was uncompromising in insistence on high standards of

the students worthy of his attention. I respected the man. I admired him.

° /
I leaned on him. He became my mentor and my friend. I became his protege.

Sumner continued to be interested in all that happened to me. He was

happy when Mamie and .I got married." Sumner had a newsletter that he sent

around about his former students, detailing their progress.

Clark attributes his life-long vocation in psychology to the infitence

of Sumner. "My sophomore year, after listening to Sumner, I immediately
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decided that I would not continue in my premedical studies. I started

taking more courses in psychology and physiology. I never turned back,

although I did not go to Howard to major in Clark remained

144
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at Howard for a year of study for the Master of Science degree in psychology

after receiving his bachelo'r's degree. He then taught at Howard as Sumner's

protege. It was Sumner who advised Clark to go away to get his Ph.D. 4rter

he had taught at Howard for a year.

Ph.D. Study

sa. Clark moved on to ColuMbia University to study for the, doctoral degree

in psychology. He entered Columbia in 1937 and graduated three years later

at the age of 26 years.

One reason Clark chose Columbia was his encounter with Otto Klineberg

in Washington when Klineberg was a guest lecturer at Howard. Clark was im-

pressed with Klineberg's candor and directness. He was pleased to observe

these characteristics in a white person; few talked the way Klineberg

talked in his lecture on racial differences. "I suppose I wanted to go

into the field that Otto Klineberg was in." Clark studied with Klineberg,

who became, his mentor and friend,,aid also with Gardner Murphy.

. - Clark was able to move through Columbia rapidly. because he found "no

challenges at Columbia that were more challenging than the standards of

Sumner:" However, some professprs at Columbia were "surprised and amazed,"

'according to Clark, "that a bleak could peer their standards and even sur-

pass them." He was invited to join Sigma Xi at Columbia, and he ranked-

number one among those who tpolt.the qualif ng examination with-him for

the Ph.D. degree. .The lead of the program s "so amazed" net he summoned

Clark to his office and interrogated him; he asked Clark to account far the

4,
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fact that ie came out ahead of all others who took the examination. None

of these attttades and actions hampered Clark's progreA. "It was pre-

,

ordaited(tha't I would do well at Columbia when I studied for my Ph.D. degree,

because of Sumner."

Although he is best known for his contributions to the literature on '

.prejudice and the effects of.segregation on blacks irE America, dark did not

do'research on race for his dissertation. He studied. selective perception,

selective recall, and 'attitudes, and w they influence human behavior.

His disse tioil was entitled "So Factors Influen ing the Remembering .of

Prose Material" (Clark, 1940). Act lly the resear i, despite its bland.

title, was not totally unrelated to wh t later was to become Clark's major

research interest. In his dissertation research, Clark determined-the

extent to which attituaes toward females who violated stereotypical Pictures

of the female affected groups of subjects' recall. He found that both men

and Women tended to remember these females,more in t s'of the feminine,

stereotypes than in terms of the.original stimulus (Evans, 1980:65A. One

can identify in Clark'A disseation research an derlying concern with

stereotyping and other issues that later he would consider in his studies

4ir
of race.

At Howard, Clark's interest in injustice had been awakened. The

faculty was extraordinary. However, Clark soon le ?ned that these out-

standing scholars had congregated at Howard because they could not get

,appointments to the faculties of Harvard University or Clark University orA.
wherever they received their Ph.D. degrees. "I learndd from the dis-

cussiOns at Howard`that these men could not teach anyplate other than a

predominantly black school." Realization of tills fact, he said, was "a"

131. si
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'turning point for Clark did not pursue his awakened interest

itynjusticeimmediately, however, becauSe his professors at Columbia

suggested thatit would be desirable for him "not to come on too strong"

in terms of his concern with racial justice.

While some teaCKers in predominantly white universitiediscourage

blacks from "coming on too strong" about issues of race while they are in

residence, at raduation time race is their prilvailing thought in terms

of placement. For example, Clark said, "whep I,had finished my graduate
A

studies at Columbia, I was asked if I was going back to teach my people.

I told my Columbia prOfessors," Clark recalled, "that,my People were all

around and)I wanted to be recommended for wherever,they recommended

Columbia graduates." One perSon who graduated with hint already had been

reocmmendedifor a prestigious private univefsity in the East. That person
.

A

obviously had not performed as well as Clark; and, he said, "I let the

people at Columbia know that."

-Career

"The people at Columbia settled on City College as the school to

which I would be recommended." Gardner Murphy, one of Cqrk's leachers

at Columbia,was going to become the chairperson of the Department of

Psychology at City College. Although Murphy welcomed his former student

to the City College faculty, he.still looked upon the appointment of a

black professor "as experimental," Clark said. Clark himself experimented'

with one or two other employmentNsettings after. graduating from Columbia,

including teaching for less than a year at hampton.Institute, working with

Gunnar Myrdal, and working with the Office of War Information. Unhappy

with ihecircumstances and conditions of employment elseWhere, he sought

132
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out thaCity College option in 1942. It was still available and he

accepted an appointment- nitially to the rank of instructor. Clark was

28 years old, had'reCeived his Ph.D. degree two years earlier, and at that

time was in the fourth year of his marriage., Thus, City University became
4

the first full-time permanent job in his unfolding career.

Stage

The first stage in Clark's career extended from 1942 to 1950. During.

this eight-year period, he immersed himself in teaching, research, and

community service. Mamie Clark observed thit her husband, really thrives

ton teaching. Kenneth Clark agreed that teaching was so uplifting that

could go into a classroom with a headtZ or a cold, "and within ten or

fifteen minutes I was feeling wonderful." The students he remembers are

those who brought to their studies "a passionate sensitivity and a critical

probing intelligence." Clark said that Francis Cecil Sumner, his first

psychOlogy teacher at Howard, wasjhe model he emulated (Clark, 1978:83).

Teaching has been so important in his life and career that Clark

classifies as his "most important contribution" his students -- what ,they

have done as a result of what he has done. Specifically, Clark indicated

satisfaction with his students who "take seriously the responsibility of

using social science as an instrument for'helping their fellow human
4

being" (Evans:1980:71).

This preCisely is what he and his psychologist wife Mamie Clark

tried to do in their first community service ventu \e -- the Northside

Child Development Center, which they cofounded in 1946. She directed

*
the Center and Clark signed on as research director, while continuing

to teach'full time a College. Literally, they were trying to save:
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underprivileged children in Harlem by "building the sense of self as an

integral °part of psychotherapy" (Evans, ,1980:68).

The Clarks' research agenda at that time was one on,which'Mamie Clark

had been working.while pursuing the master's degree. Her"thesis research

was a study of self-awareness. Extending this research and developing new

instruments, Kenneth, and Mamie Clark used dolls and the color test to under-1,

stand how black children develop a sense of their own identity. This research,

begun in the initill stage of Clark's career, was written up and first

published by him and his wife in 1947 under the title "Racial Identification
-

and Preference in Negro Children' (Clark and Clark, 1947). He was 33 years

old when that article was published. Although Clark's research was pro-
,

gressing well, he did not publish extensively during the first eigUt years

of his career. Teaching, research, and community service were his pre-

occupations then.

Stage II

By Clark's own reckoning, the action part of his career surfaced

around 1950 (Clark, 1978:83),. It commenced stage II, which extended over

sga

.
. .

-

the period of a decade, roughly from 1950 through 1959 and his forty-fifth

birthday. Beginningw he was 36 years old, thii:stage commenced with

his research for the M d-Century White House Conference on Children and

Youth. The report that Clark prepared for the White House Conference, in

turn, led to his appointment as a social-science consultant /o the NAACP.

-In addition to continuing his teaching, research, and community servi

Clark increased his writing actlivity 4ad became deeply involved in

public-poli44matters through his work with 'the NAACP on its school-,

desegregation court cases.,

1 3.1
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Clark describes the sequence of events t) at launched stage II in his

career. His Columbia University advisor, Otto lalneberg, was a member of

the Advisory Committee of t4 Mid-Century White House Conference on Children

and Youth. Upon K ineberg's recommendation', Cluj( was asked about two or

three months before the conference to synthesize the literature on the

effects of race, prejudice, discrimination, and segregation on personality

development of American children. Meanwhile lawyers for the NAACP turned

to Klineberg for help in establishing as a fact the inherent psychological

damage of segregation for blacks even when facilities for the different

racial pdpulation§ may lie equal. Klineberg referred Robert Carter, who'was

Thurgood Marshall's assistant, to Clark,because of tlie work that Clark did

for'the White House Co fereltcb. 'Carter was excited about the material in

?
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Clark's report and sai that it was very much relevant tot.the school-

`to

desegregation cases (Evans, 1980 :66 -67).

The NAACP then signed him on as a consultant and Clark began advising

the lawyers concerning ai`lcientists who would be good expert Witnesses..

He t.iterviewed childre and prepared the sAial-science appendix for the

t71...

lawyers' brief. He summarized fffe essential points of die testimony of the
.....

expert witnesses during the trial!' Included in the appendix also was
e

material confained'in Clark's report for the White"HOuse Conference on

Children and Youth. The social- science appendix was submitted to the ,

Supreme Court as part of the brief prepared by the NAACP in the Brown

case. Cie* described his involvement 4In that historical case as "a

highlight" of As career (Clark, 1978:84). This w*s part of his effort

to integrate research activities with applied services,yhicliho4eels
. .

i'.is nother of his contributions to psychology.

."7

s
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Clark ptaised the City College Department of Psychology for heing

extraordinarily supportivelf his public-policy work with the NAACP in

connection with the Brown c "My colleagues competed to substitute
O

for me in my courses so that I could be away and work on the case., They

thought it was an honor for one of their faculty-to be involved in a case
/4

asimportant as this." Some of the administrators, however, were not as-

pleased. One called him in for a conference on the matter. After the con-

.
versation, Clark told the administrator, "If you are asking me to make a

choice between ditinuing to work, ith the lawyers of NAACP or,with City

College, I am certain what choice I will make." The City College adminisfra-

for "backed off."

F 1 wing the U.S. reme Court's decision ini1954, Clark published

his first important book, Prejudice and Your Child (l955), h revision of the

. ,

report that'he prepared for the Mid-CentufY White House Conference On
-,.

...-

Children and Youth on which the Supreme Court, in part, based its school
.

desegregation opinion. Clark, was 41 years olds His career was accelerating.

During this stage he refined his teaching and research` skills, andfurtker

cultivateehis wilting skills and4arned how to participate effectively

in public-policy matters.

Stage III

-When heurned45 years old,,Clark's career was moving fullsspeed

ahead and into stage III, which was characterized by teaching, research,

Writing, public-affairs activities, community service, administration, and

leaderskip oe a national, learned association. rt al'so was the stage in-which

j he would begin receiving some of the many public honors that.wpuld
,

come his,

A

/

way.
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Clark served as presidentof the Society for the Psychological Study

of Social Issues in 1959 as the opening event in tills stage of his career.

A year later, the turbulent decade of the 1960s began. Rewarded for.
V

his past contributions to the acqdcmic community, Clark was promoted to the

;.rank of fullQprofessor at City Cllege of the City University of New York

in 1960 at the age of 46 years. Stage III in ClaWs career covers the
o

4 1960s decade.

111

Dufing the 1960s Clark did.many things and did them well. He chaired

and served as project director of the massive delinquency-preventiOn planning

project in Harlem that was.sponsored by the President's Committee on Juvenile

Delinquency and Youth Crime and by the Mayor' of the City of New York. In the

= service that he and MaMie Clark had rendered earlier at the Northside Center

for'Child Development, it became clear to them that something would have to

be done about the environment. Ha'ilem Youth Opportunities Unlimited

(HARYOU)was onestructure through whlth Clark attempted to accomplish thiS'

end. This service-planning project in Harlem, where Clark had spent more

that 40 of his years, was the final demonstration for him that a social

'scientist "could never be fully detached" (Clark, 1965:xv).

Clark also learned in the delinquency-prevention planning project

that political forces can move in and sap its vitality. This was,a dimension

of power of which he had been more or less unaware (Evans, 1980:68). In

an earlier stage in his career, he had seen political three by way of the

Supreme Court make available in an equitable way ,a public service such as

education. 'Now irn.the third stage of hips career he was witnessing political

considerations that Were impeding the full implementation of massive public

services for a'community.

137
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Kenneth Clark'is blessed with the capacity to ,turn his liabilities

into assets. As he withdrew from the HARYOU Project after the planning

phase so that it could be merged with another community service project in

Harlem, Associated Community Teams (ACT), for the implementation phase, he

reflected upon all that he had learned in Hallem and in other ghetto

communities and wrote a prize=winning book, Dark Ghetto.(1965), that pre

sented a profound and insightful analysis of ghetto life and its, meaning

to the ghetto dwellers. The book was given the Sidney Hillman Book Award

for 1965.

That same year 1965 Clark was presented the Kurt Lewin Memorial

Award by the Society for the Psychological. Study of Social Issues. His

acceptance address,-entitled_"Problems of Power and Social Change: Toward

a Relevant Social Psychology," was an analysis of the role of power in

social organization and a challenge to his 'colleagues in social psychology

to cease investigating isolated, trivial, and convenient problems and to
I\

start studying problems directly related to urgent social realities

(Clark, 1974:68). In this speech Clark conveyed the wisdom he had obtained

from both his successes and his failures in dealing with political power.

He urged his professional contemporaries to "accept power as an important .

(co cept for research" (Clark, 1974:69).
o

It was during this stage in his career that Clark was elected by.the

legislature to the powerful Board of Regents of New York State in 1966.

He would serve on that board for over 15 years and give oversight to all

aspects of education\n the state. Meanwhile, Clark's talents were
. ,

recognized be7ond his state. The federal government asked him to serve

4
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on the Committee on Foreign Affairs Personnel of the State Department,

and the National Association for the Advancement of,Colored People

gave him the Springarm Medal, one of its most prestigious awards.

Clark aso during this time established an organization that would

draw upon and consequently develop his administrative skills. In 1967 he

became president of the Metropolitan Applied Research Center (MARC), a

private nonprofit research corporation established to serve as a catalyst

for change and as an advocate for the poor and powerless in American cities.

MARC was called an experiment. Possibly its grandest plan was the design

of an Academic Achievement Project for public schools in the District of

Columbia. The Plan was based on the assumption .that all normal children

can learn if they are taught effectively. The plat specified radical ways

in which the local school system would have to be restructured, reorganized,

and.staffed to accomplish the stated goal. It was never implemented. However,

the plan has been published by Clark and the staff of MARC so that others

may review it and utilize those aspects that can be accommodated in their

local communities (Clark, 1972). MARC was one more illustration that

Kenneth Clark reftised to limit his activities to the ivory tomer. In

addition to his contributions as,a scholar, Clark always has had to have

a community service outlet. If available associations were not appropriate,

he would create new ones.

Stage IV

As the deca ehrned to#1970, Clark was named Distinguished University

Professor at City College of the City University of'New York. This appoint,

ment propelled his career into stage IV. In addition to this recognition,

his professional peers in the American Psychological Association elected

9
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him to the presidency Of that oragnization in 1970-71, when he was 56

years of age. In 1978, when he was,64, he was selected as the recipient

of the first Distinguished Contributions to Psychology in the Public

Interest Award. Kenneth Clark took early retirement from the City Univer-

sity in 1975% aster speriding 33 years at that post, when.he was 61 yearg

old. Upon retirement, he was awarded emeritus status as Distinguished
*.

University Professor.-

Clark continues to serve on the New York State Board of Regents,

continues to publish (Pathos of Power, 1974 being his most,recent book),

and continues his public-affairs and community-service activities. As
L4

a vehicle for the'ie, he.organized,a faMj.ly-consulting firM of which he is

pfesident. Clark, Phipps, Clark, and Harris, Inc. is a firm that .provides

professional consultation on personnel matters with empjiasis on human-

relations, race-relations, and affirmative-action programs. At the age

of 67 years, Clark is, still going strong in a "career as a social

_scientist that has been devoted to translating principles of human

behayicir into policies and prograds that improve the quality of life for

,

the poor And disadvantaged" (Evans, 1980:63).

Personal Characteristics

Kenneth Clark, a man of strong'opinions, is unafraid of conflict.

Yet he kind person with a sense of humor. He empathizes with the

poor and the powerless.

Commitment, morality, and ethics are words that flavor his conversa-

tions. He can give love; but equally important, he knows how to receive

love and to gracefully depend on others. He is full of praise for his

mother and his Wife tes strong people on whom he has depended and who have
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been supportive of him. Clark believes that it takes4courage both to give

and to receive love.

Clark acknowledges that in his unyielding quest for quality and .

equality there probably are inconsistencies, and even rigidities in some

of his ideas. He comes to terms with these frailties through his own

sense of humor, which, to him, is the leavening that reflects a perspective

beyond narrow egocentric preoccupations.

Kenneth Clark is an involved social psychologist who believes that

issues of justice and power are central in social-science research. He is

a social psychologist who knows which side he is

Analytic Summary

on.

,./

The two most meaningful stages in the kinship system for Kenneth Clark

were the periods (stages I and III) he spent in the family of.orientation,

\\
which supported and sustained him through college and a portion of graduate

school; and in the family of procreation, which took up almost where the

family of orientation left off. Stage II, the transitional period of an.

tri Agreq
fiktiggiOlieg;f1-householdtrwas of short duration. The dominant figtre in his

family of, orientation was his mother. Clark calls his mother and his wife

the key women in his life who have sustained and supported him. His
A

marriage has been a stabilizing force in his life for, more than four decades.

Such stability and loyalty are characteristics of other dimensions of

Clark's life. Clark began teaching at City College of the City Univesity

of New York when he was 28 years old, and continued as a faculty member

of the same institution for 33 years. He moved to New York with his family

when he was 4 years old and has remained as a resident of New York City

or the New York City greater metropolitan area for 63 years. ,There is

111
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something stable and steady about Kenneth Clark that has sustained an

unusual career of scholarship, publicaffairs, and community service.

His educational career was completed without interruption. Graduating

from high school at the age of 16 years and completing stage I and II in

educ ion, Clark had a head start on stages III and IV, college and

graduate hool. He breezed through these stages in six years, moving

directly to the next stage after completing an earlier stage. His marriage,

which is stage III in the kidship system, did not take place until after

he 'completed college and had commenced stage IV in education, graduate

school. He was halfway through graduate school when he married. It is

interesting that marriage was postponed until he was deep into the

graduate studies of stage IV, since Clark had known his wife-to-be since

the college years of stage II.

Having married and completed hisraduate education by the age of

26 years, Clark was ready to commence his professional career. He had

a few false or tentative starts that did not work out to satisfaction.

These must have been a bit unsettling and may have contributed to the

length of his'stay at City College, since he found it to be a supportive

setting.
a

At the'age of 28 years and following his appointmenttp City

College as a psychology instructor, Clark's career unfolded through

four stages of almost equal lengths ranging from 8 to 11 years. The 8

years in stage I was needed to accommodate Clark's community- service

activities in addition to his'teaching, researching, and writing. Indeed,

there is some indication that the community service impeded scholarly

writing, but only in a modest way. StageII lasted for 9 years and

1 A r)A 40
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involved teaching, research, writing, and public service. To this heavy

commitment was added public affairs; which was a. consuming respOnsibility

ht2
44215

until the U.S. Supreme Court rendered its 1954 decision on schipol desegrega-

tion. It was Clark's participation in the school-desegregation case that

greatly enhanced his total career and propelled him into stage III, which

consolidated skills developed earlier and accommodated new skills developed

in administration. Stage III also was the period when some public honors

were bestowed and responsibility for the leadership of a learned society

was assumed. This stage began when Clark was 45 years old-and egtended

over a decade in his life; it witnessed i tremendous increase in scholarly
O

writings.
4 co

Stage IV was similar to the preceding stage, except that the public ,

honors were more prestigious and the positions to wht he was elevated
. ,

involved more extensive responsibilities. So extensive were Clark's cohmlit-

ments-before and into this stage that something had to give as he approached

the sixth decade of his life. It was during this period that he reduced

4
his teaching, taking early retirement at the age of 61- years; but he

increased his communieervice and 'administrative activities through, the .

organization of a family consulting firm.

In summary, the career of Kenneth Clark has been one in which

academic affairs and public affairs have complemented each other.

Blending those two together so well has been one of his major contributions

as a psychologist.



Chapter 7

Matthew Holden, Jr.

(31

A Political Scientist Who Cares About the Ordinary
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A distinguished, political scientist who.has focused on comparative politics

and international relations, urban planning, and policy analysis, Matthew

Holden, Jr. has been critical of the professionals in his field for not

giving attention to domestic issues as well as foreign policy. Foreign-policy

analysis is a long-standing tradition in political science, but not domestic-

policy studies (Holden and Dresang, 1975:12). In an essay appropriately

titled "On the Misunderstanding of°Important Phenomena," Holden observed

that "the tumults of Boston, Cincinnati, Dayton, St. Petersberg, and Tampa

are pushed off Page One by the more dramatically dangerous confrontation

of Jew and Arab ... But every sign is that they will yet return to the

nation's consciousness." In a real sense, Holden said, one could call the

domestic tumults "the most genuine type of maximum feasible participation

of the'uor ... or the ringing once more of Mr.,Jefferson's fire bell"

4.4
(Holden, 1968:111).

A Ptofessional Policy-Maker

Political scien ic.t'Stuari Nagel of the University of Illinois has

4

noted "a substantial hange," a "new orientation"-4mong political

scientists "within the last few years." Political scientists are
4*.

beginning to apply the scientific metOd to 'the study of problems that

have broad significance on the domestic scene. Nagel attributes this

change to many,sources, including the civil-rights movement. In his
t\

judgment, "pOlicy studies is the mosttpapidly'developing field within

. '

political science" (Nava, 1975:7-8).

)atthew Holden, Jr. is at the forefront in this new thrust among

political scientists, as manifested by the themes examined in his,

Ki



publications and the nature of his public-service participation. Holden

not only'writes about the politics of bureaucracy and administration, he

has had extensive personal experience in public-administration research

and as a policy-taking practitioner-at

His practical experience in publi

federal, sta e and localflevels'..

-administration research dates,

back to the late 1950s, when Holden joined the staffs of the Cleveland?

Metropolitan Service Commission and the Cayahoga County Charter Commis.

These local experiences in pubic-administration research were reinforced

/3Z

I

and refined later by appointme s in state and federal government. In 1977,

Holde& received ;a presidenti appointment as commissioner of the Federal

Energyleegulatory Commission United\aptes Department of Energy. The

0 l',. :
,

. .

Federal Repratory Commission is,an updated version of the oldY , .5, , .

. , .

, i1 . N

Federal Power CommiSS4on4tat was, formed-inithe 1926s. Holden has supple=
7 '

mentedlhis experience o 11.
out a,aecade in public7adthinistration research and

r

public policy-making with aboUt a,deOde d a half Ok wOrk as a professor

. ,

on university faculties. .Matthew HO1 , tr., then,, un}tes both the

theoretical, and the practical. He is a .;politicarscientist who has mare

,.' ., ,

a difference because of the legal authoityriehind his - official actions'
1 4 a

... /

and the logical and perceptive analyses,prvented in published works.

111V

That his peergthad cast more votes for :him than other political

scientists in our survey of outstanding black professionals was a .

t.i

surprise to Holden, who believed that his serious scholarly writings

were of "limited Scope, substance; and depth." Holden's full-time
o

4

f ction in recent years as a professional policy-maker has been in his

words, "highly beneficial to me from an intellectual point of view."

However, his reluctance to be counted among the outstanding is because
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he finds it hard to believe that his work measures up to the "truly

Others,remarkable academic writings".of scholars such as Ralph Bunche. Others,

however, had a different view.

In our study, more scholars were nominated as outstanding in political

science than in any of the other disciplines investigated.. This fact

piobably indicates what Holden himself humorously called "the fratricidal

(bUenon-lethal) war of the discipline," particularly the 4ivisionl

between behavioral and normative politkcal science (Holden, 1966:2).

Because of the great division in the field, when we sought nominations

of outstanding black political scientists, five f4Ceived multiple nomina-

tions. This rather large panel (we anticipated that the number would be

not greater than three) was submitted to a nationwide''sample of 87

scientists, both black and white, of whom 68 participated in the stpdy

by ranking the panel members. A majority opinion was not expected,, given,

the relatively large panel of nominees ranked by a relatively small

sample. A decisive plurality of 21 political scientists of all races

and in all regibns of the country said that Matthew Holden, %Tr. was the

most outstanding. All others received fewer votes. The absence of

\
overwhelming consensus by a majority concerning who is most outstanding

/33

At

ti

among black political scientists reflects as much the discipline and

the diversity of. interests within it as. the age of the scholars nominated.

None had ratiredNanf-finished his or her career.

Holden is a widely read scholar in many different social-science

fields, including history, sociology, and anthropology. He has con-

ducted several important investigation in the areas of policy studies,

political decision- making, and urban planning, and has authored

edited 'several books, chapters in books, monographs, and journal articles.

1 /7



Beyond the.fact that better than a third of his career has been

--,°,spen.p working full time in tie application of principle to practice,

Holden was surprised that a substantial number of his colleagues

recognized his contributions because, in his words, "my work always

seems to be moving in the other direction than the work of some in

political science." He said that he refuse's to be bound by the concepts

in his field, and that he has never been excessively respectful of

received doctrines of what the discipline is: "One has to go ahead\

and do what one genuinely wants to do.",

What Holden has not realized is that his work has been ahead of

rather than off to one side of his field. Holden has served on the

410

council of the Policy Studies Organization. In 1975, Sage Publication

brought out the firdt Volume of its Year Book of Politics and Public

Policy. Holden was the senior coeditor of that.volume. And in 1972,

Holden was chairman of the SectiOn on Policy Analysis cethe American

Political Science Association. Thus, Holden'was there at the creation

of .this renewed interest an policy analysis which, in his customary

manner of understatement, he prefers to call "the revival of policy

studies" (Holden and Dresang, 1975:10).

In general, Holden sees himself as an ordinary profegsional using

ordinary experience to help him become more knowledgeable of the

bargaining process in decision-making (Holden, 1966:44-45) and of the

ways of achieving the twin goals bf "social equalization'' and "social

peace" (Holden, 1971:64-65). For this reason, Holden makes a.strong

case for the "relevance of ordinary experience" as"a guide foi pro-

fessional action.' He asked this question of.the scholars who might

1 A
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challenge him because

,

of ordinary experience: "[How,many] would accurately predict their own

he known bias of perception and interpretation

behaviors as consultants, teach , deans, etc. ... if they accepted

only that evidence suscepti
. I

much of the formal th y ?" (H 1 en, 1966:6).

e to he kind of verification demanded in

al
N

#

And, while he is making th- case for the use of ordin ry experience

inothe analytisof public po icy, he develops, in passing,
./

a unique and

out-of-the-oidinary idea - that ot urban statehood (Holden, 1971:70).

It demonstrates the fer le mines of Matthew Holden, Jr. and his capacity

to embrace bold concerts. Yet Holden would dismis's such praise as un-

warranted because, n his words, "the idea has actually floated about

in textbook form or many years" and simply has been neglected (Holden,

1971:71).'

Holden' urbana-statehood idea is a way of introducing cultural

pluralism i o the federal bureaucracy. Wben the number_of blacks and

other ra, minorities in the decision-making sructure constitutes

a 'tufficie tly large critical mass, federal officials will identify

issues of /racial relations as important and will develop strategic ob-

jectives,end, timetables to resolve them,-said Holden, who believes

that decentralization leads away from rather than toward black power.

His idea is that any urban unit that has a population greater than

Arizong, Alaska, -or -Hawaii" can become a--new-state and can participate

in the tainstream with an autonomous base of power. If a minimum

arbitrary figure of 500,000 people Were used, this would result in 21

additional states, to make a.total of 71 U ted States. Probably 19

or more of phe 21 new city- states would be more or less under blabk

A
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control. Such areas'would not be electing merely mayors with limitej

power, according to Hold-en, but congressmen and senators. And."20
.r

senators bound by a common interest and a common necessity are a bloc

likely to carry great weight, which is Precisely the purpose of the

proposal" (Holden, 1971:70-71).
;

The urban-statehood proposal, as reported by Holden, was sketched

because it is unusual and also because it illustrates the quality of
0

Holden's mind in developing a political design. 'One can think clearly

and daringly, as Holden does, only if one is without egocentric pre-

occupation. Holden is a humble man but not a mild-mannereorman. indeed,

1,9

he is very assertive, as indicated by the announcement of hisqtatehood

proposal and as further, discussion of his identification with others will

reveal. Holden is an interesting combination of contrasting-characteriL-

. _

tics not unlike he contrasting communities in which he grew'up in Mound

i and Chicase)Bayou, Missis pp go Illink, ois.

Family Background

Childhood in Mound Bayou

Matthew Holden lived in Mound Bayou, Mississippi until he was 13

years old. Then his family moved to Chicago. He described Mound Bayou,f4'

-

an all-black town'settled...,byex-slaves from the Jefferson Davie planta-

tion, as a place where there was great pride. .Ore of the founders of the

town survived until 1924, just seven years before Holden was born.,-4Thus,

.
1

Holden grew into early childhood years hearing stories about the early

settlers. Holden said that Isaiah T. Montgomery, one of the founders,

had two basic themes in his philasophy: "If you haven't got power

yourself, keep powerful friends," and "The survival of blick.people depends-
.

,
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on being able to do something,on their own." Holden said that man(

people, both black and white, respected Isaiah Montgomery. According

to Holden, Montgomery was a "to gh-minded man" who also was "rObndly

denounced, with good reason, for having made the decision to support

the Constitution of 1890 in Mississippi."

One of Holden's grandfathers was a preacher who served four

different churches, visting one each month.

years old. Before death he acccumulated in

He died when he was 53

Amite County, Mississippi

/37
tot

"a good deal of land, aboute560 acre's," according to Holden. The family

worked the land, with Holden taking his turn in the field, chopping and

picking cotton. Holden said, 'however, that his fieldwork always was

after school hours.
a

Of his extended kinship system, including the Hoidens, the Welch

family (his maternal grandfather's people), and the Canedy-Clark tribe

.(his maternal grandmother's people), Holden said "there were several

elements of my family that had seen, in the family mythology, better

days. And, on all sides, we thodght of ourselves as eminently substantial

and respectable people." Holden said, there was "a sense.of uprightness

and of being somebody which went with owning a little piece of land

or sometimes a sizable piece of land." Holden said,, ,that sense of

uprightness associated with ownership of property "was extremely im-

portant."

Holden's family insisted that he go to school: Illness was the

only legitimate excuse for-staying at home. His family never kept

him out of school so that he cou/ld assist them in the field, not even

at harvest time. Holden puts it this way;. '"My Prather was insistent

a,
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that I, his son, go to school. There was great emphasis on education

in my family. School was important to me and my family."

Holden's father completed five years of school and his mother

completed the eleventh grade of high school. Their jobs when thpy left

the farm were in service or laboring occupations and svniskilled work.

Afiz

Yet they wanted their offspring to achieve more. Going to college, said

. Holden, was as preordained as anything could be: "Do you eat when

you get hungry? That ishowopreordained college was for me."

Holden Was not the first in the family to go to college. Holden

had an uncle (his father's brother) who every one said was smart. The

family wanted him to be a doctor and sent him to Alcorn College in

Mississippi, but the uncle died before finishing Alcorn. "The family

had their hopes pinned on him." When Holden came along everyone thought

he was very much like his uncle, Samuel. "This is h01.7 their hope and

ambitioncenteredon me."

Holden had two half brothers and grew up around many relatives.

ti

But in the household formed by the marriage of his mother and father

he, ip effect, was "an only child." The ambitions and unfulfilled wishes

of his parents, especially his mother, centered on him too.

Holden describes his mother as "an extremely intelligent woman"-

who continues to read the newspaper and the Bible. All that Holden

has written, she has gathered on a shelf in her residence. Holden Tlid

that he is not sure that she read it.but she is proud, of his work.

His mother's. ambition had been to graduate fromhigh school and go to

Rust College in Mississippi. A woman in....404kommunity Offered to pay

for her college expenses but her father would not accept the offer, not

a
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wishing to be obligated to the giver. Later, however, Holden said,
4

his grandfather "confessed to his daughter6 that he did her a great

injustice by not letting her go to college.

The drought was severe. The crops failed. There was no alterna

tive but to p611 up stakes and seek opportunity elsewhere. It was 1944.

Wartime production beckoned blacks to northern cities. His household

went to Chicago, where his parents found work. Holden had passed his

f
thirteenth birthday.

'Adolescence and Young Adulthood in Chicago

It was in Chicago that Holden's interest'in politics was awakened.

"I hung around my father and uncle and listeneeto thd ward committeeman .

as he talked to them. Instead of playing with Ae.kidt, I stood around

and heard him discuss politics. hitting around ward headquarters in Chicago,

I heard things. I was young and no threat, so the ward committeeman,

William Dawson, talked-with me. He was an extraordinary person, a man

realpolitik, a supreme pragmatist, a genius." Even to this day Holden

greatly respects Congressman William Dawson. "He was a good plitform 1

orator and a rough backalley fighter."

In a selfdescription of his manner, Holden indicates that some of

the roughandtumble of Chicago precinct politics and the determinatioy

of an,allblack farming community in Mississippi have remained with him.

"I have always been probably a little more'asserthe than most people. A

But when I was a teenager, I wgssubject to as many doubts as anyone.

,
I could walk by a door four times when-looking,for a job before I had

enough courage'to open the door and,go in:" Despite the doubts, "I

also believe-that you should go after the chance." For example, "Once
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someone tells you that you can't do something, then that is what you have

to do." Because of this philosophy of life, "I doubt that I had mentors.

There were people who influenced me. One, in,particular, was Norton Long.

The man's mind is/a Iield of electricity; it was he, more than anyone else,

whom I sought to emulate in maintaining knowledge and interests across a

wide area and to relate things across a wide area. St. Clair Drake --

SnA
a smartkkindoondium person of great integrity -- was ano her profound source

of influence as was MelkHerskovits and, at far distance, Judge William

Hastie and the mythology of Grandfather William Holden, a mover and shaker.'

One person Holden could always cou t on was his mother, who nurtured

him through the doubting years of adolescence and provided a safe and secure

shelter to which he could return after hir probes into the outside world.

Holdent.s mother and father eventually separated after they moved to Chicago.

Holden remained as a member of his mother's household until he received a

master's degree and was drafted into the U.S. army.

Thereafter he would spend time in the army and in Cleveland, Evanston,

and Detroit pursuing graduate study and pork. During this period, which

;n4Q4NY)4404f
lasted eight years, he was all4Vgamporicam householder until he married

Dorothy Amanda Howard when he was 32 years old. They have two children.

Education

College

Holden attended two different colleges, the University of Chicago and

then Roosevelt University, from which he received his bachelor's degree.

At'the age of 16 years he.enrolled in the University of Chicago and

remained there off and on for about four years, but he made little pro-
.

gress toward, completing a degree. In 1946 the University of, Chicago was

1~4
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experimenting with various methods of instruction. There were numerous

.options and few external limits imposed by the institution. One experi-

ment was elimination of the requirement of students to attend classes.

Holden experienced the University of Chicago as a learning environment of

ti

two extremes -- a combination of freedom and rigid structure." All this

affected his grades in a negative way, and eventually he withdrew. Holden

described his University of Chicago experience as "truly great and bene-

ficial." There, he learned a great deal "including an attitude about learning."

Nevertheless, he "flunked out" because, in his words, "Iwas unable to

muster the self - discipline, to cope with both the intellectual opportunity

4

and the intellectual freedom, as well as to overcome my own timidity."

Roosevelt University in Chicago was a good setting for Holden after

he left the University. of Chicago. When he attended college, "there were

no special privilegeSlor me." Holden attended Roosevelt two years, from

1950 to 1952. He enrolled in school wanting to go into law. He majored

in political science and took a minor in history. At the time of his

graduation, however, he realized that his entire undergraduate record was

not good enough to get him admitted to the kind of law school he wanted to

attend. So he decided to pursue graduate study in political science.

Holden's decision to go into political science also can be interpreted as

an extension of his childhood experiences add conversationb with the ward

committeeman and the interest in political matters they awakened in him.

Graduate School

Despite his stop-and-go performance in college, Holden completed his

undergraduate education the year in which he turned 21 years old., The

next year he enrolled in Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, a
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411
suburb of Chicago. He obtained his master's degree in political science

two years later..

With the first level of graduate education behind him, Holden's plan

was to join the Foreign Service and become a career, officer. He crammed

for the examination, passed it, and became a candidate. He was then

called into military service for two years when he was 24 years. old.

The Foreign Service deferred final decision on his appointment, since he

c

had not passed the,language examination.

Getting out Of the army, where he attained the rank of sergeant',

Holden decided to continue his political-science studies. However, he

needed money to do this, so he decided to take a job to finance the last

phase of his graduate education. At this point in his life,

on bis own, with limited funds and no sponsorship. He was making things ___ _

happen, going after the chance. He took the public- administration exami-

nation, passed it, and secured jobs first with the Cleveland Metropolitan

Commission and then with the Charter Commission in Cuyahoga County.

Holden came back to Northwestein University in 1958 and three years

later obtained his Ph.D. degree at the age of 29 years. Even with the

many interruptions mentioned Holden was able to complete his graduate.

studies 9 years after receipt of his bachelor's degree. He supported him-
.,

self during this period by working at the Charter Commission, teaching in

the evening division of Northwestern University, and working as'a research

assistant at the University of Illinois, Institute of Government and

Public Affairs. The advice that Holden often gives to others,'be accepted

for himself during this period in his life. He believes that "one has

to invest a good deal of oneself and one's own resources in one's pro-
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fessional development and not rely soley on resources that come by

subsidy." Holden did precisely this. He crammed a great deal of acti-

vity and effort into three short years and was ready to. commence his

career as a scholar in 1961.

Stage I

Career f

Holden interrupted his graduate studies once for military service

and again for full-time employment. Fortunately, his work was in an

applied area of his professional interest.

From 1957 through 1959, Holden was on the staffs pf the Cleveland

4

Metropolitan Service Commis4on and the Cuyahoga Charter Commission as

research assistant and staff consultant;-/-64ectively. While these were

*entry-level appointments -,--they-ptovided enormous pragmatil experiences

that sparked Holden's theoretical interest in urban politics and gave hit

insight into cities. These jobs appropriately should be classified as

stage I in Holden's career. They provided practical experience in urban

planning and 'opportunities to get experience in research and writing.

'Holden prepared two important monographs during this period, County

Government in Ohio (1958a) and Intergovernmental Agreements in the

Cleveland Metropolitan Area (1958b). Stage I lasted a total of four'years.

Stage II

Upon receipt of the Ph.D. degree, Holden was appointed instructor

and later assistant professor in the Department of Political Science at

,Michigan's Wayne State University in 1961., This appointment began stage II

in Holden's professional career, which extended over a period of eight

411 years and included an appointment at the University of Pittsburgh beginning



in 1963. Holden was 29 years old when he obtained his first full-time

teaching appointment.

Holden had always wanted to be a professor. He had reached the con-

clusion that "a college professor was an occupation with the least racial

At

-impedimenta." In his longstanding practice of seizing the chance, Holden

decided to
.

becoTe a college professor and to secure the necessary creden-

tials. Holden was appointed to a university faculty during the summer

session of 1960. He had to work hard to catch up since stage 'I had not

involved full-time teaching. During this period, he taught both at Wayne

State University and at tis University of Pittsburgh, did research, and

began a distinguished career of writing for learned journals.

:

No books were written .during stage II. But 11 articles and mono-
&

graphs on'a range of subjects were published7- an aVrage of more than

one a year for the entire period. One of hca favorite articles, published

in 1963, the year he moved to Pittsburgh for a duration of three years,

was entitled "Litigation and the Political Order." It appeared in the

Western Political Quarterly (Holderi, 1963) and discusses litigation as a

form.of'social combat, insurrection without arms.

Holdeb served as a consultant to Resources for the Future the summers

of 1965 and 1966. Utilizing these experiences, he prepared a magnificent

essay on regulatory decision-making that'established him as a major

theoretician on the politics of decibion-making. The particular theme

of the essay had to do with pollution control. Holden took a major

public-policy problem and demonstrated how analysis of it was one of

the most important ways for determini what the deficiencies of decision-

making analysis are (Holden, 1966:4).
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,During this stage in his career, Holden put into operation the ad-,

vice he received from'Norton Long in graduate school. He was taking

particular problems and finding common principles within them. This

approach to political science, he said, helped him "to see general priaci-

,

ples in particular knowledge ... of international relations and cities

and helped ... to overcome compartmentalization." .Holden was at his
A

best,implementing this approach in the review essays that he prepared for

^
professional journals. He could take a half-dozen different books on a

common topic such as law enforcement or race relations, find common princi=

ples running through them, and present a critiqua\of the books indivi-

dually and collectively that in the end would contribute to"politial-science
o

theory.

A general deficiency of social scientists that he found and reported

in one of his essays entitled "Judgment and the/Right Questions" is

that "they tend to be afflicted with a parochialism of time." They fail

to recognize the meaning of change -- "that the parameters within which

capacity is to be measured are different, for the same population, from

one time to another" (Holden, 1966:117).

Holden states that "the most important problems in social science,

in this generation, still are iiroblems of disdovery, rather than4..*

problems of-verification." f415'believessi,that verification is crucial,

but-that it is with respect to discovery "that we still have important

problems with which to deal." Holden states that this is his orientation

probably because his "intellectual foundations owe more to Aristotle, the

Old Testament, and Hobbs than to the Enlightenment and Marx."

411 Holden's reputation was growing. He was becoming known in the

1,
*



411 field by his writings and by his participation in numerous symposia.

By the time stage II had come to the end, Holden had caught up with

some and gone ahead of otheYs in his writing. During this period he

published in such piestigious journals as Midwest Journal of Political

Science,' 14stern Political Quarterly, Urban Affairs Quarterly,=and

American Political Science Review. During the eight -year period of

stage II, Holden established himself as a serious scholar.

Stage III

Stage III in his career began when Holden was years old. In

1969 ihe.University of Wisconsin at Madison invited him to join its

faculty as a full professor in the Department of'Politital Science. For

years this department, has ranked among the top 10 in political science

in the nation. The same year that Holden moved_to Wisconsin, he was

elected to the Board of Directors of the Social Science Research Countil.

Later he would accept appointment as a Member"of the Assembly of

Behavioral and Social Sciences of the National Academy of Science. These

appointments indicate the respect with which he was held by his peers.

,Hol rved as an elected member of the Council of the American

Political Scie ce Association from 1972 and:1974 and as Chairman of its

Section on Policy Anlysis the first year of his,cermyn the Council.'

n 1973 he served a term as Council member, of the Policy Studies Organi-,

zat n, And in 1976-77 he was elected vice-president of the American.

Politi 1 Science Association. Meanwhile, h-eiZi-ged with'the regional

organizat on, the Midwest Political Science Association, and was an

active participant in the local Wisconsin Capital Chapter of the American

Society for Public Administration. When asked how the career of other .

16)
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blacks in political science might be enhanced, Holden said, "One

has to be willing to invest the time and effort to participate in the

full range of the activities of the scholars of the discipline and not

withdraw from them." Holden would recommend such an approachlor those

'-
who wish to become involved. It has worked for him and he predicts that

m.

it will work for others. Holden has moved toward the front of,his disci-

\

pline by assuming responsibilities of service in its associations.

Meanwhile his other contributions to political science and public

policy-making have escalated. Hoiden authored and edited six books

during this ped and increased his participation in public affairs.

He served on the Governor's Committee on Metropolitan Area Problems in

Wisconsin; anddi-ansultant to several federal agencies such as the

Department of Housing and Urban Development and member, of the Air Quality

Advisory Board.

Most of,all, Holden increased his policy-making skills during the

third stage of his political-science cheer. In 1975 he left the

university to become commissioner of the Wisconsin, Public Service

4

Commission. Two years later, he came'to Washington, D.C. to be sworn

-in as Commissioner of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

Stage III of Holden's career has been fruitful. Thus far it

has embraced a dozen years. During this period, which began in 1969,

he has refined his teaching skills, continued his research, increased

his writing, participated in public and professional affairs, and

developed new skills at state and national levels in public policy-making.

Holden will /lose out stage III in his career when his tetm as federal

commissioner expires. It does not yet appear which direction stage IV°

will take as he approaches the midcentury point of his life.

8
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Personal Characteristics

Holden is assertive, blunt, honest, aneshy. These characteristics

are all rolled up together in a person who is at once skeptical and kind.

He is energetic and-the possessor of enormous talent. Once Holden takes

a stand there is no confusion about what leis. He is direct and decisive

in the articulation of his views. He is respectful of pe4le, kind in

evaluating their professional work, always fair in his criticism. He may

question or even denounce ideas but never the indivdual who utters or

writes these ideas.

Because he .flas folloWed a philosophy of life of self-direction and

professional competitivenesos:,,,Holden has said that peisonally he has not

;/1

experienced racial discrimination in his academic career in a form and

4

to an extent that was, decisive, except perhaps when he began to entertain

thoughts of opportunities for the administratite side of his career.

In other words, Holdensaid, "I don't have a perception of having been

seriously impeded by being Black, and in some ways being Black may have

given me an extra vision." From this perspective, -he said, "Maybe being

Black was even a practical asset."

Concerning his assertiveness, he said that he had to make it clear°

that no one has a right.to exclude him. As an example, "I made an issue

out of living in the rooming houses near the Northwestern campus when

no blacks lived in the hOuses because I would not accept the concept that

others had a right to exclude me:"

The real issue, said Holden, especially for black professional

political scientists, is to find ways of incorporating discomfort and

adversity into focused activity. He states that "one must confront

1 C 9
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issues of survival in a world of power on the predicate that the world ,

will not cease Abe a world of power, but that justice is likely to be

A

lasting when it is achieved and enforced with knowledge of the 1( se of

power." Finally he said (in his characteristic way of imparting extra-

ordinary wisdom as if it were ordinary folklore), "the presence or absence

of ,knowledge of how to deal with power will. determine whether pefInot the

world will drive you up the wall."

Analytic Summary

The ary of the career of Matthew Holden, Jr. will demonstrate

linkages between family,. educations and work. Of particular interest

are the various stages in each of these processes, the events that in-6

terconnect a stale within a system and tho'S'e that interrelate different

systenis'tOteach other. r

Holden, indeed, had not just a family but an extended kinship

system in ear* childhood in Mississippi. There were plenty of aunts,'

utcles, counsins, and grandparents. A farming family of limited means
41.

never had enough resources to give similar opportunities to every member.

Thus, there was a tendency to pin 'hope on the family member who was

believed to be smart, and to rally around and support the forward move-
.

ment of that individual by way of providing more schooling. Family members

sublimated the fulfillment of.their persohal ambitions through the

4

achievement of the chosen one. In his early years, Holden was identified

by his family as the smart one. He was like his uncle, who died before

completing college and becoming a doctor as the family hoped hd would.

Holden's kinship sy tem and his family of orientation nurtured and sus-

.

tained him through childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood:- He
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remained a member of:his mother's household until he received a

-1

magter s degree.

Despite some difficulties in diligently applying himself 'to his

studies in college during the lane adolescent period, Holden's family of

A

orientation never gave up on him. His parents supported him through

six yea f'formal study in college and involved him in informal learn-

ing riences such as the trips he made with his father and uncle to

the office of the ward committeeman. Regardless of how difficult the

problemagrthat were before him,..Hoden always knew he had the support of A

. .

his family of orientation behind him.- And his made a difference.

Following a two-year stint in military ervice,.Holden had to make

it more or less on his own. His parents wer blue-collar workers 144111N,

limited education who found employment in aboring, service, or semi-.

skilled occupations. There was bread e ough in his mother's household,

but not much of anything,eise re!

So that.he might work and study, and study wad work, and still com-

plete the stage Orgraduate education by the age Of",30 years (despite

the interruption of military service), Holden shuttled back and forth

'between entry-fevel jobs in public administration and school, holding

some of these jobs cgterminously with graduate-school matriculation?fr\

ta

Holden was able to do this because he was without family obliga-

tions. He remained an independent householder eight years. He was

two years into the second stage of hfs.eareer before he married at the

age of 32 years. It appears that Holdefi waited until he achieved the
s

occupation of his choice bffore taking on the responsibilities of-stage III

o

It
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in the kinship system -- the family of procreation. At the time of this

study Matthew and Dorothy Holden had been married 18 years.

With reference to education, clearly the hope and aspiration that

Holden's family ftad for him must have had a motivating effect. His

struggles to get an education were his own but they also were for a

family who in part fulfilled their own ambitions through his success.

He breezed through the early stages of his education and graduated from

'high school at the age of 16 years.

Holden may have been ready for college, but,not for the first

college in which he enrolled. Although he-spent six years in college

rather than the ettistomary four, it shouldbe noted t at Holden did not

drop out. Too many had their hopes and ambitiOns pinned on him to'stop

because of a few difficulties encountered. Although he entered the

college stage of his career in midadolescence, Holden did not complete._

his graduate education until the age of 29 years. This fact has ,two4r

implications -- one, that those who start early do not always end early;

and two, that a later ending of one's educat-idn does not necessarily

hamper an effective beginning of a professional career. Perhaps ones

may have to cram more ac'tivities'into one stage of acareer that could

have been better distributed among all stages. One can call the over-

loading inone stage in one system because.of the excessive length of a

development stage in another system a form of compensation.

_ One way that 'Holden compensated for the extended state of graduate

education; and the need to begin his career not in his chosen occupation

before the completion of_graduate school, was to remain single for an

extended period. The period of an independent householder, which often



is a transition period of short duration, was an eight-year stage in

Holden's life. This period gave him the flexibility to accommodate

career and education objectives until they could be brought into harmony

'

, with each other.

Throughout all the stages and within all the systems one sees major,

events that affected the course of Holden's life: the move to ChiCago'

in the family system, the interruption of his education by military service,

his move to the University of Wisconsin. These and other events linked

family, education, and career, and the various stages within each system.

The unfolding events in Holden's life is aniinteresting mixture
,

of both seizing the chance- and waiting upon the oppOrtunity.

C..
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Chapter 8

Darwin T. T. Turner
O.

An Objective and Sympathetic Literary Critic

,$



Darwin Theodore Troy Turner. The alliteitive character of his name

is.indicative of the artistic signs and symbols that have Surrounded him

since the beginning. He was born, in Cincinnati, Ohio in 1931 during the

depths of the Depression. Some have called the city of his birth the

gateway to the North; others haVe.dubbed it the northernmost southern

city. The setting of his childhood and yolfh, then, was a place betwixt

and between.

Literature and the Black Experience

If art flourishes when science falters, Tprner was born at a time

when art was needed for hope, for the science-based economy of American

society had.cruAled. Beyond beingAiorn at a dismal time in the nation's.

history, Turner's childhood was a period when our nation also was at war.

Any person, and particularly a sensitive young person, would want to know
0

the meaning of this. The art of words was Turner's' vehicle for making

Unse out of the world, its people, and his place in life. As stated by

Jean Toomer, "art is devoted to.life" (Turner, 1971a:124). Turner has

dedicated himself to understanding the art of writing and consequently

the substance of life.

All words and combinations of words have interested Turner over the

years. Essays, fiction, poetry, and drama have attracted his critical
$

concern (Turner, 1970). His role as a critic has been outstanding because

he strives to be objective. Turner is a critic who writes objectively

about black authors beCause that is the group with which he is most

familiar (Turner, 1968:690). He writes about black authors as a way of

"helping to recall some from semioblivion" (Moore, 1971:ix). Finally,
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Turner writes about black authors as a way of understanding the United

States. "As Americans," he said, "they respond to,issues which touch all

Americans" (Turner, 1968:687). Reflecting his range of interest in humanity,

Turner writes about white authors, also.

Turner sees the American experience manifested in the black experience.

Others have come to this conclusion. In his book Black Fiction Roger

r.

Rosenblatt said, "themes which have been ascribed as characteristically

.American ... are the themes of black fiction as well ... the problem of

national self-definition which has regularly dominated American writers

is at the heart of black fiction." American literary conventions,

Rosenblatt said, have provided black writers "something to lean on and
Nhol

push against at the same time".(Rosenblatt, l974 :4-5). Corroborating this,

idea,.Turner said this of black essayists: "[they] came of age, then

rejected the age." But "their ideas have meaning for American readers"

(Turner,- 1970:8).

Turner has had a fruitful career appraising the,works of black and

of other scholars. In the words of Harry Moore of Southern Illinois

University, Darwin, Turner presents an "indepth .,Obympathetic analysis,"

"a faller comprehension," with the "giffs of understanding (Moore, 1971:ix-x).

His appraisals alsb are objective and honest. J. Corene Elam called

Turner's assessments 'meticulous" and "concise." As a'scholar, Elam said,

Turner is a trail-blazer, especially in the Way he handled materials that

fully reintroduced Jean Toomer to the American reading public. Darwin Turner

his best in anal zin: the intellectual and psychological development

of authors (Elam, 1981:56).

Turner has written excellent scholarly appraisals of the work of

ti
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others but has not produced a large artistic work of his own other than

a volume of poetry, a major creative work (Turner, 1964).

As far back as the college years, Turner always has had dual con-

cerns that seem to compete with each other.blurring the focus of_his

%career. These dual concerns and the energy required to resolve them may

have affected his creative thrust. He enrolled in the University of

Cincinnati when only 13,years old. Rather than lengthening the period

of early study for the purpose of discovering vocational interests; as he

could have without adversely affecting his future, Turner shortened his

College career. He graduated in three rather than the customary'four

years. Turner's undergraduate major was English, but he seriously con-

sidered mathematics; yet he always wantedto be an actor. Turner-applied

to several law schools for postgraduate study,. but accepted a schOlarship

to enroll in a master's-degree program in English. He had no Iiire-ntion of

teaching, but his first job was in education and so have been subsequent

and current appointments.. Immediately after receiving his first-level

graduate degree, Turner got married and found ajob, although his family

and particularly his grandmother preferred that he go on then and earn a
- -

doctoral degree. Af4tWo, years of teaching, Turner resigned his first

1

job and went to Chicago and enrolled in the University of Chicago to study

: for t highest academcdegree.
..-.

----Iurner has always been interested in research and writing. His

first short story was published while still a graduate student, although

a full-time teacher. However, for about two decades, his career in

,

higher education was split with joint responsibilities in administration,

on the one hand, and teaching and research on the other. In the area of



ideas, Turner also exhibits contrasting themes that could conflict

with each other.

With these contradictions to overcome, it is remarkable that Turner

'has made such extensive contributions. During a 32-year.career that

began in 1949, he has authored or edited approximately 17 books and

48 articles, averaging more than an one oo every

/57
egS

two years. He has critically appraised the work of both black and white

authors. Currently he is in charge of the Afro-American Studies Program

at the University of Iowa in Iowa City and also University of Iowa

Foundation Distinguished Professor of English. The English Department

at. that university has ranked consistently among the top third of all

English departments in,the nation.

Turner has been not only a creative critic, he has developed the

toold of his trade and shared them with others so that they might pursue

their work with greater ease. Seldom does one get honored for doing the

support work for a discipline. Turner has undertaken such a responsibility

and has published A uide to Composition (1960),Standards for Freshman

Composition (1961 , Afro-American Writers: A Bibliography (i970), and

Syllabus for Afro-American Literature (1981). He did all this while

ti

authoring or editing scholarly books and writing articles for learned

journals. Moreover, he has been a good citizen of his discipline and has

served as president of one of its learned associations and on several

committees of prOfessional organizations. All this has been accomplished

during three stases of -er. The final stage has yet, to

commence.

1
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Family Background

Turner's intellectual gifts flow naturally from his family. His

sense of worthiness and esteem were,nurtured by them. One of his books

1:s-dedicated "To my,Grandmother.who was proud and to Mother and Dad who

are." This dedicatory page indicates the nature of the context out of

Its

which he came.

Turner's paternal grandfather was a college teacher and the princi-

pal of a public school. He had a long career in education and was

honored by the St. Louis public-school system, which named a building

after him. Turner remarked, "everyone says I'm like my grandfather."

His grandfather was the first black male to graduate from the University

of Cincinnati, where he earned a Ph.D. in biology. He was a prolific

writer and was an editor. He specialized in the study of ants and bees.

Turner said his grandfather was "a great inspiration" to him.

On his mother's side of the family, Turner described his grandmother

as "the drivingyforce ... she was a determined woman." His grandmother,

he said, "valued people according to their intellect." She came from a

line of educators. Her grandfather, Owen Nickens, (Turner's maternal

great - grandfather)' was one of the first black teachers in Cincinn

'According to Turner, he founded the first successful school for lacks

in that city. Turner's grandmother obtained the master's deg the

rT-Turner's mother, re

His.tother was the youngest graduate in the history of the University of

Cincinnati at the time she received her baccaladreate degree; she was 18



A

years old. She received both a BachelorofArti and a Bachelor of Science

in Educafion degree and obtained a Master of Arts degree in English as

well as a Master of Science in Education degree. Turner's mother was an

English teacher in the public-school system.

TUrner's father studied chemistry and took graduate courses at the ,

University of Cincinnati but did not finish his dissertation because he

feared that a Ph.D. would.persuade hit to teach. Aftlr working as a

research chemist, he studied pharmacy at the University of Illinois and

rec ived a bachelor's degree in that fieni

For business reasons, Turner's father preferred Chicago, where he

operated three drugs.tores. At first his mother moved there but later she

returned to Cinci
ti

, which she preferred. However, she would go back

to Chicago often to visit with her husband. There were two children in

Turner's family of orientation Darwin and a younger brother, Charles,

who eventually graduated fromHarvard. The children remained in Cincinnati

with their mother and her extended family.

Education

Turner said, "In my family, it' was assumed that we would go to

college if we wanted to. The money was av e and the tradition was

there." Before college, however, there was public-school edulcation,

which Turner moved through with dispatch. He was considered by many to

be a prodigy. A study of black precocious children was undertaken by

the president of a black coll6ge a few decades ago. Darwin Turner was

in that study. He entered public school when he was 4,years bid.

Twiner enjoyed school at all levels. In high school he tended to .

associate with older students, feeling that his age mates were too young.

1 .1
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In college, he aid, "I'did the usual things that other students did: I

could play poker, pool, Ping Pong; I spent hours seeing movies and

playing bridge."

Turner's wither and grandmother encouraged him in elementary

school. They doted on him.. He was 'the first new child in the family

i n. ? _y aT Nuch of hf s Pear t nn 'in the home during his younger years ,

however, was provided by an older couple and an auntin-law who babysat

with him. Turner said, "Although I did very well in the seventh and

eighth grades, I had trouble in the ninth grade when I transferred to the

city's top academic high school, the rave that students entered only as a

result of scores on standardized tests." Turner's family hired a tutor

to help him with ninth grade algebra. In general, however, Turner said,

"The family left me awe rather than harassing, me about studies."

, ...-

He acknowledges that his family offered incentives at times. For

example; his grandmother offered him a dollar for' every A he got when

he first enrolled in college. Even before he entered college, his

.mother promised him a blue buick convertible if he wag elected to Phi

Beta Kappa. Amused by'these promises, Turner recalled that he got all

As the first term and4later made Phi Beta Kappa, but never got the dollars

,

or the buick until he boughtlbne himsebf in later life. Thei4 were

several news stories about Turner's extraordinary mental'abild.ty. As .
.4.

4'

much as he could, Turner said that he tried to ignorq all the -hoopla.
(

.

\.-

Pr mary an econ ary La-L.1Am

Turner'enrolled in school when.he was 4 years old and spent a

-year in the first grade. -On-the-recommendation of his teacher, he was

skipped to the third grade. When Je was 6, he entered the fourth



grade, took.a test, and was promoted to,the sixth grade in midyear. A

news story about Turner'at that time, that pis wife has'preserved in a

scrapbook, stated that he had the mental capacity of an 11-year old when

he was only 6. He finished all the years normally required of high-school

He di. ny grades at the secondary level. However,B. ;

he graduated from high schoolat the age of 13 years because of his head

start in elemeritary'school and .the number of grades that he skipped.

College and Graduate School

Other members of Turner's family tied attended the University of

Cincinnati so that is where he enrolled. He entered college at the age

of 13 years, was elected to Phi Beta Kappa at 15, and received his B.A.

it 16, M.A. at 18, and Ph.D. at 25. His doctorate was earned at the

University of Chicago. All other higher-education degrees were received

from Cincinnati.

In 1944, when he entered college, he found that people at the Univer-

sity of Cincinnati did not understand the black experience; but, he said,

"I didn't worry about'it when I was in college. I. did the usual things

and enjoyed my years at the University of Cincinnati." At the time he

said, "I didn't understand.ihe black experience myself. I had led a

sheltered, fortuna life -- only occasionally experiencing the discrimi-

nation that harass any young Blacks."

Turner said that when he was young he saw Paul Robeson perform in

Othello7--baterTRobeson became for him the image of a perfect man --

an athletel,/actor, and Phi Beta .Kappa; After personally assessing the

--problems that blacks encountered in getting jobs in drama in those days,

Turner said tte decided against drama as a major, although he still wanted

ti



to be an actor when he was a college senior. Turner said a white director

of drama at the Universie6 of Cincinnati offered to help get acting

lessons for, him if he wanteithem. Even this staff member of the Univer-

'sity who offered assistance,.according to Turner, "questioned why any

very intelligent person'would want to be an actor." Turner said, "Looking

back now, I doubt that I would have, because of limited opportunities."

4

At any rate, by the time he received his M.A. degree, Tufher said he had

other more pressing interests. "I wanted to get married."

6

Turner's choice Of English was precipitated by an advisor. Midway

through his second year in college, his advisor told hini that, because of

the number of credits he had taken in the freshman year, the summer, and

the fall term, he would be a junior at the beginning of the spring semes-

ter; therefore,.he needed to choose a major. Turner said he continued

to vascillate between mathematics and English in the short period when he

was trying.to decide. He also thought about majoring in astronomy. English

won. "I grew up with the Harvard Classics in our library at home. The

works of Dickens were around.. My mother had been in English. She was a

teacher and my. grandmother was a principal. Although I had no intention

of teaching, I chose English when my advisor pushed me to pick a major."

Turner does apt remember appl}fing to the University of Cincinnati

for graduate study in English. He does recall that upon completion of

his undergraduate studies, he was offered a scholarship if he would agree

to spend at least two years studying for an M.A. degree in Ehglish.

y,

Turner applied to aw school at Harvard, Yale, and". Columbia and was .

iaccepted, at Colu ia. But when he received the scholarship from the

University of Cincinnati, he decided to accept it. He still planned

1 7 `,;
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to go. to law school but knew that, even after the three-year program,

he would only be 21, the minimum age for the bar.

At the age of 18 years, Turner emerged with a master's degree in
0

English. His grandmother wanted him to go on for the Ph.D, degree then,

but 'turner made the decision to terminate his studies. "From a fairly

eaTly age, I was exercising an independence. I knew that decisions were

,going, to be my own."

At that time, Turner's decision was to get married and to-get a job.

He took a job on the faculty of Clark College, in Atlanta, Georgia, the

school" in which his paternal grandfather taught years ago., After two,years

of college teaching, Turner now had family responsibilittas, including,a

wife and a child. Because he had no job for the summer, he decided to'go
a

to Chicago, get a job with his father's assistance, and take a course in

Creative Writing as a special-student at the University of Chicago. . He

applied as a special student because, since the University of Ciricinnati

had rejected him as too young for doctoral study, he assumed that the

University of Chicago would do the same. At:registration time, Napier Wilt,

(who would be his adviser, informed him that he had been accepted as a

lf

regular student and encouraged him to take courses in the doctoral program

in English. In the fall he moved his family to Chicago.

Turner then discovered that'he could work 40 hours per week (10 in

his father's drugstore and 30 at the Quadrangle Club as a waiter) and

study for the Ph.D, at the University of Chicago. Although working and

, \k,

studying, Turner earned as much Money in Chicago as he mad working full

time at Clark Cpllege. This he did and completed requiiements for'the

doctoral degree in one academic'year and three or four summers of residence.

4
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The degree as awarded in 1956 when Turner was 25 years old..,4Turner

interrupted his doctoral work affer one full year of studying to accept

a facupy position at Morgan State College, a predominantly black school

.

in Maryland.

Careen

Stage I

s).

As mentioned earlier, Turner's career began in i1949 when he was 18

years old, 7 years before he obtained the Ph.D. degree but immediately

after the M.A. degree was awarded. That year; three major events occurred

in Turner's life. -He obt d a_graduate degree, a wife, and his first

fulltime jab. This is how'Turner launched stag4 I in his career.

The first stage extended over an 8year period and included employ
,

ment at two predominantly black schools in theeSouth -- Clark College in

Atlanta, Georgia and Morgan State College (later renamed Morgan State

University) in Baltimore,-Maryland. This stage in career development was

interrupted by a year.and,three or four summers of gniduate study.

Turner had a heavy teaching schedule and' was engaged in extensive

research for his dissertation, which was a studof American nonrepresenta=-

tional drama between 1920 and 1930. His creative output during this

period involved quitega bit of poetry, a little fiction, and two television

scripts; few of thege creative works were publied, maybe one short `story.

Turner said that he wrote his dissertation while teaching four English

aaktcomposition courses and one course in literature. Turner recalls that

the president of Mqrgan State emphasized two things for his faculty --
sir

obtaining the doctorate and publishing. The emphasis on publishing was

ani ncouragement to Turner alth he was unable-to fulP111 this interest



during stage I. Turner remained at Morgan State.five years, risirillOw

from instructor to assistant professor.

.Stage II

After receipt of 1is Ph.D. degree, Turner was offered a job at

Florida A. and M. University, a predominantly black state-supported

institution. He was appointed professor and chairman of the Department

of English. His move to Florida began stage II in his career, which ex-

tended over a period of,11 years.

During this stage Turner made up for the publiping deficits of the

first stage. Between the ages of 26.and 38 years his career as a scholar

began to bloom. He authored two books, one a volume of poetry in 1964 and

the other, a_study of The Scarlet Letter by Hawthorne in 1967. H1 co-edited'

book, Images of the Negro in America, was published by D. C. Heath 1965.

_To this_day,_he describes the work on that book and its publication as "a

very exciting experience" and often characterizes it as really "his first

book." Also he completed articles on several black writers for Encyclopedia

International and Encyclopedia Britannica. From 1965 on hardly a year

passed that he was not asked to review a book for a scholarly publication

such as the College Language Association Journal or The Journal of Negro

History. His 1965 book launched hipkas a serious schol6r.recOgnized by his

peers. Toward the last half of the 1960s decade, his career wanoming into

full bloom, after a slOti start in stage I and the early years of stage II.

Because of his administrative'dutits as department chairman, Turner said

that he*pushed his scholarly career ahead. "I always had the idea that

the head of a department ought to publish too as a, way of giving academic

leadership to his faculty." Turner definliely_gave such leadership during
4414,
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the years that 'be served as head of the English Department at A and T

State University in 'Greensboro.

Turner described the force that kept his scholarshiji alive as "strictly

'internal." He was not caught up in any publish-or-perish syndrome. Even

serving as a dean at the North Carolina, Agricult State

University from 1966 to 1970 - -,his third academic' appointMent to a pre-

s

dominantly black school -- Turner described that role as a 9 -to -5 job. "Then'

.
I would come home," he said "and work on scholarship." He identified his

I

,
.

publishing goal as that of educating a larger public than he could educate

in a clgss. While in a cavalier manner he said, "I regard most of my

writing as-a job," clearly writing had become a mission for him, a mission

"to explain new ideas, introdece new authoi-s." Again attempting to deny .

4

the deep respect that he had for the contributions of humanists like himself,
'

`Turner attributed-his writing, in part, to vanity. Such oft-handed attribu-

tion is inconsistent with the seriousness with which Turner approaches his

tasks. Sprinkled throughout his writings' are the words hpigsty and objecti-

vity. These words characterize the man and his work. Perhaps Turner is one

who has been successful in the apprehension of others but less-successful in

the apperception of Xlimself not an uncommon' characteristic in scholars.

Darwin Turner has given leadership' as a scholar in a range of areas.

His published works during the second stage of his career included original

poems and analyses of fiction and drama that were created by both black

and white scholars.

Indeed, Turner's earlier research was abobt American drama and

Shakespeare. He studied both black and white artists and researched

American and non-American writers because, in his words, "I didn't. -want to



be one locked into the category ofWriting only about black'subjects."

His volume on Hawthorne, review of gdna Ferber's book Ice Palfce,and

articles on the British playwrights Shakespeare, Osborne, and Auden attest

to the range of his interests during stage II in his carter.

Stage III:

The third stage in Turner's ca -reer camesoon after his second marriage,
9

to Jeanne Turner, whom he describes as a "thoughtful" and "encouraging"

perSon, (Turner, 1971d:xiv), one who has the capacity to endure. Rro-
..

fessionally an ,elementary-khool.teacher, she both "revived" and "sustained"

him at critical stages of his ,research and writing; for such nurturance,

Turner is grateful.

.

Coterminous with his new marriage, the spiral in his career that moved

him toward increasing adminttrativa responsyility from department chairman

to dean of a graduate School seemed to have brokep. And with that break,

stage:III in his career began. The first threeyears were devoted wholly

to scholarship -- teaching, research, and writing. Turner actually planned

to teach approximately five years in a large university then return to,

adminigtration. However, as he states it, "circumstances have worked

otherwise." For the .first time in a decade, Turner was able to focus his

concerns and concentrate afid refine his.skilis in research and writing,

although he-feels, airtiMes, that he did more while department head and

.

dean than sinc. And While his current appointment at the University of

Iowa involves some administrative duties,,Turner 'feels that he was

selected because of his research and writing.

AltAugh not wishi ng to be locked in black literature, Turner states

.

that he enjoys it. Since his reputation in part is basedon the work he r
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has done in this field, he feels a responsibility to teach such courses.

However, he continues to remind himself ana others that his field is

literature, "not just black literature." To do this, 1 of 4 courses that

he teaches each year is a nonblacksourse in the English Department -- for

example, something in drama.

At this stake in Turper's career, his publicatAtns tend to emphasize

the black, experience because there is a need fo 'more complete and objective
4:1

studies of the works of black writers (Turner, 1971:xxii), "black writers ...

[are] in the vanguard of an artistic revolt" (Turner, 1970:163), and because
4

he is "requested to, prepare more materials for publication now" ontM black

experience.

Turner's personal and professional interest in black literature pre-
,

dates the current surge in public interest that began as the 1970 'decade

opened. His M.A. thesis written in 1949.was on blac%.writers. He taught

about black writers in his courses at Clark, Florida A.and M andNortfi'

Carolina A and T. Moreover, he'presented papers, on blac% writers, at some
wee

professional association meetings during the years of stages,I and II ari

A

his career.

Thus, the focus on black writers during stage III in his career is

nolt so much -due to a new and spe'cial interest of Turner as it is due to a

new undgrstanding in the society. Turner said that .;'from 1968 or 1969 to

1978 or so professional societies and.puiedishers cried fOr,something in
# .

, .

black literature; Therefore, what went unpublished before, got published."

0 #

For exadple, Turner said, "In I.I. offered to deliver a ,paper on Nap

Toomer.to the South Atlantic ModertLareguage Association but was turned'

,., down. In 1969, thesame gtcilip asked me ta present whatever I wanted about

13

1
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blaCk literature. In the 1970s the invitations to do things in black

literature came so often that everything else was obscured."

Regarding the invitation to prepare materials for publication,

Turner said that he experienced,a dramatic increase when he, moved from

southern settings in predominantly black schools to predominantly white

schools in the North. He noted that publishers' representatives come

around the latter' campuses and ask teachers what they are writing, but

"publishers do not ask black scholars at black schools to prepare books.

They look upon them as consumers of books." Turner, of course, views this

practice as,a form oF'discrimination. Of himself, he said, "I ano

brighter than I was at the black schools." But as he moved North in 1969 to

copt-intiehis career at the University of Wisconsin, the University of

Michigan, an.the University of Iowa and to begin stage III of his career,

the received more and more invitations from more and more publishers to

. write.

In a single , 1969, Turner published three edited volumes on

'Buck Ahlericam Liierature with Charles Merrill and Company Columbus,

Ohio. One included essays, another, fiction; a'nd a third; etry. Adding

a section on drama, these-volumes were reissued as a single ook the

following year. Then in i971,he Published an anthology of black drama

(Turner, 1971b) and his book about three Afro-American writers and their

search for identity (Turner, 1971a). Two books followed in 1972
N

Voices from the' Black Experience': African and Afro-American Literature

(Turher, 1972a), and The Teaching of LiterapAre lax Afro-American Writers

(Turner, 1972b). Some of-these works were completed while Turner was in

North Carolina where his reputation began to grow,du5ing'stage II.'
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Between 1969 and 1972, the first few years of stage III, Turner's

creativity literally exploded. Freed of administrative responsibilities

and encouraged by a new marriage, his was an experience of unbridled

creativity for a while. Not only did he edit or author an average oftwo

books every year as the 1970s began, he prepared chapters on bleak authors,

,

black colleges, and Black Studies for approximately eight books, wrote intro-
.

ductions to eight others (four books by black authors reissued by Arno Press

and also books by or about blacks published by Collier, Merrill, Harper,

and Lorrimer). Also during this period he reviewed 5, books by or about

blacks for popular and professional magazines and published 9 articles in

scholarly journals.

The early Years of the ,third stage in Turner's career as he was

coming upon and passing through his fortieth birthday were brilliant,

spectacular, extraordinary. For his unusual quantity of quality contribu-

t

tipns, Turner was duly recognized first by the College Language Association,

which gave him its 197,1 Creative Scholarship Award, and then the University .

of, hicago Alumni Association, which presented its Professional Achievement

Award in 1972.

Since the first burst during the early years of stage. III, Turner's

creative contributions have continued at a steady pace:, Bdtweei0973 and

1981 he has averaged about 1 book eVbry 3 years, a chapter in a book every

year, and an article in a stholirly journal also annually.

During the decade of the 1970s, Turnerhas been summoned into public

affairs as a volunteer and asked to,serve numerous public-segice and pro-

0

fessional associations. For examle, he is on the board of trustees of

the National Humanities Center. He haPbeen on fellowship selection



committees for the National Endowment for the Humanities, the AmericA

Council of Learned' Societies, and the Rockefeller Foundation. For five

years he directed an NEH-sponsored institute for improving research and

teaching in Afra-American Studies. _For the Modern Language Ass6ciation

he has served as a member of the board of directors and chairMan of its

Ethnic Studies Division. Likewise, he has served the National Council of

Teachers of English as a director. Locally, he was the Iowa State Chairman

for aWorld Festival of Black and African Arts and Culture in the mid-1970s.

Internationally, he was chosen as a United States delegate to the African

Regional American Studies Conference, Ivory toast, in 1976, and also to the

World Festival of Black and African'Arts and Culture, Nigeria, in 1977.

Turner was invited to deliver a paper at the annual meeting of the teachers

of foreign languages in Germany in 1982. Turner addressed the English

language teachers of that country's national language association: These

activities are far beyond the call of duty of a professor of English and

a ch'airman of an Afro-American Studies Program, the dual positions Turner

has occupied at the University of Iowa since 1972. The multiple requests

for Turner's services at local, national, and international levels are

indicators of his talent and the esteem of his peers.

Turner has been in the third stage of his career for about 12 years.

He is at the midcentury mark in his life, a period, when one -usually shifts

into the fourth stage of career development shortly. before or

thereafter. not easy to predicts the life proces of an individual.

To the extent that the pas't is prologue for the future, stage III in
ett,

Turner's cal-eer has provided a tine foundation for stage IV. The.uncoordi-

nated'theme$ of earlier years seem finallv,tp have fallen together wand

"4,4k



consolidated into a harmonious whole.

Reputation Among Peers
f

Darwin Turner and two other black scholars were nominated by leaders

in the field as outstanding. A list of these three scholars was submitted

to a representative national sample of black And Of white professionals'in,

English. The sample was obtained from the membership rosters of the College

Language Association and of the Modern Language Association. Of the 100

individuals who ranked the three nominees, 72 percent indicated that Turner

was the most outstanding black scholar in English. Turner has received

extensive recognition only within the past 10 years. However, his reputation

has been maintained by a sustained output of quality works, which have

been well received by his peers.

Personal Characteristics

I

Turner is a person for whom "roots" are impOrtant. He is proud of

his family background. On a wall in their livingroom the Turners have a

roots exhibit that consists of old photographs of'both spouses' families and

of their own three children. And as mentioned earlier, Jeanne Turner has

compiled scrapbooks of news stories,` photographs, and Turner's Certificates

and awards of early achievement;

Turner obviously had the capacity to do good work but scholarly

achievement' never reached the fullness of its potential until the third

stage ,in his career. Turner's tendency to compartmentalize his professional

life and to rationalize the various compartments as cbmplementary rather

than contradictory may have interfered with the early development of his

scholarship.}or example, at one point in his career, he believed that

4 /
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"the jobs of administrator and teacher complement each other." Now

that he has been freed from excessive administrative burdens, and has
40

experienced a burst of creative scholarship, he describes even "pro-

fessionalvcommitments, fellowship-selection committees, and other duties"

as getting in the way of scholarship.

In college, Turner had teachers whose instructional methods were

models. None, however, did he claim as mentors. Turner was an early

achiever without a cheering squad, except, perhaps, his family.. He was

noticed but not nurturedby many of the adults in his life. He claimg that

was his own fault rather than theirs.

Turner has extremely high standards for himself; and'he sometimes

broods over whether he has done the best that he could do. With reference

to writing, he said, "I always wanted to dO the.bestkind'of job I could.

AlthCiugh I am gladto be published, I usually am a little defp"nt

because I know it is not exactly what-I want." He said that his adult

daughter Commented on the fact that he seldom gets excited over what he

has done.

Turner has a profOund Commitment to scholatship and to the humanities.

He is critical of blacks and of others who "still believe that intelligent,

children should be directed only into fields whee money is readily

available such as medicine and law." He has found that "there is not the

same kind of respect for a humanist, fdr an education that might bring

internal reward but not financial reward." What worries him is that he is

not sure that-he,sees "a major breakthrough" yet, "an increased respect

among blacks or whites for work in the humanities." i

III

a

Turner is 'd about ihe absence of commitment to scholarthip
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and to the humanities, in our society generally. Personally, however,

. he has never been "very satisfied" and therefore fully committed to any

of his professional positions in the humanities or elsewhere. He states

that his feeling is not a reflection on the schools or the jobs but re-

4

presents his personal orientation. He believes that beipg "very satisfied"

is a "stage [that] begins stagnation." Notwithstanding this feeling,

Turner has been a faculty member at the University of Iowajor a decade,

(a time in which his career has flourished. lee "chemistry" if not MT-- J

satisfaction with his professional situation and person a,1 circumstances has

been most beneficial so far as his scholarly contribution is concerned.

?hide Turner may be reluctant to permit himself to become fully committed

to what he is doing, others are very satisfied withhis output.

Turner is an able, honest, and competent scholar who renders objective

appraisals.. He
is4geticulpus.andcareful, understanding and fair. He

writes with courage and confidence, revegling.both virtue and vice.

Analytic Summary

Acknowledging the interdependence between blacks and the society

in which they live, Roger Rosenblatt said that American literary conven-

tions have provided black writers something,both to lean on and push

againSt. Darwin Turner made a similar observation when he said of black
4ria

essayists: they came of age, then rejected the age., This experience,

of becoming a part of and separating oneself from is continuous and is
4

found in every system in society. It is a process particularly agonizing

in the kinship syst'smi7-4--
*

Turner
*was part of a family of orientation in which the attainment

of higher education was a tradition. Thisorientation supported his early
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aademic achievements. Yet he felt compelled to separate himself frOm

moving in lockstep from one level of educational achievement to the. next

as quickly as he could. He rejected his family's advice to study for a

doctoral degree immediately after compleilikg his master's. Instead, he

married, commenced his career, and became a father.

Turner moved directly from a family of orientation that succored

and. supported him through stye first level of graduate study into a family

of procreation. He skipped the 'transitional stage of independent house-

holder and the oppoftuRity this status provides to observe and consider new

strategies for loving. Because of his new family status before he had

turned 21 years old, Turner had to give succor add support to others

despite his continuing need for nurturing. The burden, of course, was

overwhelming an4 took its toll, eventually resulting in divorce.

When a career is launched before formal education is complete there

may be indecision regarding vocation. This certainly was Turner's expeLence:

Turner resisted committing his future to education even after he became

a candidate for the doctoral degree. The interruption with marriage and
4

work of Turner's progression .through graduate education complicated th&

early stage Of his career development as a scholar: Because of the

requirements of supervised and approved graduate study and household,

responsibil ies of a new family unit, little time was available for

research !I§ writing.

A hough Turner's doctorate was awardedsat an early age, when he

was nly 25 years old, by the time" he had achieved it his career was in

ogress with 6 ydars of employment behind him. He was ready, he believed,



to take on academic administration as a department chairman and'even-

,

tualtly as a dean. The pressures of adminisCraiionare persistent., He

could continue a developed career in scholarship and link it with new

responsibilities in administration by limiting the time devoted to each.

.,It is more difficult to start a career in scholarship while at the same

time serving as an administrator. This Turner tried to do; but he did it
A

at the price of attempting to compartmentalize his life -- Walling off

one side of his career from the-o 1 L, practicing administration-by day

and scholarship at night. Such a strategy leaves little time for

'family socialization.

Although fragile and vulnerable, the kinship system IS significant --

both the family of orientation and that of procreation. It can'orient

one toward or away,from education. It can enhance or retard the develop-

ment of a career. Clearly Turner's career accelerated as he moved into

its third stage energ zed and sustained by the nurturance of a new

marriage, effected d ng more mature years, when the doubt of vocatin

had been resolved, the burden of graduate education was behind him, and

,
.

the publicity surrounding his preprofessional early achievement had faded

away. The second marriage had endured 13 years to the date of this

interview.

In the light of this life history, one may hypothesize that

.there is an association between education and careeridevelopment and that

the completion of,gradugte,education helps launch an academiccareer; but

earlier educational achievement has little effect unless capped by a

doctoral degree. Further, one may hypothesize that an association

between the kinship system and education exists'and that the family
4
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may orient one toward education and facilitate its acquisitiofi as long

0

as one remains in its care; the fam/ly of procreation may retaSthe tempo

with which one obtains a graduate-education if it is, formed while one. is

in thidcourse. I

Fipally, in the light of this life history, one may hypothesize

that early acceleration in one's education-does not guarantee an out

standing beginning for,one's career, and that an unekceptional career

b g ing does not preclude a spectacular growth along the way and perhaps
. .

a fruitful ending, for one's career.,
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Chapter 9

Demographic Analysis of.the Study Sample

The sample for this study consisted of 554srespondents in the 6

academic areas selected for the study (Tab3e 9-1). However, not all

e '

respondents answered all question's so the totals on the tables in this

chapter vary. Percents may not add to 100 because of roundings. Of the

small; although not insignificant representation of other racial groups,

44 or 8 percent of the sample represented foreign blacks, foreign whites,

*WI

Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans, Native Americans, A sian-Americans,

,An1
and others. Because 4'f their small numbers these groups are eliminated

. .

from further statistical analysis. The regions in which the respondents

A

were born were somewhatskewec6 Approximately a third of the respondent's

4
,

came from each if the following combined region61:, Middle Atlantic and
.

4

New England (30.9%), East North Central and West North Central (28.1%),

and South Atlantic, East South'Centtal, and pest South, Central (33.3Z).

0

Only the mountain and Pacific regi,ong had a smaller repres entation;

together they totaled 7.8 percent.

1. The U.S. Census Bureau's definition of,regions was used for the

study: The New England region includes.M4ine, Rhode Island Connecticut,

Massachusetts, Vermont, and New Hampshire; the Middle AtlaMiic region in-

.
eludes New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania; the East North Central

region includes Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin; the

West North Central region includes Minnesota, Iowa,'Missouri, North

° Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,' and 'Kansas; the South Atlantic region in-

cludes Delaware, Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia'sWest

Virginia,.North Carolina, South 'Carolina, Georgia, and Florida; the East

South Central region includes Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi;

the West Soutentral region includes Arkansad, Louisiana, Oklahoma,

and Texas; the Mountain region includes Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado,

New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Nevada; the Pacific region includes

Washingtbn, Oregon,' California: Alaska', and Hawaii.

e
(I r.)
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There is a significant difference in the regions of birth for blacks
-

'and for whites (Table 9-2a). The majOrity of blac'ks were born in the

South, compared to only a fiftli of the whites. Slightly more than one -

thirdthird of the whites were born in the Middle Atlantic and New England

states compared to a fifth of t,he blacks. Oyer twice the propottion of

whites were born in the East North Central and West North'Central regi6ns

compared to blacks.

The same proportiog of blacks born in the South remained in the South

for their firsttpositions and their current positions (Tables 9-2b,

The diltribution of blacks throughout the various regions of the country

remained virtually unchanged from birth to-first employment position to

current position.
1

Whites, on the other hand, appeared tb be more mobile. Nearly twice

as many whites helducurrent positions in the South as had been born there.

The proportions of whites who had been boin in the 'combined New England

And.Middle Atlantic region or the East and West North Central region de-

creased over the professional career
damelepm64i of the respondents to their

current positions. There were slight increases in the proportions of whites

who held positions in the Mountain or Pacific states compared to the pro-

portion of whites who were born An these regions.

The ages of the respondents were similar in both racial categories

(Table 9-3). The mean age for black respondents was 46 years, for white

respondents, 44 years.

The sample was nearly three-fourths male (Table 9-4). Thedistribu-

tion of the sample by sex, however, showed, a substantial ariation among

the racial groups. Blacks had the4Eargest proportion of female respondents,



although they were less than a majority. Only 21.3 -percent of the whites

were female

The overwhelming majority of, the respondents held doctorate degrees

(Table 9-5). There was a disparity, hoWever, in the proportions of the

racial groups that,held doctorates. Proportionately fewer of the
_

blacks.

held dOctorates than whites.
: '1_.

,

.:

.

There Was sint a.great difference fin the types 'of uz-Iiergr.adttate .-

colleges selecte -by members.ofthe various racial groups :(Table 9-6).
.

. ,
. -

:-.- .

Withlp1SToneexCeption; whites graduate& from predoMinaPtly 1:Thite_
.:,

.

. ,
.

. -. . ... ,

. colleges and universities.. While over half of theblacl graduate&Trom

predominantly black colleges br universities, the'remainder of the black

respondents oaduated from predominantly white colleges br.universities.

Only 8 of the respondents received .doctoral degrees at predominantly
.

black universities. This fact is not surprising sincetfew of the pre:

-,dominanfly-blackinstitutions_offer_docrorates.
Of the 35 respondents

A

O

.4

receiving master's degrees at predominantly black insti4 utions, 30 were

black.

Similar propOrtl.ons of blacks,. and of whites received fellowships in

graduate school. The majority of both racial.groups also reported'

relying on their own earnings for support during graduate school, although
V

.

a greater prbp-drrion of blacks used their own earnings uhan whites. More

white'respondents thaelplack received family contributions to their

'to

.support duringograduate school.

. ,
P

Career Patterns

II,
Most respondents began'their professional careers at-four year

4

Ce
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collegesor universities (Table 9-7a). While this was true for respondents

in both racial, categories, more whites than blacks began their careers

in theSe institutions. On the other'hand, more blacks began their careers ,

in the service of government.than did whites. Extremely small numbers of
- . .

either racial group were first employed in bugihess or'industry.
, .

f

Although the ma,jo,rity of respondents areCurrently'employed in 4-yeT

-colleges ar universities, there has been some shift in Oe"Or.gani4ations

* at-which they are currently' employed "compared to their fixstpogitions

..

(Table 9-7b). A few more drborh blacks and whiteg' now work in business

orindustry or are currently not working.

The majority of respondents held teaching positions for their first

professional positions (Table 9-8a); relativelfewer blacks than whites

held these positions. A majority still Pprrently holds teaching'positions

(Table 9-8b). Although this finding holds for both racial groups,:.prO7

portionately more whites than blacks are currently teachers:

4IP

Of_those who hold tenure or tenure-track teaching positions, the

largest number of respondents currently holds the rank of fulj'protssor
Aa A

(Table 9-9). Again, this is trite for both racial groups; Howeyier, blacks

have a lower proportion of full professors. There is little, difference

.

between Oa proportions of blacks,and of whites holding -,the rank of

associate professor; proportionately more blacks than whites hold thd

rank of assistant professor.

Just over half the respondents. indicated that they veeyery'satisfied

with their first positions (Table 9-10a). The.overwhelmingajOrityof

both racial groups expressed either strong gatisfactiOn or some satisfaction

1111- with their first positions; very few indipated'dissatisfaction with their u:

12

t
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first positions. Again, the great iajority -- slightly more whites than

blacks -- in both racial groups indicated that they are either very

satisfied or somewhat satisfied with their current'positions (Table 9-10b). '

q t
, t

Very few respondents 'indicated dissatisfaction with their current posltions.

The respondents were asked to report the salaries they received for

their first' postdoCtoral position's and for their current positions (Table 11).

The question was optional, however, and-data are avaiable for slightly more

.

than half the sample. Fo7- bO4Ch- 'positions, the median salary.of blacks and

whites was similar, although slightly lower for whites.

The Contribution of Race and Age to the Salary of the Scholars

During the 1970s considerable controversy developed around the issue

of whether race was declining in significance as the basis for determining

the life-chances of blacks in the United States economy. Sociologist

'William Wilson endorsed the assertion.bY economist Richard Freeman that

"tbe more educated blacks continue to experience a faster rate of job

advancement than their white counterparts" (Wilson, 1978:153; Freemen, 1976:

Chapter 6). Wilson buttressed his contention with figures tgat he obtained

.
from the 1973 Current Population Report that, according to him, "show that

black men with college degrees in the 25 to 29 age category earn close to

$1,000 more than their white counterparts" (Wilson, 1979:166).

Wilson'is. careful tolimit his analysis to "younger edUcated black

.

males. ". - He acknowledges that "there is still a significant income gap

between all college educated blacks," but-he attributes this gap to income ,

of older educated blacks, whose income compared with whites he deecribes

as, due to "the legacies of past discriminatiOn." n=the-analysis _is.

limited to younger college-educated black males, Wilso_ contends that they

r "'ti

Olr
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, .

of the differedt characteristiti that these'groups exhibited, or a - '

y 0.

fUnction of dpCrimination'that awarded unequal compensation fbr equal

I. '

work. By statistical techniques, the study controlled for differences '

-\ ,

,
in level of, education, level of job prstige, regiqn.of employment, age,

/g9
9er

"have reached income parity with younger. college educated white males"

(Wilson, 1979:168)1

One of the present authors has challenged the Wilson conclusion

(Willie, 1079). He contends thpt despite the relatively high pay that

some younger college-educated blacks may receive', all blacks (including

yoiinger blacks) are underrepresented.in the high - paying professional,

, -

managerial, sales, and skilled-craft jobs. During 1976, for example,

there were only 1.1 million racial minoritjes in these high-paying jobs

when there should have been 2.3 million if there were equity in employment.

Moreover, "these high! paying jobs ,.. would have contributed two - third's

of the total income received by the poioulationof blacks and other minorities

if there,were as many racial minorities as there should have been, in these

... jobs." As it was, "these four high-paying occupational categories

accounted for only onerthird of the total income for blacks ... because of

the limitations imposed by racial discr,imination.". Among whites, two-thirds

of their income was derived from these high-paying jobs. The underrepresenta-
,

tion of blacks in high - paying,. jobs depressed their `income as a group.

, despite the relatively high income received by some educated younger blaCks

1979:60 -61).

A study sponsovd,py theUnited States Civil Rights Commission

,during the 1970s attempted -to,determi4eWhether the problem of less pay

p. v.
for blacks and other racial minorities relative to whites was a function

0

,

1 Ca -

kr,
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and other factqfs so' that the.5ItqatiOns of the various populations would

be equiValent. 'This study found that when blacks and whites Were equal

in age,,sex, education, and occupation, black and other minority males

received an annual income. that was 15 to 20 percent less than that received

by Majority white,'males (Civil Rights Commission, 197$:54).

The findings reported from different sources obviously are mixed.

The absence of consensus, ay be due,to the different characteristics of

populations studies: their age, occupation,-education, and other charac-

teristics. With reference to agev.Wilson has described older educated

blacks as victims of the' leglcy of racial discrimination; butcsuCh aW

explanation is insgficieat. It\does not explain why they continue to.

receive unequal pay for equal work. A society need not continue to dis-

criminate against older educated blacks today simply becau.se it.discrimi-

nated against them in the past: Moreover, some of the older educated

'blacks.who receive less pay than whites are not so old; some are between

ZO and 50 years of age.

The data from this study will not provide. a definitive answer to the

issues discussed above. However, they do,permit a' comparative analysis of

the annual balaries of black and of white scholars who are'membgrs of

national professional associations in six disciplines of the humanities

and social sciences. Becau§e these data are limited to scholars and to'

zthe humanities and social sciences, they cannot be generalized. Yet

because they deal with a specific category of professionals, there'are

fewer unanticipated and extraneous influences to confuse the analysis.,

and make difficult an interpretation. The 'following analysis is pre-.4 -

-
sented, therefore, as one contribution toward clarifying the issue of the

J

a. to t.,
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411 relative effects of race on life-chances of blacks and of whites in

I

terms of salaries received. a

Of the 554 scholars included in this study; 264 or 48 percent pro-

vided information about their annilal salaries. The ages of the respondents

were similar for blacks and whites. While these data will not permit us

to make observations aboUt professionals 30 years 'or under because few received

doctoral degrees and became active in professional associations at this

young ag%, the salaries of adults 40 or younger, middle-ages adults 41 to

60, and older'adults 61 years of age and over can analyzed. Thus, this

analysis holds the professional category of scholar as a constant and pro-

vides a comparative analysis of the scholars by race, age, and salary.

Table 9-12 indicates that both black and sahlte professional scholars'

in the humanities and social sciences have attained paiity in terms of

salary received as reflected by the similar medians. However, the simi-

4
larity in salary for the total racial populations of scholars did not hold

for all ege grouDs. Among younger scholars, particularly those 31 to 40

years of age, the median annual salary for black humanists and social

,scientists was nearly 36 percent higher'than that received by whites. The

phenomenon of higher pay for blacks was riot true for age categories

41 to 50; this group of blacks had a median salary that' was $1,513 less

than whites of the same age. Higher median salary for whites than for

blacks continued thiouft the older age groups of 61 years and above.

The large difference in salary by. race in the age group over 60

years can be explained as,d_ue to discrimination in the past that cannot

be:corrected so easily in the present. Blacks who are 41 to 50 years

of age had a median salary about 5 percent less than whites; the differences



O

in mean salaries, however, was just over 1 percent. Similarly, blacks

aged 51 to 60 had 'a median salaA,44.5 percent less than whites, but

4
their mean salaries differed by only 2.0 percent.

The salaries were regrouped into three broad categories: low

(under $20,000 a year), middle ($20,001 to $30,000), and high ($30,001

and above). Table 9-13 reveals that the higher median salary reported

for blacks co7pred with whites in the younger adult age gro aged 40

years or under is due largely to the fact that one-third of all affluent

blacks (those with incomes above $30;000) achieve this status by the age

of 40 years and that this proportion is ttice as great as the proportion

of young adult whites who are similarly paid.

Of the blacks in this,study, 48 percent were younger people under

40 years of age who'had salaries in the lower-range, middle-range and

affluent levels. Of all blacks, 13 percent were young and affluent

and had a median salary that exceeded that of whites of a comparable

age level. Not all young blacks were affluent, however, Of the 41

blacks under 40 years of age in our sample, about one fourth was at the

middlefailge from $20,000 to $30,000; and slightly less than one third

was under $20,000 at the lower ehd of the pay scale for professionals

in 1980.

Of the 87 young white scholars under 40 years in our study, only

one tenth qualified as affluent with an annual salary over $30,000 a

r
year; slightly more than two-fifths was at themiddle-range level; and

about one -th4d received under $20,000 a year

In summary, only'the young blacks tend to fo ge Ahead of whites



in salary in any signific4nt way. But thisis not the-commft experience

for all yomiN educatedblacks in the humanities andsocial sciences.

Of the black scholars 40 years or under, 7 to 8 out of every 10 earned

-less than $30,000 in 1980. However, the overall pattern indicates that

. .

blacks aged 40 years or younger tend to-earn more than whites; blacks

ages 41 to 60 t

tend to earn sub

this phenomenon

d to earn somewhat less than whites; and blacks over 60

ntially Less than whites. Two possible explanations of

t

(1) that a premium is. paid to recruit young black

/11
-9rte

sch9lars in a market-lace where blatk schola-S are scarce, and (2) that this

"talented tenth"-of blaac Scholars (actually, they are 13 percent of all

black scholars) is extraordinary and outstanding and merits premium pay.

oF iudjArair ctryoky64-*aiereed blacKs began
This phenomenonA

only witain the past 15 years or so, when

affirmative-action programs were implemented. Despite their talent; older

.

blackschorars evidently did 'not benefit as much financially from such

efforts as didyounger black scholars. It is possible, however, that some of

,y the earlierraciak discrimination that had actually resulted in greater

discrepancies in salaries can be remedied to a degree by affirmative- action

programs for the older scholars. Our data indicate that as the scholars

get older, the gap between blacks and whites i'creases.

Family Ba'ckgroundt

The educational achievements of the parents of the respondents varied

.

greatly by race. Over half of the fathers of the black responeentshad'not

graduated from high school, compared to slightly less than a third of the

r 1

fathers of white respondents (Table 9-14a). At the other.end of the

educational scale, nearly twice as many white fathers (slightly less than

one-fifth) graduated from college aE black fathers and twice as many .7

N 1
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white fathers (about onerfifth) -had.graduate degreeearblack.fathers.

k
ao

For mothers ; the findings were somewhat d iffprent.' Nearly half of

the black mothers, althoughonly about a quarter of the white mothers,

had not received high - school diplomas (Table 9-14b): Twice as many white
r .

mothers (about one7fifth) as black mothers graduated from college. More

black mothers. had achieved graduate degrees than white mothers,.

There were also great differences among the racial groups concerning

occupational s-ta"tus of the parent§. The modal occupational status for

black fathers was.sservice worker,:laborer, or farmer (Table 9-1:5a). Very

'few whites held this type of positin. The modal category for white fathers

was professional or technical; slightly more than one-third of the white

Jathererheld positions at this level compared to about one-fifth ,fthe,
1'

black,fathers. One-fourth of the.white fathers were managers, administra-

tAs. or small-businessowners compared
with only one -tenth of the black

fathers.

Again, the findings concerning mothers are somewhat different.'

4

'The modal occupation of both racial groups of mothers was housekeeping

spouse (Table 9 -15b). However, far more white mothers held this position

than black mothers. Far more black mothers held positions as service

workers or laborers than white mothers. At the higher status end. of.the

scale, however, slieltly more black mothers held professional or technical

positions than wh to mothers; in both groups of women, professionals were

less than one-fourth f.employed female spouses.
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Comparison of Black and of White Scholars

Major differences,between black and white scholars had to do with

sex composition of the two racial populations, their family backgrou nds,

and their rank of initial and current appointment in colleges. and universi-

ties. Women are beginning to occupy scholarly positions in the labor force

but they claimed only one-fourthof afl positions in the total sample of

-this study. Thus women ere a derrepresented by about 50 percent. The

'4ii' .
ynderrepresentation i racial populations was least among blacks, where,

.

tilere' were men to every,4 women an 'greater amoftg whites,where the
. ,. .

III ratio was 8 to 2. .
* r-

.

-

v

.:' . In ,terms of familylaclikground,
white.scholais corktinued'a family

v

tradition of employment in white - collar upations. But'the'maiority

r

.

.

of the pareneg7of the black scholars were bluez-collar workers: Most of the

..,N

(black scholars hAdothers who werein the labor force; in comparison,

a majority cif the mothers of white scholars yere housekeeping, spouses.

Another interesting background
difference has to do with the relative

educational Achievement of the mother and tle father in families of black

4

,-,



and of white scholars.. Thescholars in-both racial populations exceeded
.4

z'the educational accomplishments of their parents. 'However, a higher pro-

, , .-
,..

portion of fathers compared with mothers in white families were'oollege

graduates (38% to 26%), but the proportion ofcollege graduates among

blak-mothers and fathers was the same (21%). 'Also it,phoq.d be noted

that the proportion ov b],ack mothers with a graduate degree (10%) is

greater than the propo'rtionof white mothers with a graduate-degree (6%).

Among fathers a reverse of this situation is found; the proportion of white '

fathers with a graduate degree (20%) is twice the proportion'of black

fathers with a graduate degree (11%).

The fact that the educational levels of black mothers have- achieved

parity with that of black fathers in terms of the proportions, who had

obtained a college education is an interesting finding that may he related

to the upward mobility of black scholars. This finding should be studied

carefullyto determine the contribution, of the education ofmothers and

their labor force status in'all racial populatiOns to the achievement of

their'offspring.
4

A final difference worthy of noting between thesetwo populfr-

tions has to do with current rank in relatiomtoinitial rank of appoint-

went as an academician. While the majority of both populations began their

careers as instructors or assistant professors, half of the white scholars
6

in education have current appointments as full - professors compared with

'only slightly more than one-third of the black scholars. While about

10 percentage points that favored blacks separated the two'racial popula-

tions initially appointed as full professors, now ( to 13 percentage

points against blacks separate the two racial populations in terms of

f;)r .s -7

.AP
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current employment in the two lowest ranks. Thus bled* who slightly.

outdistanced whites in obtaining the highest initial academia appointments,
ti

Oe

now have a higher proportion than whites currently holding appointments in

Atk

4 the lower academic ranks. Whether blacks were unable to sustain their

head start in academic rank because of the lower proportion whojinally

obtained doctoral tiegrees compared with whites, or because they tagght

Or t!)e.c.ause they ukre cl:Gcr;r6,elaV aAaos'5..
in different types of colleges,d\we could. ot determnie from the data

is. available.

a
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Table 9-1 Race of Respondepts

Race N

U.S. black
t

179 32.3

U.S. white
. ,324 58.5

Other 44 8.0

Missing data 7 1.2

Total 554 100.0.
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Table 9-2 U.S. Regional Data by Race

Race

a. Region of Birth by Race

cor- °(d) _-

Black

White

Total

36 20.8 28 16:"2

110 35.3 111 35.6

146 30.1 139 28.7

IL

105 60.7

59 18.9

164 33.8

IL %

2 1.2

14 4.5

16 3.3

--(e) (f)

'N

2 1.2 173

18 54.8 3 L2

20' 4.1 485

b. Region of Firs Employment by Race

ce (a) (b) (c) (d)

Black

White

Total

N

31 18.1

82 26.2

28 16.4

94 30.0

113 23.3 122 25.2

104

100

204

60.8

31.9

(e) (f)

N

1 0.6 7 4.1 171

16 5.1 21 6.7 313

3.5 28 5.8 484i7

Race

c. Region of Current Employment by Race

(d) (e) (f)/
(a) (b) (c)

LET 7
N

Black, 30 17.7 28, 16.6 103 60.9 1 .6 7 4.1 169

White 74 23.8 8Q 25.7 10A 35.0 20 6.4 28 9.0 311

Total 104 21.7 108 22.5 212 44.2 21 4.4 35 7.3 480

Middle Atlantic and Nay England; (bEast and West North Central; (c) South;

lope) Mountain; (e) Pacific; (f) total.

0 I-1 f.Th
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Table 9-3 Age\ by Race

r

Race

1890-189T.
a

190009 1910-.19

Year of

1920-29

Birth

1930-39 1940-49 1950-59' ,Tot 1

i(years)

Mean
Age

Median .

Age
(years)

U.S.

N N N N %

black 0 0 10 5.8 14 8.1 32 1'8.6 39 22.7 70 40.7 7 4.1 172 46 43

white 2 0.6 '5 1.5 21 6.5 63 19.5 88 27.2 131 4% .6 13 4.0 323 44 '+2

Totals 2 0.4 15 3.0 35 7.1 95 19.2 127. 25.7 201 '40.6 20 4.0 495

1)-.')

4 a

1 rl
C.

a

1.
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Table 9-4 Race b Sex .t

411
,.

Male Female Total

N % N N

U. S. black 107 60.1 71 39.9' 178

U.S. white 255 78.7 '4 69 21.3 324

.r
Totals 362 72.1 140 27.9 502

4
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Table 9-5 Respondents with Doctoral Degrees

,Race 4 N

U.S. black (N = 179). 129 72.1

U.S. white (N = 324) 296 91.4

Total (N = 503) 425 84.5

9.14) /97
4

Table 9-6' Predominant Race of College Where Bachelor's Degree Was Obtained

School

Race Predominantly Black Predominantly White Total

N % N % N

U.S. black 92 53.8 79 46.2 171

U.S. white 2 0.6 315 99.4 317

Totals 94 19.3 394 80.7 488

st

0 7 C)
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Type of Organization of Employment

4

Race

U. S .

black

U.S.'

white

Totals

i(c) 1 ') '
P.m/ .1 4

'a. First Professional Position

(a)

2.

(b)

N

(c) (d)

N ' %t N N.

(e) (f) (g) (h)

N N N

1 . 1

1.9

. 3

9

1.7

2.8

126

250

70.8

77.2

21

27

.11.9

8.3

.9

4

14

5.1

4.3

15

16

8.4

4.9

2

- t

2

1 . 1

,0.6

178

324

1.6 12
.

2.4 376 74.9 48

4

9.6 23.. 4.6 31 6.1 4 0.8 502
.4

04

(a) business or industry.; (b) junior college or technical institute; (c) college or university;, .

(d) government agency; (e) other nonprofit organization; -(f) other; (g) not working; (h) total

,

21

y



Tab-le 9- Type of Organization of Employment

Rae

,b. Current Professional Position
-,

(a)

N N

(b) (c)

N

(d) (e)

N

\.(f)

N \ %

(g)

N % N

U.S.
bladi ck 5 2.8 2 1.1 119 66.5 21 11.7 8 4.5 11 .l 13 7.3 179

.

U.S.
white 16 4.9 2....8 246 75.9 17 5.2 13. 4.0 16 4.9 7 2.2 f 324

,
..I

Totals 21 4.2 11 2.2 365' 72.6 38 7.6 21 4.2 27 5.4 20 4.0 .503

(a)lausiness or industry; (b) junior college or technical institute; (c) college or

university; (d).government agency; (e) other nonpiofit organization; (f) other;

(g) not workihg; (h) total.

SI
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Table 9-8 Type of Work

Race

a, First Professional Position

(c) (d)

* %

(e) (1)(a) (b)

U.S.
lblack 116 . 4 2.3 3 1.7 6 ' 3.5 8 4.6 36 20.8

,/

white 255 9 2.8 3 .9 7 2.2 21 6.5 28 - 8.7

Totals 371 74.8 r3 *.6 6 1.2 13 2.6 29 s5.8 64 12.9

(a) teaching; (b) research; (c) college administratiori; (d) analyst; (e) clinician;

(f) other; (g) total.

444

r)

(g)

173

323

4'96

4

CD

0 C
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Table 978 Type of Work

Race'

b. Curre'nt,Professional Position
.0

(a) - (b)

U.S.

black

black

Totals

111

249.

360

65.7 3

78.3, 2

73.9. 5

(c) (d) t (e) .(f) (g)

0

N% % N % N

a.

1.8

0.6

1.0

8 4.7 5 3.0 8 4.7 34 20.1 169

6 1.9 7 2.2 13 4.1 41 12.9 318

14 2.9 12 2.5 21 4.3' 75 15.4 487

(a) teaching; (b) research; (c) college administration; (d) analyst; (e) clinicia0;.(f) other; (g) total.

n 94
A. a...J

a

(

4



Table 9-9 Current Job Rank for Academics

Rade

(a)

N

(b)

N

(c) (d)

U.S. black 3 2.7 34 30.9 33 30.0 40 36.4 110

4

U.S. white 1 .4 50 20.6 70 28.8 122 50.2 243

Totals 4 1.1 84 23.8 103 29.2 162 45.9 '353

(a). instructor; (b) assistnat professor; (c) associate professor; (d) professor; (e) total.

0014,41 0 0
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4Ike 9-10 Satisfaction with Professional Position

,

,

9

.
Race N

a. First

(a)

%

Position,

(b)

N %_
.6..

N
..._

.(F)

%

,

(d)

N.

U.S.
black

U.S.
white

---Totals
let

76

. 165

241

45.5

53.4

50.6

81

124

205

48.5

. 40.1

43.1

10

20

30

I

.

6.0

..^-,,

6.5

6.3,,

167

309

476

4

.

o

4

a

(a) very satisfied; (b) somewhat satisfiea; (c) not satisfied; (d) total.

J

.

a

.

,:
-

.

.1.

,

:

t

i

1

-,,
Oct o

, 4..,:...
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Table 9-10 Satisfaction with Professional Position

.

I
Race

U.S. black

U.S. white

Totals

b.

(a)

Current Position

(b) (c) (d)

S
,

% N %. N N

88
/

52.4, 67 39.9 13 7.7 168

. (
193 60.5 113 . 35.4 li 4.1 319

281 .57.7 180 37.0 26 5.3 487

..,

Ili(a) very satisfied; (b) somewhat satisfied; (c) not satisfied; (d) total

'

4

f c,

4

'.,

4?`) i4., 4 *

I



\., Table 9-11 Income

'II+ a. First Professional Position

43,000

1
$3,001
to
$6,000

$6,001
to
$9,000

$9,001
to
S12.000

$12,001
to
S15,000

$15,001
to
$18,000

$18,001
to
$21,000

$21,001
to

$24,000

$24,001
to
$27,000

$27,001
to
$30,000

Race
NZNXN %N% .N %N%N%N% lL X ly.

black

U.S.
white

Totals

5.7

4 1 2.2

14121.8

39 121.4

53,1 19.7

1

71 8'.0

1

1

1

1

1

34118.7

18 20.7

55 *30.2

1

18 20.7
1

1

1

1

1

33118.1

1

51119.0f2

7 3.9

5 2.7

101.5.6

5 1 2.7

2 12.3

2 1 1.1

rl

2 12.3

01

1

1

21 0,7

0

3
9 t 3.3

1

41115.2
1

73127.1 k4.5 15 4 1 1.5

0 ri
ti ..0.

over .

$30,000 Total

X 'ILZ -

Median

-7'

3.4 1.1

5 2.7

6 2.2

87

182

269

$8,917

$8,122

1)ti 1.)
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'Table 9 11 Income -

,

Race
N

U.S.
black

U . S .

white

Totals

0

1

1

b. Professional Positioh

10,000

%

$.10,001
to
$15,000

N %
----

$15,001
to
$.20,000

N %

I

$20,00.
to
$25,000

N %

I

$25,001
to .

$30,000

N %

$315,0151.

to
$35,000

%

1

$35,0015
to
$40,000

.

$40,001
to
$45,000

N. ' .%

I

W001
to
$50,00

N Z

_

4107;00

N %

o-

ealgCc11Mi

N

Mean

,.

2 2.3 191 21.8 21124.1 12 13.8 12113.811 12.6 2'1 2.3 4 14.6 4 14.6 87 $26,608 $31,433

I. I I I I I I

.

I. e * .

.

,

0.5
.

4.9
.

361 19.6 41 122 3 37120.1
-

24 1131.0"
.

1

171 9.2
I,i 3.8 6

I

1 3.3 6
1

1 3.3 184 $25,994
$28176,I

',...,....

__I ____
I

_:_

'..
. .

.
.........

. ,

'I
I s -. , ?

1

I I I

0.4 11 i 4.1 5.5 26.3 62tI22.9 49118.1 36 13.328110.3 '3.3 1 3..7 10 3.7 271
I

223



Table 9-12

Curents Annual Salary of 264 Scholirs, 1980

1

Current Annual Salary Age of Scholar (years)

21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-80 Total

N % 181 X SL %

Black Scholars

$20,000 or less

'$20%001-30,000

$30,001-40,000'

$40,001-50,000

$50,000

Totals

Median
Mean

1 50.0

1 '50.0

2 100,0

$28,000
$28,000

13 33.3

16 41.0

7 17.9

2 5.1

1 2.6

39 100.0

$22,036
$32,107

4.

9

6

2

19.0

42.9

28.6

9.5

21 100.0
$27,500 r

2 9 , 3 7 2

5 33.3

7 46.7

2 13.3

1/ 6.7

15 Am.°

$32,000
$35,053

4 44.4

1 11.1

2 22.2

4"2 22.2

9 100.0

$24,000
$25,586

White Scholars

;$20,000 or less

.$20,001-30,000
c

_$30,001-40,000

$40,001-50,000

over $5 ;000

1Total

209 Median,
Mean

7 87.5

"1 12.5

A 100.0

$16,000
$17,135

30 38.0

40 50.6

6 7.6

2 . 2.5

1 1.3

79 100.0

$21,997
$23,619

5

23

16

10.4

47.9

33.3

4 10.8

10 27.0

14 37.8

3

1

6.3

2.1

48 100.0

$429,013
$29,783

5 13.5

4 10.8

37 100.0

$33,500
$35,823

3

4

3

21 24.4

32 37.2

23- 26.7

6 7.0

4 4.7

86 100.0
$26,007

(ID )
46 25.3

42.3

,40 22.0

7.1

10

S-354250.

$35,690

6 3.3

182 100.0
$25,994



Table 9-13

0

Age 'and Salary Dis ribution of 264 Scholarp,

by Number and Percent .in Age-Salary SpeCific Categgries, by'Ratio of Percent of. Total u

Population by Age to Percent in Age-Salary Specifid Categories, and by Percentage Distribution

of Racial Groups in Age-Salary Specific Categories,/ 1980

liabairsit)

Age of Scholais (years)

30 or under

31-40
41-50
511.60
61

Total'

Salary (by percent)

Low
$20,000

Black White

62
19

14
19

100

15
65' :

11
9

231

4

Middl
$20,051- 30,000
Bl a Wh i,te

2

51
30

13
4

100

4

Iliad( and WhiteHigh
'Over $30,000 Total

Black White Percent Number

3 4 10

.30 16 45 118,

25 36 26 69

30 35 18 48.

12 13 7 19

,170- 100 264

4
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Table 9-14 Education of Parents

Os

Race,

U.S.

black

U.S.

I

a. Rather

(a) (b)

N % N %
......

Ilk Totals

53. 30:5

32 10.0

2r.3

65 20.4

85 17.2 102 20.7

N_

(c)

% N._

(d)

% N

(e)

1, N

(f) (g)

%, N

34 19.5 15 8.6. 16 9.2 19 10.9 174

55 17.2 45 14.1 57 17.9 65 20.4 319

89 18.1 60 12.2 73 14.8 84 17.0 p 493

b. Mother

(a) (b)

N N,%,

black

U.S.
white

Totals

2"

27 15,6

16 5.0

53 10.8

51 29.5

62 19.4

113 22.9

(c)

N % N

(d)

% N

(e) (f)

% N

(g)

% N.

36 20.8
fl

wow*.

95 29.7

23

62

13.3

19.4

-18

65

10.4,

20.3

18

20

10.4

6.3

173

320

01.6

C

131 26.6 85 17.2 83 16.8 38, 7.7 4'93

(a) up to seventh'grade; (b) some high school; (c) high-school graduaeb; (d) some college;.
(e) college graduate or some graduate school; (f) graduate degree; (g) total.

23.1



Table 9-15 Occupation of Parents

Race

a. Father

(ag (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

N % N % N A a % A % IL % % N.

U. S .

black 1 0..6 59 33.5 30 17.0 27 15.3 2 1.1. 2 1.1 21 11.9 34 19.3

U.S.

white 1 0.3 27 8..4 22 6.9 42 13.1 6 1.9 29 9.1 77 24.1 116 36.3
--t-.

Totals 2 0.4 86 17.3 52 10.5 69 13.9 8 1.6 31 6.3 98 19.8 150 30.2

176

320

(a) unemployed; (b) service worker, laborer, farmer;_(c) semiskilled operative; (d) skillet craftN;

(e).clerical; (f) sales;,(g) manager, administrator, small-business owner; (h) professional,

'technical; (i) total.

r.)IL v ../

a



Table 9-15 Occupation of Patents

Race

)

U.S.
black

U.S.

white

b. Mother

(a) (b) (c) , (d) (e) (f) (g) , (h) (1) (j)

N %N % N % N %N % N % N %N %-ki % N
I- -

Totals

2.3

0.6

1.2

65 37.1

185 57.5

250 50.3

43 24.6

12 3.7

55 11.i
0-

3.4

1.2

4.0

1.2

11 2.2

5 2.9

36 11.2

41 8,2

0

14 4.3

14 2.8

0,

4 2.3

13 4.0

17 -3.4

41 23.4

56 17.4

97 19.5

175

322

'497

(a) unemployed; (b) housekeeping spouse; (6 service worker,` laborer, farmer; (d) semiskilled operative;

(e) skilled crafts; (f) clerical; (g) sales; (h) manager, administrator, small-business operator;

(i) pfWessionaltechnic4; (j) total.

2V
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Chapter 10

Career Patterns by Age and by Race

-Although this is not a longitudinal.study, an examinatiog of the re-

lationship betweefi age and a number of dependent variables will reveal the

differences and similarities in career patterns between older and younger

scholars of both races. As previously noted, the median age for blacks in

this study is 46 years compared to 44 years for whites. For males ana'females"

of both races, the modal age category is 31-40 years (see Table 10-1).%°,

With the exception of blacks aged 21-30 years, three-fourths of agl
'

respondents of 'both races in all age categories began their professional
4. co

careers with positions in higher education (see Table 10-2a). An extremely

small number of respondents of any age began their careers in business or in-
.

dustry. Blacks of all age categories had a small but notable reprbsentation

in vvernment agencies for their first positions; this,type of first position

appears to have increased in popularity for blacks 50 years or younger. And

although the total number of 'respondents aged121-30 is very small, over a

quarter uftfthem held first professional positions in government agencies. °

The pattern for whites starting out in government agencies is somewhat

different. The proportion beginning their careers in government positions

hovered Around 10 percent for those between Al and 70 years of age. The

proportion in the age category 31-40 who started out inthe'government

dropped to 6.1 percent, and no whites aged 21-30 started opt with govern-

ment positions.

The type of first position held by blacks and whites showed a similar

pattern (see Table 10-3a)j. Again,, the youngest age group of blacks proved*,

313

.4
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O t

to be the only exception to the finding that the majority of all respondents

of both races and in all age groups begantheir careers teaching. Those

who did not begin their careers teaching chose a number of positions, but

;43

there are some apparent distinctions between blacks and whites. Of the whites

who began their careers in nonteaching positions, Most respondents in all

. age categories except 41-50held positions in research. Whites 41-50 years

old were slightry more likely to hold first positions as clinicians. No

whites 51 years or older began their careers as administrators, while ex-

tremely small proportions of whites 50 or younger began as administrators.

Blacks, on the other hand, had a much greater likelihood of starting

their oareers,asadministrators. Foy blacks 61-70 years old, over a

quarter held first positions as'adiinistrators. Only blacks in the age,

group 51-60 had less than 10 percent of its members beginning as admini.

strators. The proportion of blacks beginning their careers ix) research

increased°to 10 percent for those aged 31-50 and to 14 percent for those
. .

.21-30.
.

Of those 14ho held their first positions in colleges or universities,

the majority of the black respondents in all age categories were employed

at predominantly black colleges (see Table 10-4a). The proportion ge4mtbewe

working at predominantly black colleges decreased substantially for chmsairlket(s

50 or younger compared to thqse 51 or older. For whites, the pattern wash'

stabile ,for

began their
0

all age groups.' Only a handful of whites in all age categories

careers at predominantly black colleges, less than 3 pertlr,

Blacks 81,yeari of age or over had a high probability of startin&.

their careers at colleges that are currently ranked less competitive or

lower on,,Barron's scale (BES 1978) (see. Ti'hle 10-6a). Blacks aged 41-50

,

o

-ms5= 1

A



years were more spread out in colleges with &variety of rankings than their

older counterparts. Indeed, blacks in this age group were the first to have

a few respondents in colleges that placed in the top three'rankings. Of the

black respondents aged 31-40, a full 10 percent held first positions in the

most competitive schools, and another 10 percent held first positions in very

competitive or highly competitive schools.

For whites, the pattern again is very different. For all age categories,

the large majority of white respondents held first positions at schools ranked
IPtire

comp7itive or higher/1 The modal category for all age groups of white

scholars was competitive, but sizeable proportions of whites of all ages

startdd out:in schools with higher rankings.

Older blacks who taught for their first positions were more likely to

411
begin their careers as full professorsthan-were whites (see Table 10 -64).

Over 70.percent of the blacks aged 71-80 years began their careers as full

4

'professors, while no whites in this age category held this rank. The pro-

portion of blIcks starting out as full professors declined.over the next two

4

age groupings to none starting out as full professop for those who were 50

years or younger. it*

With the exceptions of'71-80.year=olds, 'and the one respondent in the

age group 21-30, the modal category for blacks entering the academic ranking

system was assistant professor. The age group 61-70, however, was equally

distributed along four rankings. Assistant prbfessor was also the modal

entering rank for whites,who began their careers teaching, but those aged

61-70 had an equal proportion starting out as lecturers.

Whites aged 40 years or younger had very little opportunity to begin

their careers above the assistant-professor level, although their older.

4

-44



counterparts had started out at higher levelv.in a fair number of cases.

Although the proportion of blacks starting out as associate professors
QVI

declined slightly for younger blacks compared to older slacks, the propor-

tion of blacks beginning their careers at the rank of associaierofesiot

hcivered around one-fifth for those 50 years or younger.

The overwhelming majority of all respondents, both black and whit*

currently hold positions in institutions of higher educaticin, no matt

what their age (see Table 10-7 . The only exception to this is blacks

aged 21 -30. Small proport ions of respondents in any age group and of either

race,are.employed in busines or industry. No white re ondents aged 61 or

,.

over'svrenpy -works' for'a governrvis agency, not does any black respondent

0 -1I.--, ,

71 or,lder. Goy4rnment employtent hag,beCome more popular with blacks, but
..o

has temained an unpOvIat,:phoicef:among all 'age groups of whites.
t

Although
*

there is's yarlatipnadong the-age groups of both races`,

with'the exc eption of blacks god, 21140c a least hen orboth black and
.e.

ct il ,

,

teaching
.1

white repon dents in all age gtbups Cu 'hold teaching positions (see
. ,

Table 10-3b). While all age groups
4of 01tes, hallee a minimum of 10 percent

p .

,
of their members currently engaged-il titlesefith,'0only three age groupings of

blacks have any members engaged in this,e9geavor. With the exception of the

IIIV

small number of both blacks and whites 71 ysprs or older, it appears that
4

research is most popular with both blacks and whites aged 31-40. This

finding probably is related io the fact that,the teaching market shrank when
. *

many of the candidates of thOage category were seeking either new positions
6

or\teryre. Small numbers of respondents of bcithjaces chose to enter clinical

work no matter what their age.

111
Again, administration is more popular among blacks of all ages-than

210
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among whites. Over a third of the blacks aged 51-60 years are currently

employed as administrators as are almost half of the small number of blacks

f

aged 21-30.. It is possible to speculate that blacks aged 51 -60 have made

administration their career goals while.y ounger blacks possibly were res-

glad a. -ti rmei v c -aiton (elm; re in Art's' t 44 V4r515' adratokerkivea-P-P.5 .
ponding to the shrinking teaching markefA With the exception of 'whites aged .

31-,40, the proportion in each age group of whites holding positions as ad-

ministrators hovers around 15 percent.

With the exception of blacks age 31-40, at least.half of the blacks

in each age category who currently work in colleges are located at yre-

dominantly black colleges (see Table 10-0). The proportion of-blacks em-

ployed at bladk colleges decreases with the decrease in age (with the ex-

14 .

ception of the youngest agegroup, where the sample includes only twg indi-

viduals). Thus, just as attendance at predominantly bladk colleges decreases

at

for younger blacks, working at predominantly black colleges also decreases

for younger blacks. Whites, on the other hand, have maintained A highly

stable patternAkf working at predominantly white colleges, no matter what
1 t

7

t it age. .
,

r
,

T e large majority of blacks are currently employed at colleges that

.

are ranked either less compet ive or competitive (see Table 10-5b): Small

but notable proportions of blacks in the age range 41-50 are employed in

highly competitive ICItools. While a small number of blacks aged 31-40 are

employed in highly competitive colleges, substan tial proportions are empltifed,

in colleges that fall in the top three rankings. There does not appear to

be any consistent pattern by age.

The modal ranking of current college of employment for white of'all

ages is competitive. Only 2 of the white respondents aged 61 f over are

4
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101,

employed at colleges in the top half of the ranking scale. Nearly one-

fourth of the whites aged 51-60 and over one.=fourth of whites aged 41L50

currently work in colleges in the top half, of the ranking scale. Although

a lower peoportion of whites aged 31-40 work at colleges in the top half

of the scale,.7.5 percent in this age group work at most competitive colleges.

This proportion is slightly lower Than blacks of Zhe same age who work at

most competitive colleges.

Lower proportions of blacks t an whites have achieved the status of

full professor in all age groupingi (see Table 10-6t). Indeed, nearly

twice as many whites aged 31-40 are full professors compared to blacks In the

same age group. While a fifth of the blacks aged 41-50 y rs are,at the

assistant professor level, a
00much smaller number ofthe whi s in this age

range hold this rank.. In the 31 -4d age group, over/half of th blacks are

at the rank of assistant professor compared .to only a third of the whites;

slightly over a third of blacks in this age age range have romoted

14

to associate professor compared to almost half of the whites. Thus, whites

have achieved'higher status positions than blacks, even among those blacks

who seemingly would have benefitted from affirmative-action programs.

Few respondents claimed not to be satisfied at all'with their current 01-f4fr-

(See%Iables icfand /D 16),
positions. ates of diSsatisfaction were 'higher for bIeeks, however:and

a

were inversely related to age 4igrair*altgett

Income data analyzed in broad categories in chapter 9 are reviewed

here in greater detail by age. Few black or white scholars earned a salary

over $40,000 in 1980; about 1 out of every 10 in both racial populations
1

was in thirs income category.
w /

The data inTable 10-7 are organized into 4 income categories:

"4 A
1 .1



24ff ,/e00-

ri=7

(a) over 40 thousand dollars, (b) 30-40 thousand dollars, (c) 20-30

thoudand dollars, (d) under 20 thousand dollars. Median age was computed

for the racial population in each income category. Blacks tended to move

above the lowest income category for professional scholars at a younger age

than whites. At least half of the whites who received sa aries under

e
$20,000 were 4.4...zaaarp, 35.8 years for blacks the median a e in the lowest

income cateary %gas only 28.3 years. Blacks and whites had 4 similar median,

4

39.4 years:for the next salary category. Whites who had lagged behind blacks

in moving out of the lowest salary bracket caught up with blacks in terms of

the median age that they earned a salary at the median or mean of the total

salary scale. But blacks arrived at thenext income category ahead of whites;

of those who earned $30,000 to $40,000, half were under 42.2 years. The

median age for whites in this income category was 6 years higher at 48.9

year's. Blacks who reached the highest income category for scholars in the

social sciences and humanities hada median'of 50.5 years that was 3 years under

the white edian of 53.5 years. Clearly some blacks received above average

salaries when they were 3 to 6 years younger than some white's. Moreover, the

proportion of blacks distributed in the various income categories is similar

to that for whites.

in,summary, there is a direct association between age and income for

both racial populations, with older 'scholars tending to earn more than

younger scholars. Among blacks, however, younger scholars tended to have

quicker access to higher incomes than such scholars who were white. The

blaCk population would appear to be more flexible in providing equal access

by age and sex to income and.occupational portunities for its members.

4 .c

.444144.
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Table 10-1 Sex by Age and Race

Age (years) N

Males

Black White

%

71780. 10

61-70 8

51-60, 19

41-50 30

31-40 35

21730 3

105

9.5

7.6

18.1

28.6

33.3

2.9

100..0

5 2.0

19 ,7.5

50 19.8

75 29.8

94 37.3

9 3.6

252 100.0

Females

Total

N,

Black

N

15

29 6 -9.1

69 . 13 19.7

'105 ° 8, 12.1

129 35 53.0
A

12 4 6.1
V

359 4.6 100.0

White Total

N N

2 ' 3.4

3 5.1

13 22.0

37 62.7

-6.8

59 roo.o

16

21

8

1'25 -



Table 10-2,!First Employment. Organization By Age and Rae

r .

Agt.,

71-80

61-7D

51-60

41-50

31 -40

21-:30

(f)) ()

Business, Higher*

N % N %

7 77.8

9 75.0

26-.83.9

30 76.9

1 1.4 51 73.9

1 14.3 1 14.3

Blzacks Whites '

GoTern-
Meht

N

1 11.1

1 8.3

1 '3.2

5 12.8

7 10.1

2 28.6

N

1

2

4

4

10

3

\Ytpcludes 12 who were at junior colleges

A t?

(')
Business,

N

(,

Higher*
-

me

N

( )
rys . 1

11.1 4 100.0 4

16.7 12 17 81.0 2 9.5 2 9.5' 21

12.9 31 3 4 8 47 74'.6 7 11.1 6 9.5 63

10.3 39 2. 1, 80.7 9 10.2 6 6.8 88

14.5 69 110 84.0 6:1 13 9.9 131

42.9 7 .1 9 75.0 2 16.7 12

or technical institutes: 3 blacks and 9 whites

(a) buSiness, industry; (b) higher education; (c) government aAncy; (d) other; (e) total

^

/ , (



.Table 10-2a First Employment Organization by Age and-by Race

Age (years)

(a)

N

Blacks

(b) (c)

% N % N

(d) (e) (a)

% N

Whites

A

(b)
*

% N

(c),.

% N

.

(d) (e).

N

71 -80 7 77.8 1 11.1 1 11.1 9 4 100.0 - 4

61-70 9 75.0 1 8.3 2 16.7 12 17 81.0 2 9.5 2 9.5 21

51-60 26 83.9 ^1 3.2 4 3,2.9' 31 3 *4.8 47 74.6 7 11.1 6 9.5 63

41-50 30 7649 5 12.8 4 10.3 39 2 2.3 71 80.7 9 10.2 6 6.8 88

3L -40 .1.4% 51 73..9 7 10.1 10 14.5 69 110 84.0 8 '6.'1 13 9.9 131

21-30 14 1 14.3 2 28.6 3 42.9 7 1 8.3 2 75.0 - 2 16.7. 12

Includes 12 who were at junior colleges or technical institutes: 3 blacks and 9 whites
a

(a) business, industry; (b) higher education; (c) government agency; (d) other; (e) total

1

4t..)



CeN Table 10 -2b Current Employment Organization by Age and by Race

t

Age (years)

(a)
*

(b)

N

Blacks

(c) (d) (e)

N

(a)

'N

(b)

Whites

(c)

N

(e)

N

71-80 - 2 100.0 - - 2 -
.

3 100.0 - 3

61-70 1 9.1 9 81.8 1 9.1 - 11 17 89.5 10.5 19

51-60 - 25 430.6 2 6.5 4 12.9 31. 4 6.5 50 80.6 4 &.5 4 6.5 62

41-50 1 2.6 30 76.9 3 7.7 5 12.8 39 5 5.7 68 77.3 6 6.8 9 10.2 88

31-40 2 2.9 49 71.0 11 15.9 7 10.1- 69 6 4.6 106 81.5 7 5.4 11 8.5 130

21-30 1 14.3 3 42.9 3 42.9 - 7 1 7.7 10 76.9 2 15.4 3

'otals 5 3.1 118 74.2 20 12.6 16 10.1 159 16 5.1 254 80.6 17 5.4 28' 8.9 '315

..

Includes 10 who are at junior colleges or technical institutes: 1 black and 9 whites

(a) business, industry; (b) higher educditon; (c) government agency; (d) other; (e) total



Table 10-3a Type of First Position by Age and by Race

Age
(years)

Blacks

(b). , (c) (a) (e) (f)

N

(a)

71-80 8 88.9 11.1 9 1 25.0

61-70 7.1 8 57.1 28.6 1 3.1 14 4 19.0

51-60 3.1 28 .87.5 1 3.1 6.3 32 13 20.6

41-50 10.3 424 61.54 3 7.7 7 17.9 1 2.6 39 1'7 8.0

31-40 10.1 4,2 60.9 .8 11.6 8 11.6 4 5.8 69 16 12.2

21-30 14.3 1 14.3 3 42.9 1 14.3 1 14.4 7 2 15.4

Totals 14 8.2 111 65.3 15 8.8 23 13.5 7 4,1 1137 43 14

67

100

9

234

whites

(b) (c) (d)

75.0

76.2 4.8

66.7 5 7.9

76.1 9 10.2 2 2.3

76.3 6 4.6 '3 2.3

69.2 . 1 7.7

74.1 21 6.6 6 1.9

(e) (f)

N

3 4.8

3 3.4

6 4.6

7.7

t 4.1

4

21

63

88

131

13

320

(a) research; (b) teaching; (c) clinical work; (d) administration; (e) other; (f) total.

4
I

1%s

;



C
3"- Table 10-3b Type of Current Position by Age and by Race

C.\10

trl-v1

Blacks Whites

Age

(years) N

(a)

%

(b)

N % N
(c)

%

(d)

N %

(e) 1

,%

(f)

Isl_

'4 (a)

N. %

(b) :

li_ _i 1.
(0) (d) .,

-IL %

(e.,)

1`1-

(f)

N

, 71-80

61-70

51-60

41-50

31-40

21-30

1

5

15

0

9.1

12.8

21.4

1 50.0

7'63.6

18 56.3,1

26 66.7

35 50.0

.3 42:9

.

-

1

1

4

1

9.1

3.1

2.6,''

5.7

14.3

1. 9.1

12 37.5

43.0.3

10 14.3

3 42.9

1

1

1

3

6

50.0

9.1

3.1

7.7

8.6

2

11

32

39

70

7

,

2

2 .

9

12

23

2

50
,
50 .0

10.5,14°76.7

14.5

13.6

17.7

15.4

.

2 05,0.
,

.

34 5448

486.54.51''-4

82 63.1

9 69:2

'

-.,

2

'8

5

,

3.2

9.1

3.8

-
i

15.8

Oa 16.1

13 14.8

8 6.112

2 15.4

TS*
t

lari

7

7

1'1.3

7.9

9.2

4

t9

62

88

130

13

(a) research; (b) teaching

23

clinical work; (d) administi'ation; (e) oper; (f) total

t

awd.
1 2:-, f

-/O)



Table 10-4a Predominant Race atColleieof First Employment by Age and by Race'

Blacks Whites

Age

(years)
N

(a)

%

(b) (c) (a) (b) (c)

N

71 -80 6 85.7 1 14.3 7 4 3 100.0 3

0.-70 8 88.9 1 11.1 9 17 100.0 17

51-6C 20 74.1 7 25.9 27 1 2.2 44 97.8 45

41-5C 17 56.7 13, 43.3 30 2 2.8 70 97.2 72

31-4d 26 52.0 '24 48.0 50 3 2.8 106 97.2 109

21-3C 1 100.0 1 8 100.0 ,8

Totals
78 62.9 46 37.1 124 6 2.4 242 97.6 254

(4) predominantly black; (b) predominantly white; (c) total

. el
e

4

4

".>

(0.4:r
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Table 4*b Predominant Race at College of Current Employment by Age and by Race.
_

0

Age

(years)

Blacks

(a) (b)

X N X

(c).

N

71-80 5 100.0

.61-70 9 90.0

51-60 '16 64.0

41-5001k14 50.0

31-40 22 46.8

21-30 1' 50.0

Totals 67 57.3

1 10.0

9 36.0

14 50.0

25 53.2

1 50.0

50 42.7

5

'10

25

4'7

117

"

1

1

4

7

13

Whites

X

(b) (c)

N

3 100.0 3

5.9 16 94.1 17

2.1 '47 97.9 48

6.0 63 94.0 6'

6.6 99 ,93.4. 106

9 100.0 9

5.2 237 '94.8 250

(Ofedominantly blaek; (b) predominantly white; (c) total

r-. -- ,
2 G

t.
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4 Table 1015a Rank of School of First Employment by Race and by Age

a. -Blacks

(a) (b). (c) (ad) 11411111. ( (g) (h)

-16c

(years) N % N % N % N
. %

% N % N

71-80

61-70

51-60

41-50

31'1'40

21-30

Totals

-

-

2,

-

-

7.4

6.1

-

-

.

1

-

-

14.3

3.6

4

5

18

11

15 -

-

' 57.1,.

55.6

66.7

39.3

30.6

\

2

4

7

10

21

1

28.6

44.4

25.9

35.7

42.9

100.0

3

.

1

/
10.7

6.1

-

-

-

1

2

-

3.6

4.1

-

-

2'

5

, 7.1

10.2

7

9

27

8

49

1

5 14.1 2 1.7 53 . 43.8 45 37.2, 6 5.0 3 2.5 7 -5.,8 121

. (a), unranked; (b)(noncompetiaVe; (c) less competitive;-(d) competitive; (e) very competitive

(f) highly competitive; (g) most competitive; (h) total

r) 14-Ui

I



A

Table 10-5k 'Rank of First College by Age and by iace

b. Whites

r.

Age (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

u.aLoq
% N % N % N % N % N % N

71-80 - - 2 50.0 - 1 25.0 1 25.0 4

61-70
.
- - 1 5.9 11 64.7 1 5.9 1 5.9 3 17.6 17

51-60 2 4.7 2 4.7 3 7.0 25 58.1 4 9.3 5 11.6 ;2 4.1 43

.

.

41-50 1 1.4 1 1.4 5 7.2 42 60.9( 8 11.6 4 5.8 8 11.6 64,'

31-40 8 7.6 5 4.8 9 ' 8.6
.

67 63.8 6 5.7 4 3.8 6 5./ 105

21-30 ,-
.

- 6 75.0 2 25.0 - 4 .
8

Total's 11 4.5 8 3.3 18 7, .3.1.53 62.2 21 8.5 15 6.1 20 8.1 246
.

(a) unranked; (b) nondompetitive;'(c) less - competitive; (d) competitive; (e) very competitive°

(f) highly competitive (g) most competitive; (h) total

00,N
s.; L.;
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tV Table l04 Rank of School of Current Employment by Race and by Age

A

(

4,.. Blacks

(a) '(b) (c) (\d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

years)
% N % N % N % N % N % N %

/

N

71-80

61-70

51-60

41-50

31-40
.

21-30

rotals

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

"yi

33.3

0.9

-

1

2

-

-

-

3

10.0

8.0

2.6

3

4

15

11

16

50

75.0

40.0

60.0

36.7

35.6

33.3

42.7

1

4

6

15

21

1

48

25.0

40.0

24.0

50.0

46.7
,_

33.3

.

41.0

-

-

.2 -

1

2

r

-.

5

8.0

3.3

4.4

4.3

-

.

- .

3

2

-

5

10.0

4.4
,

4.3

-

1

-

4

-

5

10.0

8.9

4.3

4

10

25

30

45

.3

117

(a) unranked; (b) noncompetitive; (r) less competitive; (d) competitive; (e) very Competitive;

(fj'highly'competitive; (g most competitive; (h) total

1.3

C.

,./
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Table 10-4 Rank of School of Current Employment by Race and by Age

.111
Hi-46

a 4. Whites

T

d e (f (h

Age
:years) IL % %

%

% % % N

71-80 1 50.0 50.0 2

61-70 - _am, 1 6.7 13 86.7 6.7 15

51-60 2 4.0 1 2.0 2 4.0 34 68.0 7 14.0 2 4.0 2 4.0 50

41-50 1 1.6 2 3.1 6 9.4 37 57.8 13 20.3 4 6.3 1 1.6 614

i,-

31-40 6 5'.7 1 2.8 13 12.3 65 61.3 5 4.7 6 5.7 8 - 7.5 106

. _

21-30 - 7 77.8 2 22.2 - 9

)tals 10 4,1 6 2.4 22 8.9 156 63.4 27 11.0 14 5.7 11' 4,.5 246

r

(a) unranked; (b) noncompetitive; (c) less competitive; (d) competitive; (e) very competitive

(f) highly competitive; (g) most competitive; (h) total

-
s..1 I

0

4

0
I



70.10\e.10-1, First Job Rank for College ,Te-achers by Age and Race

Age

(years),

(a)

71-80

61-70

51-60

41-50

'31-40

21-30

Totals

3.6

2.3

1.8

(b)

Blacks

(c) (d) (e)

N

(a)41
N % N

(b)

.%

Whites

(c)' (d) (e) (f)

2 28.6 5 71.4 7 3 3

25.0 2 25.0 2 25.0 2 25.0 8 5.6 7 38.9 8.9 2 5.6 1811.1

5 20.8 10 41.7 6 .25.0 12.53 24 1 2.2 15 33.3 21 46.7 7 15.6 2.2 45.

5 17.9 16 5711 6 21.4 28 1 1.4 17 23.6 46 63.9 6 8.3 2.8 72

7 16.3 27 '62.8 8 18.6 43 6 5.6 16 15.0 81 75.7 4 3.7 107

40.

1 100.0 1 1 11.1 1 11.1 7 77.8, - 9

20 18.0 55 49.5 24 21.6 l() 9.0 111 10 3.9 59 23.2162 63.E 19 7.5 4 1.6 254

.

ea) lecturer; (b) irituctor; (c) assistant professor; (d) associate professor; (e) full professor

(f) total

\

.1 7

4,

-ir

J
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*

Current Job Rank for College Teaching by Age-andi Race

Age
(years)

(ak

N

-(b)

%

Blacks

(c)

N %

(d)

N %

(e)

N %

(f)

N

(a)

% N

(b)

%

71-80 1 25.0 3 75.0 4

61-70
-

2 22.2 1 11.1 1 11.1 5 55.6 9

51-60 2 9.5 5 23.E 14 66.7 21

41-50 6 20.7 11 37.9 12 41.4 29 1 1.6

31-40 23 54.8 15 35.7 4 9.5 42 4 3.8

21-30 1 33.3 2 66.7 -3 2 20.0

Totals 1 0.4 3 1.2 34 13.7 32 12.9 38 15.3 108 6 2.4 1 0.4 5

Whites

(c) (d) (e)

% 11 %

3 6.1

5'7.8

35 33,3

7 70.0

0 20.2

3 100.0

17 100.0 17

8 16.3 38 77.5 49

14 21.9 44 68.8. 64

47 44.8 '19 18.1

1 10.0 10

-r-
70 28.2 121 48,8 248

(a) lecturer; (b) instructor; (c) assistant; ..(d) associate professor; (e) full professor

(f) total



Current Salary by Age and Race (in thousands)

20 20-30

Blacks

30-40 40-50 _Total 20 20-30"

cOites

4V

30-40 40-50 Total.

,ge

years)

-
% N % N X N

.
fJ

. 0

.

% N % N_
71-80 50.0 - 50.0

L-,
,

- ' 1 100.0 - 1

61-70 3 42.9 1 14.3 1 14.3 2 28.6 3 33.3 3 33.3 3 33.3 9

51-60 y
- 5 33.3 '7 46.7 3 20.0 15 4 10.4 10 27.0 14 37. 24.3 37°

h $

41-50 4 .19.0 9 42.9 6 28.6 2 9.5 21 5 10.4 23 47.9 16 33.3 4 8.3 48

31-46 j.3 33.3 16, 41.0 '7 17.9 1 7.7 39 30 38.0 40 50.6 6 7.6 3 3.8 791

21-30 1.- 1 50.0 1 50.0 2 1 87.5 1 12.5 - - s 8

Totals 21 24.4 32 37.2 23 26.7 10 11,6 86 46 25.3 77 42.3 40 22.0 19 10.4 182

Median 50.5 42.2 39.4 28.3 53.5 48.9 39.4 '35.8

years fears years years years years y.ears years

iX=r

3.



m
c.% --c-akAelt,..C6s, Current Job Satisfaction by Age and Race

.

tr

'Age

(years)

(a)

Blacks

(b) (c) (d) (a)

%

71 -80

61-70

-51-60

41-50

31-40

21-30

Totals

14

16

17

29

5'

100.0

1 -

14

17

30

1

45.2

44.7

45.4

14.3

13

3.4?

.10.5

10.6

14.3

5

14

31

38

66

7

5

-16-

44

51

68

6

190

100.0

84.2

71.0

57.9

52.7

46.1

51.6

44.7

43.9

71.4

86 53.4 62% 34.5 8.1 161 60.1

Whites

(b)

N

(c) (d)

N

4

2 10.5

16 25.8

34 38.6

55 42.6.

6 46.1

113 35.8

-5.3

3.2

3,4

. 4.6 ,

7.7

1'3 4.1

19

62

88

129

13

316

(a) very satisfied; (b) somewhat satisfied; (c). not satisfied; (d) total
F

4



-1-.a.t.v).....9-girst lob Satisfaction by Age and Race

4

Age
(years).

L

I N

(a)

Blacks

.(b)

%

(c)

N %

(d)

N N

(a)

%

.

N

Whites

(b) (c) (d)

N

71-80 7 77.8 2 22.2 9 5- 100.0- 5

61-70 7 50.0 6 . 42:9 1 7.1 14 11 52.4 10 47.6 - 21

51-60 13 44.8 13 '44.8 3 10.3 29 39 6'1.9 21 .33.3 3 ,4.8 63

41-50 20 54.1 14 37.8 3 8.1 37 44 55.0 31 38.7 5 6.3 80

31-40 25 3/a%5 38 543.5 3.1 65 60. 48.0 54 43.2 11 8.8 125

21-30 1 14.3 5 71.4 14.3 7 3 25.0 8 6,6.7 1 8.3 12'

Total 73 45.3 78 48.4 10- 6.2 161 162 52.9 124 40.4 20 6.5,.306

O

(a) very satisfied; (b) somewhat satisfied; (c) not satisfied; (d) total

4

.OP



Chapter 11

Black Graduates of Predominantly Black and of Predomi-
nantly White Colleges: A Comparative Analysis

In recent years, there has been an increased interest in whether the

school from which one graduated makes a difference in terms of career

(Sblmon and Taubman, 1973). Our interest is in determinift the career

impact of an education received from a predominantly black or a pred'omi-:

nantly white college. Most of the predominantly black colleges are located

in the South, and for many years they provided the major opportunity for

Southern blacks t btain'higher education.

Criticism of black colleges by Jencks and Riesman (1967) had led to

further studies that provide an analysis of the academic and social charac-

tetistics of these institutions (Thompson, 1973; Gurin and Epps, 1975;

Willie and Ndmonds, 1976). Sociologist Charles U. Smith accused Jencks and

Riesman of seereqtyping by lumping all...black colleges together and not

recognizing "the Significant difference among the ... institutions" (Smith,

e . One of b\E at;thors at 1sco v era -t ligi.- 0 lie %....rt.%fil 04: *Ile,
1976:195). For example, 4,,14Iereft- alumni had an academic or pro-

1 0 ,

fessional doctorate in a predominantly black college in Ge gia (Willie,

1976:12)% Yet Jencks and Riesman would not rate any blact institution

above "the,middle of the,national academic procession" (Jencks and Rieiman,

167:25). Even in colleges charactaized.ascbpen-docir, John Monro dis-

covered that "a seriou4percentage of [the] students are well above

average in intellectual ability" and "are clearly able to handle demanding

college work" (Monro, 1976:236). 'Thu's, black colleges should not be
. ,

stereotyped and cdllectyely called "academic disaster areas," as Jencks

41,
and'Riesman did several years ago (Jencks and Riesman, 1967:26), and ?
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neither should black students according to the findings of William

Boyd II (Boyd, 1974:14).

The characterization-of black colleges by Jencks and Riesman has been

discounted and effectively rebutted. In fact, Riesman admitted that "much

of what was said seemed to both its authors mistaken and only shortly after

it was published" (Willie, 1981!94).

Our study, then, can carry the analysis to a new level and compare

the racial characteristics of the undergraduate college by black scholars

and the effect, if any, that it has had upon their careers. The findings

from this analysis should not be generalized to all blacks. They are limited

to those who specialize in the social sciences
1 and humanities. Even

generalization at this level should .be approached with caution since our

411
study involved only six prototype fields. Most blacks with M.A. and Ph.D.

degrees attended predominantly white graduate schools.. This study is con-

Cerned, however, only with the racial characteristics of the undergraduate

school.

As seen in Table 11-1, over half of the blacks in the sample graduated

from predominantly black colleges. They and their'counterpart -- the 46.2%

r,

of blacks who graduated from predominantly white colleges -- are the study

population for this analysis. By sex category,.the participation of black

scholars in predominahtly black and predominIntly white schools is similar;
Y.

55.2 percent of the males and 56.9 percent of the females attehded

nantly black schools. A high proportion of blacks who were undergraduates

in schools-of both racial categories have doctoral degrees,--68 percent of
0

the graduates of
predominantlylidack and 78 percent of the graduates of pre-

!

0 dominantly white schools.
I.

a



Since only one white scholar in our study received a bachelor degree

from a predominahtly black college, whites will not be included in this

analysis. The fact that whites chose not to attend'predominantly black

colleges merits some attention. Although we have no data to determine the

reasons so few whites attended predominantly black institutions, it is possi-

ble to speculate. Predominantly black institutions reflect on the segre-

gatory history of race relations in the South. Prior to the Civil War,

enslaved blacks were excluded by law from the pursuit of education. After

the Civil War, missionaries and other groups established private predominantly

black colleges to provide an education that would not otherwise have been.

available to blacks (81-Owning and Williams, 1978).. When the doctrine of

"separate but equal" was denunciated by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1896, these

institutions and the predominantly black public colleges were limited to

black students. Although attitudes toward racial segregation have changed

dramatically in the South since the 1954' Brown decision, the data concerning

white enrollment at predominantly black institutions suggeSt that sharing

institutions that have been historically predominantly black has not yet

been widely experienced by whites. Whether the absence of such experience
411P.

has been 'due to persisting beliefs in "white Sup/lemacy" or an absence of

knowledge of what these colleges have done and can do, we cannot determine

10,

with the data at hand.

A

It is important to note that predominantly black, colleges are not

exclusionary on -the basis of race. Many were founded by whites and have

continued to appoint whites and scholars of other races to their faculties.

Kannerstein (1978) noted that one of the missions of predominantly black

colleges.is to improve race relations. or are some exclusion#ry 11 ad-
.

1/43 yA
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missions. Many black colleges accept students with a range of qualifica-
,

23f
14.-or

tions-based on past performance and attempt to improve their academic skills

during the college years (Willie and MacLeish, 1976:132-148).

The analysis will fOcus first on the age of black scholars and the

racial classification of the schools from which they graduated. Scholars

40 or under attended college in the post-Brown era and probably had a wider

range from which to choose. COnsequently, age is an important variable to

study to determine if there are variations in the proportions of younger

and older blacks who attended predominantly white colleges. This analysis

is particularly important in the light of the prediction by Riesman and

Jencks, that ambitious blacks would probably bypass predominantly black schools

in the era of desegregation (Riesman and Jencks, 1968:1617).

Earlier we reported that a majority of the black scholars in the sample

graduated from predominantly black schools, as seen'in Table 11-1. We also

noted, as shown in 'Table 11-2, that a majority of these scholars teach in

predominantly black schools. These are not necessarily the same individuals.

Not all black'graduates of,predominantly black schools teach in such settings,

and not all black graduates of predominantly white colleges teach in schools

of this racial classification. 'About one-qurter of the black faculty who

graduated from black schools currently work at predominantly white schools,
A

and slightly more than one-third of the black fadulty currently employed in

:Tedopinantly.black schools have predominantly white alma maters.
1

To determine whether the racial composition of °he's undergraduate

college'is associated with the career development of black professional

scholars, the;undergraduate school of matriculation will be held constant.

Then variationg, if any, in terms of the racial classification of the place
0

I) rs



of first and current appointment (Table 11-3), first and current rank

(Table 11-4), and current salary (Table 11-5) will be analyzed. Likewise,

the college of current appointment will be held constant and variations,

if any, in the racial classification of the college of original matricula-

Y,e)

1A-5.

tion will be determined. These analyses should enable us to determine whether

black scholars who attended predominantly black colleges are more likely

to teach as professionals in predominantly black or in predominantly white

colleges. Of those who teach in predominantly white schools, our analysis

should reveal whether their current rank and compent'ation vary by the

.racial classification of the college from which they gradUated. We also can

make a similar determination for black scholgTs who teach in predominantly black.

schools. From this analysis we can tell'Whether predominantly black schobls

and predominantly white schools tend to recruit or attract to them black

schblars who have attended similar-type schools.

Age of Scholar and Undergraduate School

3b.

As mentioned in an earlier chapter, the black scholars in this study

covered an age range of 49 years from ages 21 to 70; their median ipge was

46 yeart.

An analysis of the predominant race of the undergraduate college

attended by age of.the respondents reveals an inverse relationship between

these two variables (Table 11-1). Those black,scholars who were over 5

years old at the time of our study were more likely to have attended pre-
:,

dominantly bla0. caleges than predominantly white colleges. Those who

were 41-50 years old were evenly divided between predominantly blaCk

and predominantly white colleges. Black scholars aged 31-40, who would

have begun college in the posts-Brown era in the'late 1950s ana dtirtng the
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1960s, were more likely,to have attended predominantly white colleges. Even

this group, however, had a significant proportion that attended predominantly

black colleges.

The overall pattern reveals that more younger scholars attended pre-

S

dominantly white colleges when compared with the college-going patterns of

older scholars. In part,'this is undoubtedly attributable to racial dis-

crimination that prevented older blacks from attended predominantly white

colleges..

The
including the

he relatively large number of blacks of all ages, young,

who attend predominantly white colleges, also is due to the rapid adcelera-

ition in their college-going rate. In 1950, the number or blacks 25 years ,

and over who had graduated from college was' only 177T000 (U.S. Bureau of

the Census, 1979:145). The National Center for Educational Statistics sur-

4f
veyed fall enrqllments 1978 and found 1,054,325 blacks in all institutions

of higher education (National Center for Edudational Statistics, 1980:101).

Literally, it was impossible for this number of students to be

.accommodated by the 100 or so historically black colleges or the 144 pre-

dominantly black schools currently identified by the National Advisory

Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities

(National Advisory Commissionoft1979:13). The total system of higher educa-

tion had to respond to the'increased number and proportion of blacks "Oho

desired a college education. The number of blacks enrolled in historically

black colleges else() has increased' since the Brown decision.
Thus, the higher

proportion of blacks now in predominantly white colleges compared with the

proportion-in pre-BTown years does not indicate a- rejection of the his-

tCrically black schools by blacks.

O
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Our data reveal that 42percent of the black scholars 40 years, of

age and under enrolled in predominantly black schools. A substantial pro-
.'

portion of younger black scholars has chosen to attend predominantly black

colleges. Sincelegal barriers Jo atte predominantly white colleges had

been removed, a proportion this size indicates that predominantly black

colleges continued to be attractive learni g environments for a significant-

number of blacks during the early decade of the age of official desegrega-

tion.
fN

b-

e Black scholars as a group have had diversified educational experiences

over the years. Even during the age of officially sanctioned-4egregation,

about one-fourth of older scholars over 50 attended predominantly white

colleges. 'Future studies, of black college students may shedl,More light on

the question of how blacks select their undergraduate colleges. The in-

creased number of blacks seeking higher education, their careers land other

life goals, as well as-their past experiences are factors that should be

included in such studies.

Our study suggests that when blacks have choices; as a group they

will exercise them over a range of options and will participate in settings

91. in which they are the majority or the minority. With reference to whites,

however, our study reveals that they have beet-IF-slow to accept the status

and role of the minority.in institutional settings that are predominantly

black.

Employment Category, Teaching'Rank, and Salary

The career patterns of those blacks who had attended predominantly

. s

black colleges differed in some important respects from the career

patterns of those who attended predominantly white colleges. Employment
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category, teaching rank, and salary will be analyzed for black scholars

with respect to the racial classification of the undergraduate school

they attended, as seen in Table 11-3, 11-4, and 11-5. A majority of both

6oups began their careers in academic positions and'remained in academic

positions at the time of the study ,(see Table 11-3). That these individuals

.24/3

have been committed td a lifetime of scholarship is demonstrated by the fact

----1

that 'the proportion working in education currettly varies less than 1 percent

from the proportion that found employment in this sector immediately after

graduate school. The proportions who currently work in academic settings-

in groups of blacks who graduated from both kinds ot schools is similar

slightly more than 7 out o every 0 who attended predominantly white schools,

and slightly less than 7 out,of e ery 10 who attended predominantly black

schools.

Of blacks who held teaching positions at the college level, the largest

proportion of both groups (graduates dfpredominaritly blaok and predominantly

white-schools) began their careers at the rank of instructor or assistant

professorui- 61.3 percent of the blacks who attended predominantly black under-

graduate colleges and 70.9 percent of the blacks who had Attended predomi-

nantly white undergraduate colleges, as seen in Table 11-4. The slight

difference in the above figures is perhaps a resu3t of the larger pioportion

of the bla, graduates of predominantly black colleges who began their.

academic careers at the rank of full professor compared to black graduates
0'

of predoMinantly white colleges. Beginning ap academic career at the high

end of.the teaching scale is different from the usual academic career pattern.

A high proportion of graduates from predominantly black colleges returned

:=Ait
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to such schools as teachers. We know from the life-history analysig that

predominantly black schools tend to be less concerned about i:stricting

the rank of teachers .at the beginning of their careers.. We will be able -----

to 'determine if our conjecturejt fact in a

)
ter analysis that will hold

I

the racial category of schools cpnstant.

All current professorial ranks at the time of the study were remarkably

similar for graduates of both types of colleges. Similar proportions of
(

both groups fell into each teaching rank; including the rank of full pro-

61:or, which was slightly more than one-third for each group, according

to Table A majoIlty of'both groups at the time of the study were

associate professors.and full professors-. The slight head start that black

graduates of predOMinantly white colleges had, charticularly at_the full-

Yoferaor level, did not hold up through the years as- careers developed.

The median current annual salary of blacks who graduated from predomi-

nantly whiteltolleges was approximately $4,460 higher than the median of

blacks who graduated from predominantly black colleges (Table 11-5).
(

This difference mews that bladk scholars who attended undergraduate schools
4,..

where whfEes were a majofity of the student*body,tepded to earn in later years.

about o4efifth more than blacks who attended 'predominantly b schools,

despite the fact that no
significant difterenh in rank was observed between

deltt

the scholars in these two populations. Again, we suspect that this income

.di4erence is due to the fact that .a.hrgher troportion of black scholars

wrio_graduated from black undergraduate schools tended to return to such

qqhools to teach. It is.probable.thatIthe
salary schedule in some predomi-,.

nantly black institutions of higher education it slightly lower than that

410
-x in some predomina tly.white schools, thus accounting for the lower earnings

y('

0 (7 de



in faculty in ese schools.

The major differe in salary distribution for the black schbiars

who graduated from schools with diffefint racial 'compositions is in the

$30,000 to $40,000 category; nearly l r'ilecentage points separated the pro-

portions in each group that attended different types of schools, and

favored the black graduates of predominantly white schools,. Few black
9

faculty members who attended either predominantly black or predominantly

white undergraduate schools earned $40,000 or more in 1980. This, was the

experience of about 1 out of every 10. Actually, black graduates of black

schools were 2 percentage points ahead in the high income category; but°

this difference perhaps is insignificant. At the lower end of the salary.

\

scale for professional scholars, the proportion of black professora,paid

less than $30,000 a year ran about 12 percentage points higher awing blacks

who received an undergra :te education in black - controlled schools

-Actually 66 percent of a these scholars earned less than $30,005, compared

to 54 percent of black Sc c olars educated in white-controlled sq'hools.

In summary, the salary differential for black scholars e u ated in pre-
,

dominantly blgck and predominantly white undergraduate schools insignifi-

cantly favors the scholars who raduated ffom black-controlled cplAcges in

the higher income range over $(40,000. 1e is against predominantly blAck

410i'

college graduates in the medium and low er

.

income range' of the salary -

schedule and, of.cour'se, 'in favor of graduates of predominantly white schgols

-

at these levels. Because the second and third salary levels include?pro-

ximately 90 percent of all of the scholars

0.
'4

ti
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-roetesP:twal5t,..tlfe-sele*y-{14-erftrelvy4-f the median salaty for black scholars

who graduate from predominantly.white Schools is nearly one-fifth higher

than the median fdr others.

Earlier we speculated whether the higher proportion oflfull professors

0

among graduates of predominantly black colleges was a function, of a tendency

for graduates of a particular kind of school to teach in a similar setting.

We had,evidence from the case studies that predominantly black,institutions

tend to;be mbre ljberal in granting higher ranks to individuals. Now, these

..-;

;
data on salary also cause us to speculate whether predominantly black inett-

(1.114elY , ,

tutions pay6higher salaries to more individuals in the top category of the

income hierarchy, but lag behind 4,t other salary levels? The answer td this

question should be manifested fp a later analysis that examines salary and
61''

rank of black scholars by"rhe racial category of the school that. employs

ehem.

Meanwhile, we shall conch this analysis on outcome differences

during a scholarly career between the graduates es of two categories of chools

with unique'racial populations by briefly examining the salary data by age.

Earlier we determined that younger black scholars under.40 years of age

;

tended to graduate from predominantly white' institutions of higher .education

more frequently than they graduated from othv iristitutionslliand that the d'

)

reverse of this situation is true for older black scholars. By controlling

for age we can discover whether salary differentirls for blacks who attended

.
schools of'different racial dompositions are functions of the binds of

----schools attended or the particular years of matriculation.

Analysis of the median Income in salaries by age.for black scholars

who graduated from predominantly black and predominantly white schools, as
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see; in Table 11-6, reveals great similarities between ..older scholars of

these *two groups and younger scholars of these two, groups. A 4 percent

difference in median-annual salary favOrs the black graduates of white-

/I
controlled schools among scholars who are over 50 years of age. And an

8-percent difference in median annual saldry favors the black graduates of 10

black - controlled schools among the younger scholars under 40 years,of age.

These differences are modest and are of little consequence. At the middle-

',

aged range 41-50 years, a $10,861 difference in median annual salary that

favors black graduates of predominantly white schools for certain

ficant; it represents a 45 percent increase in income of one group of
a

scholars over the other group.

$6 the age difference in salaries for black graduatep of.the two

different kinds of ,schools is confined largely to the age group that

straddled the pre- and post-Brown eras. Black-scholar graduates of pre-

dominantly black schools during this transitional period did not substantially

mprovegtheir income position over the earnings of younge scholars who

graduated from similar schools. , But black-scholar gradua es who attended

predominantly white schools during the first period that a real choice was

available regarding the racial composition of the college one would attend,

earned-substantially more than their counterparts who remained in Segregated

schools-. This salary difference in favor of graduates of predominantly

white schools did not hold for the next generations of college students.

The salary differential observed for_the 10-year age cohort that,

straddled the Years of the Brown decisions of 1954 and 1955 may reflect

personal characteristics of the individuals more than differences in the

kinds of schools they attended. The persons who elected to attend an under-

t),

e.



graduate school where they would be a minority when opportunity first

became available could be the more assertive, daring, and adventurous in-

dividuals, IN personal characteristics if carried over in their work

may have contributed to,economic advancement, conpared with others a bit

. . .

more cautious and unwilling to be pioneerS in a new predominantly white

educational setting. Another possibility is that the salary diffeiential

for this age cohort, that favors the black graduates of predOminantly white
.,-.. .

4
schcrolsmayindeedreflectthe.emplOymenr.networksAn-jahich.the -black

,. .,

. .
. A

students became'enmeshad in these schools. And while no.significant
v

. '4... .
.,

. i .

. . , ,,,,'7
,

Sarari difference appears lor the younger age cohort-of..biaCk scholars,who
.

.,,.

enrolled in predominantly hlack,andpredominantly white institutions:for under-%
...-

13

graduate stud,-in due time such diffferences could appear. The basis for
'

this statement and,the conjecture about the possible contriblation of hpre-
.

dominantly white.sohool to future employment opportunities is Willis Hawley's

"tentative, finding" that "students whO have attended desegregated secondary

schools are more likely to acquire higher-status jobs than those from segre7

gated schools" (Hawley,1.981:153). Hawley explained that "since access

to higher-status jobs seems to be significantly affected byinterpesonal

.

contact, attending a desegregated college may tae-an important source of

social mobility foi minorities" (Hawley; 19E1:153).

$ A third qx0ianation of the'presenceof a satiry differential for the

4.

41-50 years age group of black.scholars but not forathe,younger age group

under 40 years is presented. Despite the fact that bdtlk woupar:attended

`schools.ttat varied by racial composition of student body, it is possible

,!

that the younger age group maybe experiencing the effects of public law sAch

411i,
as the Civil, Rights Act of 1964 and the affirmative-action requirjkit of

0
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;

it, as well as other laws, orders, and regulations that limit the powtr

of whites. Thus, the preferred position of the.majorfty population and

whatever benefits were derived by blacks from association with such'a group

could be diminishing for the youngest age cohort.

-.

With.rqerence to the younger age group under
.

40 years there is an°
-

1_,..
f

interesting salary fluctuation that should be mentioned. Both means and' 'o -

medians for ehe.three agecohorts tend to increase and get .larger insa
. .

direct association with age; older worker s in the labor forge tend to make
<

.

more money t 'han younger workers. This fact is true of, all distributions
o

,

except that of the means for black scholars bylage who attended predominantly

white schools. The distribution 'of mean salaries for the age cohort s

. ,

indirectly associated with year of birth of black scholars in the labo

411 force; younger black scholars have the highest mean salary; middle-age

4,-

blacks are next, and older blacks last. Means, of course, are more Sri

stable measures of central tendency than medians. The medians fats these

age cohorts follow the expected pattern with a direct'association for all

ages and both groups of black scholars. -
, .

The unique indirect association of income means and,age cohorts for,

black scholars who ate alumni of .predominantly white schools isamentioned

because these measures are probably influenced' by,a fewlibtinger blacks who

make extraordinarily high salaries. In an earlier'chapter it was mentioned

that young blacks tend to earn higher salaries thin young whites only if.

k

they are, affluent. Moreover, the earlier analysls,revealed,that-not ail

young blacks are affluent, 'that the affluent consis,i of about 13 percent '

of all the black scholars in this study. This small proportion presumably

has such,an,impact that the mean salary for the under-40 age group,is

r

ei Cs 0

0,

.

s ' K.
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pulled to a level,of S16,718 abpve the median salary fo r the same age

cohort.

The reason for asserting"that this small grout affluent young

blacks who attended Predominantly white undergiaduate schools may be pro-

spering because of their employment networks and contacts if our observa-

tion "andanalysis of young black scholars who graduated from predominantly

black schools. Their.multiple, indicators of salary central tendencies are

similar; and disper'sion'around a-ceritral tendency apparently is not great.

The mean annual salary'of black-tscholar graduates of predominantly black

schools was almot the same as the median, only$343 greater; and, of'

course, the mean salary for eachage cohort increased as age increased.

These data suggest that most younger blacks who graduated from predominantly

black schdols earned similarsalaries. A few did not run far_ahead of

others, as did young black graduates of predominantly white sthoOlS.

Thus any concluSion that affirmative action has-run .itS course and

blacks are earning more money than whites of'a similar:age group should
,

be qualified and limited only to-affluent young blacks and then further

qualified and limited largely to affluent young blacks wha-k.raduate frorb

predominantly white schOols. Such qualifications so far as affirmative
O

4
,

.

.action in the employment of black schdlars is concerned mean that affirma-

.,..- tive action has run its Bourse for about JO percent of black scholars in

,
.

.

.

%

the
,social sciences and in the humanities. 2he'progress of 90 percent

.

r
,.

. . should remain under surveillance.
.

A.
Salary and Rank by Racial Category of

School of Employment . -

ep to this point we have been analyzing the push effect of scholarly



success. Essentially we were exploi-ing in a gross way how the learning

environment nurtured and equipped one to go forth and succeed.

Now we wish to turn our attention to the pull effect on scholarly

success. Wh'at kinds of black-scholars do institutions of higher education

in the United States recruit? Are there .differences in the kinds of scholars

recruited 1667 predominantly black' and by predominantly white colleges? How

do predominantly black and predominantly white institutions reward black

scholars in terms of salary and rank? And finally, do these two kinds

of schools make a-distinction between black scholars who graduated from

predominantly black aq from predominantly White colleges? This analysis

is undertaken because the' differences that we observed earlier could be

functions of the institution of undergraduate matriculation.

As seen in Table 11-2, black teaching scholars who graduate from pee-

N. -V

dominantly bleak schools tend to return to teach in such st.hools. In our

study, almost three-quarters of,,the sch4ars in the'social sciences and in

the humanities who graduated froM predominantly, black schools are currently

employed at such schools; but one -quarter of them afe employed at predomi-
.

.nantly white schools. Of black faculty who graduated frdm predominantly.

white schools, just under two-thirds currently work at such schools and

one -third do9not. .0Viovsly both kinds,,:of schooll have a pervasive effect

on their graduates; but the predominantly black schools have a stronger

# v
holding power over theirgraduatesby percentage points compared with

black graduates of ptedominantly white schools in inducing them to serve

a schdol simirix to the qne'rom which they graduated. This fact tends to

/ 0

,support the hypothesis that. the best way to ensure a'plentiful supply of -:
"Th

A,

% -

( I 4
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minority candidates for servict in .cte's own educational institution, or

in othe?institutions similarly,situated as one's own, is to "grow your

own."

A comparison of those black scholars who came back to work in the

kinds of schools from which they graduated with those who dicrnot will

provide some additional information concerning the impact of the predomi-

nant race of undergraduate college on career development. Concerning

annual- salary, black gcholars who work in predbminantlY.white colleges

received a median salary that is one-fifth higher than the median received

.

by black scholars who work in predominantly black academic settings

(Table 11-7 a, b). She.prdHominantly white institutions of higher education

reward them black prOfess6r4 with higher income compared to what predomi-

nantly black institutions are willing to pay. But they are not so generous

with academic rank (Table 11-8): Predominantly black schools appoint or

promote almost twice as many faculty to the full professor level as do pre-
,

dominantly white institutions. The modal .category for black faculty in pre-

dominancly white colleges ls at the associate professor level. This finding

. .

contrasts with the modal category for black faculty In schools controlled j

6

115% members,of their own race, which, as noted above, is at the rank of

professor.
, .

We have shown that there are different working conditions in the

different schools analyzed in this study. 'Predominantly white schools

teed to pay black scholars higher salaries but givd them lower professional

rank. Predominantly black schools tend to pay.black scholars lower salaries

but give them higher professorial rank. The question remains, do these.' '

ti
(1 r"
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Schools make distinctions between bladk scholarirwhom they hire in terms
0

of their undergraduate educational experiences? To state the issue

bluntly, do predominantly black and predominantly white colleges` and uni-

versities pay their black teachers more or less depending on the schools

from which they obtained their undergraduate degree, and do they award

rank that varies according to their previous educational experience?

In terms of payment of slack faculty in predominantly white-schools,

A

there is no salary differential associated with the racial composition '

of a scholar's undergraduate schools Blacks who graduated from predomi-

nantly black schools and blacks who graduated from predominantly white

schools were equal,in the salaries they earned-when they joined the

faculties of predominantly white schools; the median for, both groups was

$28,000. ,

In predominantly black schools, a salary diffgrence is seen that

correlates with the racial composition of the scholar's undergraduate

sChool,.and that favors black scholars who received their undergraduate

education in predominantly white schools. The median salary of $35,000

that predominantly blgdk schools pay their black scholars who studied for

undergraduate degree8 in predominantly white schools is 59 percent higher

than the median of'$22,001 paid to similar scholars and faculty members

who graduated from predominantly black colleges and universities. The

-4---modal pay category (42.9%) fqr black professors at bladk-colleges'with

B.A. degrees from predominantly white schools is $30,000 to $40,000

compared with a modal category (44.5%) under $20,000 for black profeisors

at black collegei with B.A. degree& from'predOminantly black schpols. On

,the basis of this finding, one,must conclude.that there is greater dis-

NPO

Cr( rf
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crimination in pay of faculty within predominantly black schools depending

on the predominant race of the undergraduate academy where the B:A. was

obtained than tOre is in predominantly white schools,*and that predomi-

nantly black schools 'favor graduates of predominantly white schools.

Predominantly black schools have been described as generOus in grant-

ing high rank to their teachers (Table 11-8). To scholas on t

.3

eir

faculty who went to predominant1j7 white schools for undergraduate studies,

these schools are extraordinarily generous. While at predominantly black

schools less than half of the black faculty with a black college under-

graduate background has an appointment as a full professor, this is the

experience of almost two-thirds of their black faculty members who attended

white-controlled schools as undergraduates.

As mentioned earlier, predominantly white colleges are less generous in

*the.r
awarding high rank tops black faculty members. Yet more than one-quarter

of the,black faculty in the humanities and social sciences in our study have
. -

.."

attained the rank of full professor in a predominantly white college. This
,

proportion embraces all black profesors, those educated initially in either
A

predominantly black or predominantly white schools. A modest degree of

inequity appears in rank when black scholars from the two different edUca---

tional backgrounds are compared. Unlike the predominantly black colleges,

which favored blacks who graduated from white-controlled schools, the

predominantly white colleges and unipersities favored in a modeSt way black

scholars with predominantly black college backgrounds and tended to award.

them higher ranks.

Wile part of the difference in pay and in rank that predominantly,

black colleges award black faculty who are alumni of white-controlled schools.

'-
40 V
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may be attributed to the self-fulfilling prophecy Df believing(that 4-edoliqnantly*

. 40

white schuls are better and then rewarding the graduates of such schools

more generously, t4ereby confirming the belief, partof the difference also

may be attributed to the characteristics of the individual scholars. Those

.;inclined to seek out new situations unlike those to which they have become

-

accustomed prsibet.17 are the more assertive whO, in the words bf Shakavear,e,

are made of "serne stuff." When such individuals who had roots in the

black 'community and n predominantly black schools sought employment oppor-

4

tunities in predominantly white schools, they too were rewarded high rank

compared with others who had longer experience ita predominantly white settings,

although no differential in income waS,obseved.
A>

Lending credence to the idea thatthe minority of black scholars who.

choose to work in an educational setting unlike the one they knew as young ---\

,
. - .

college students probably are more assertive and daring than thtige who

return to what they already know is the finding that derives fiom abrief

analysis of how the higher paid professors may maximize their opportunities.

This is a cross - sectional and riota longitudinal analysis; thus, findings

should be accepted with great caution as suggestive only:

About 22 percent of black professors in predominantly black schools.

who graduated from predominantly black schools eat n 130,000 or more; but

38 percent of bladk professors in predominantly white schools who graduated

froM predominantly black,schools earn salaries at this level. Ablack

professor who was educated in a predominantly black school, then, has,a

eater probability of receiving a high salary if he or she teaches, in a

predominaritly white school than in a predominantly black school.

n
J



About 44 percent of the black professdrs in predominantly white schools

'who earned undergraduate degrees-in such schools are paid at the rate of

,

$304000 or above annually. But 57 percent of.the filack professors in pre-

. '..Fic,o) (Ire .boll 1.1Y1)/ Pat, ,s( 1)0 ;

dominanily.white schochs
A.
earn salariesat this level and above. Thus, the

probability that a black scholar with a predominantly white alma mater will

reteive,a highs salary is increased if he or she teaches in a-predominantly

black school.

Therefore, a black scholar with collegroots in the black community

may increase his or her probability of earning a higher salary by working

in a setting unlike the one inwhich he grew to maturity. Likewise, a black

..
.

scholar with college roots in the white community may increase his or%her

)
probability of eerning:a 11 gh salary by-working in a setting unlike the one

in which he,or she grew to maturity. Clearly the majority of black scholars .

.' .

appear to prefer to work In educatlonal settings that are similar to those

.,

they 'experienced as undergraduates. Only a,,minority is willing to risk the
,

, e .

/--.-

crossover experience.. "'s at minority tends to be rewarded for daring to

teach in either a pfedominanity black or a predominantly white setting.

wv.

Rank of Colleges.that Recruit Black Scholars

.
Another kind, of analysis also having to do with the pull effect is the

rank of a school among other colleges and universities.' Specifically we

asked: What kinds of predominantly white institutions of higher education

1.
tend to recruit black faculty? We used the ranking system in Barron's

Profile of American Colleges (BES, 1978). It has six categories: non-

competitive, less tompetitive, competitive, very competitive, highly com-

petitive, and most competitive. The categories take into account standardized
t

(1r

L,
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test scores (SAT or ACT) for the
1P06

most recent freshman class, grade-point

-average, class rank in high school, and proportion.of applicants admitted'

to those applying f.or admission to the school. A ranking system based in

part on strandardized test)scores does not acknowledge the various goals and

purposes of many institutions of higher education and iscertain to )e

controversial. /Such a ranking system is of doubtf%il validity as a universal

indicator of quality of education: Yet BarrdWe ratings are used widely.

Given the 4aaprs used 'in Barron's system andthe diversity of goals

o

'and lath-poses of institutiopa,, particularly those that serve large populations

of racial minority stud nts, it is not surprising that app;oXimately 9 out

-'-

of every 10 predominantly black .institions are ranked `as less competitive

or noncompetitive as seen:in Table 1179. Yet these schools are the alma

111

.

maters for substantial prbportion of the blacks who teach in predqminantly
.

white colleges and Univefsitles. Thus B ron's Atings do not indicate the

capacity of a schoql to provide an educational -foundation for future scholars
A

4

N
- . ..

.

who may'serve m.t,,all levels in the academic hierarchy in all. Colleges, in-
/ ,

eluding those of tib.high and low'rank.

Since Barron's-system is 4o widely aeknojiledged,- it may be o£ interest
,

to.rank the predominantly white Schools thateploy black Ptqfessors by it.

4

Oui goal is to determine where these schools fit in a hierarchy or ranking

system delAded not by blacks but representatives of the majority. For

/

example, are the predominantly white colleges and universities that recruit

black ,faculty most competitive, competitive, or'noncompetitive? Of all

predominaitly white colleges and universities rated by Barron; the mean,

median, and mode of the distribution are found in the category of competi-
.



tive whichincludes 51 percent1of the schools; about 35 percent are less

competitive or noncompetitive; and 13 to 14 percent, are highly competitive.,-

very competitive, or most competitive (Table 11-9).

As stated earlier, slightly more 'than a third of the black scholars

who pursued academic careers taught in predominantly white colleges shortly

after receiving their terminal degree; currently, however, just above

two-fifths teach in'such schools.

The four categories that range from competitive to most competitive

include 68 percent of the white schools (Taile 11-9), but:85 percent of

the black scholars currently teach in institutions'in which the student

body is of a racial population predominantly different from their own

(Table 11-4). Only one-sixth of the black, professors in predominantly

white schools teach in schools that Barron rated as less competitive or

lower.. Blacks are not randomly distributed among colleges and universities

but are disproportionately pulled to higher status institutions when they

accept appointments in predominantly white rather than predominantly black

schools.

We know that there is a tendency for individuals.to work in settings

that are similar to those that they experienced earlier. This phenomenon

does not explain the dispropottionate number of blacks in schools that are

ranked high at the level of competitive and above. While some may have

graduated from such schools, at least a third of all black teachers in

the humanities and social sciences who teach in predoiinantly white schools

graduated from predominantly black schools (Table 11-10), 93 percent of

which were ranked as less competitive lower (Table 11-9). -Thus, the

blacks from these schools who joined faculties of competitive or very
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'competitive predominantly white schools probably were pulled intothe new

Settings either because of the educational value that these competitive

O

Oe

schools placed on racial diversity within the faculty, or because these

schoolSwere more vulnerable to the penalties of public law if they failed

to implement affirmative-'action hiring policies, or because black scholars

perceived predominantly white competitive and very.competitive schools to

be more desirable settings in which to work compared with less competitive

and noncompetitive predOminantly white schools.
4

There is evidence that the elite, primed ,1 inantly white colleges and

universities now value racial diversity intheir faculties in addition to

other reasons that may lie behind their recruitment of black faculty and

other professionals. While only6.2 percent of the predominantly white

institutions rated by Barron are ranked at the two highest levels (Table

11-9), 17.4 percent of all black faculty members in predominantly white

institutions are-in highly competitive or most competitive schools. These

schools have disproportionately recruited blacks by a factor of nearly

three compared to their proportion in the distribution of all schools.

While racial diversity appears to be of tvalue in the faculty recruit-

ment strategy of highly competitive and most cottetitive institutions,

these schools more readily will accept black faculty members if they

graduated from predominantly white schools. In our study, graduates of pre-
,

dominantly black colleges served on faculties of predominantly white com-

petitive and very competitive schools; but none from this source was on the

social sciences,or humanities faculties of the highly .competitive or most

1
4

competitive schools. Blacks on such faculties all had undergraduate degrees

mom schools with student bodies that were similar to the predominantly white
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schools.

Among less competitke, noncomp,etitiVe, or unranked predominantly

,white colleges in our study there is an underrepresentation of black

faculty members compared to*the proportion of suc schools in the distri-

bution of all predominantly white schools in the Barron population. Nearly

a third of,the Barron schools fall inthe bottom two ranks (Table 11-9);

but only one-sixth of the black faculty in predominantly white schools in

our study were employed by such institutions. These predominantly white

schools of loW rank and prestige are not so concerned about the kinds of

.76e
1+145

undergraduate schools from which their faculty graduated; they have black

fiCulty who attended predominantly black and predominantly, white colleges.

To come up to par the'low-ranked white schools would have to double the

proportion of all blacks who teach in predominantly white schools that they

now have. Since the racial classification of a black faculty member's under-

graduate school seem not to matter, it would appear that the predominant

white low status schools have disproportionately low numbers of all blacks

who teach in white Settings either because racial divesity of the faculty

is not a high priority or blacks chose not to accept appointments that were

offered. Because some blacks have joined the faculties of these schools

and the numbers, although small, are similar for blacks who obtained

.baccalaureate degrees from predominantly black and predominantly white colleges;

one is led to believe that racial.diversity is a lower priority for such

schools and that this accounts for their disproportionately low number of

black faculty members.
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Table 11-1 Predominant Race of Colleges Where Black Scholars Obtained B.A. Degrees

Age

;Years)

.Number

,(a) (b)

Percent by Age

(a) (b)

Percent

(a)

by College

(b) (c)

. .

71-80 7 3 7.7 3.9 70.0 30.0 100.0

61-70' 11 3 12.1 3.9 -- 78.6 21.4 100.0
.%

51-60 23 8 25.2 10.5 74.2 . 25.8 100.0
f.

41-50 19 19 20.9 25%0 50.0 50.0 100.0

31-40 29 38 31.9 50.1 . 43.3 56.7 100.0

21 -30 2 5 . 2.3 6.6 28.6 71.4 100.0

totals 91 76 100.0. 100.0 54.5 45.5 100.0

(a) predominantly blackt; (b.) predominantly white; (c) total



Table 11-2

, ...,....'

1

I '

r

Predominant Race of Colleges Where Black Scholars Obtained B.A.
.

by Predominant Race
of College Employment (Percentage across)

_.

r

Predominant . First Postdoctoral Position
Race ofA
UndergAduate
College

(a) (b) (c). (a)

N '% N N %

t Black
1

58 79.5 15 20.5 73, A50 74.6

White 21 42.0 29 58.0 50 17 35.4

Totals . 79' 64.2 44 35.8 123 67 58.3

(a) predominantly black college; (b) predominantly white college; (c) total
P

* P

. ,

'1/4.....

I

Current Position '

'` (b) . (c)

N

17 X5.4 67

31 64.6 48

48 41.7 115

4 . e

')11-1
) i

1
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Table 11-3 EmployMent Category of- Black Scholars by Predominant Race of College

. where B. A. Was Obtained

Predominant
Race of
Undergraduate
College-

First Postdoctoral Position Curtent Position

TotalA6demic Nonacademic. Total. Academic Nonacademic

4111-- N

Black 67 72.8 25 27.2 92 65 73.0 24 ,27.0 89.

-

White' 50 67.6 24 32.4 74( 51 68.9 23 .31.1 74

a

Totals 117 70.5 49 29.5 .166- 116' 71.2 47 213.8/ 163

I

'11'1(.7
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Table 11-4 . EmpfoymenIC Rank of BlackScholars'b3? Predominant Race

of College where B.A. agaS;Obtined,
.

First Postdoctoral

Predomi-
nant
Race of
Under-
gradu-
ate
College (a) (b) (c) (d)

N 72 N % N

Black' 1.6 10 16.1 28 45.2 14 22.6 9

Wh4te 2.1 '8 16.7 26 54.2 11 22.9

(b)

1 Current Position

(c) (d)

a

(e)

14'.5 .62

4.2 4Eh.

. ,

r.i

, Gyis

.
2;2

18 30.5

14 30.4

16 27.1

14 ,30.4

23 38.9

17 -3-7.0

(a)leciprer; (b) instructor; .(c) assistant professor;

3 I n

0.

-
'associate professor; (e) full professor; (f) total

31'
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Table 11-5 Current Salary of Black Scholars by Predominant Race of College-where B.A. Was Obtained
W.,

)

I

. ,c,
Predominant .

Race of
Undergraduate

._

4. too nril_cn nnn t

...u.l..1.u6v

......._.....

: - N % N % N % . N % N

Black

White
.

Totals

. 12

7

25.5

18.9

19

13

40.4
; k

35.1

10

0

13

23

21.3

35.1

6

4_
1Q

12.8.._

10.8,

'47 ,

b

37

$27,642

$37,186

,$24,040

$28,500

19 22.6 32 38.1 27.4

..

11.9 84

rf 1 i1
0 A: ....

........

\

...........

',

0

t

t

C_, 1'?
le 0 J. '

/
..e

O.
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Table 11-6 'Current Salary by Age by Predominant Race of College where B.A. Was Obtained

o

4

Predominantly Black Undergraduate Colleges Predominantly White Undergraduate Colleges
4

Mean MedianAge
(years)

N Mean Median

4 40 18 $24,287 $23,944 22 $38,818 $'22,100

41-50 12 $26,097 $24,000 9
. ,."

$34,861 $35,000

over 50 18 $31,941 $30,137 0,6 $34,687 $31,440

A

4



Table 11-7 Current Salary-of Black Scholars by Racial Category of College Where B.A. Was Obtained

a. Black Scholars Employed in Predominantly Black Colleges

Predominant
'Race of
Undergraduate
School

Current Salary Total Median

$20,000
4

N

$20,001-
$30,000

N %-

$30,001-
$40,000

N %

$40;001-
$50,000

N, %

Black 12 44.5 9 33.3 3' 11.1 3 11.1 27 100.0 $22,001

White 2 28.5 1 14.3 3 42.9 1 14.3 7 100.0 $35,000

Totals 14 41.2- 0 29.4 17.6 4 11.8 34 100.0 $21,000

b. Black Scholars Employed in, redominantly White Colleges

Current Salary Total

4

Median

Predominant
Race of
Undergraduate $20,001 $30,001 $40,001

School $20,000 $30,000 $40,000, $50,000

N % I N % N N

Black I 5 62.5 3 37.5 8 100.0 $2'8,000

White X8./ I 6' 37.5 6 37%5 1 6.3 16 100.0 $28,000

Totals 3 12.5 14 45.8' 9 37.5 1 4.2 24 100.0 $28,000

3/6.

44, a,

31 7°



Table 1 Employment Rank of BlackiScholars by R1 Category of College From Which B.A. Was Obfaill,

41k-

Predominant.'
Race of
Undergraduate
School (a)

N

a. Black Scholars Employed in Predominant y Black Colleges

(b)

N 1

(c)

N

(d) (e)

N

(f) .

N'

Black - - 1 2.6 13 34.2 8 21.1 16 42.1 38 100.0

White - - - - 3 18.8 3 18.8 10 62.4 . 16 100.0

Totals - - 1 1.9 16 29.6 11 20.4 26 48.1 54 100.0

Predominant
Race of

Undergraduate

b. Blacks Scholars in Predominantly White Colleges

School (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

N % N N % N

Black 3 18.8 8 49.9 5 31.3 16 100.0

-;White
11 37.9 11 37.9 7 24.2 29 , 100.0

Total 14. 31.1 19 42.2 12 26.7/ 45 100.0

c
(a) lecturer; (b) instructor; (c) assistant professor; (d) associate professor; (e) full professor; (f) total

1.

3 1

C) 1
A. ;



Table 11-9 Barron's Ratings of Colleges

Ratings Predominantly Black Colleges Predominantly White Colleges All Colleges

N N N

Most Competitive 34 . 2.6 34 2.5 .

Very Competitive 47 3.6 47 3.4

Highly Competitive 101 7.8 101 7.3

Competitive 6 7.1 699, 54.2 705 51.2

Less Competitive 74 88.1 339 26.2 413 30.0

Non-Competitive 4 4.8 72 5.6 76 5,5

Totals 84 100.0 1,292 100.0 1,376 99.9

a

n 1\



Table 11-10 Ranking of College of Current Employment fdf Blacks Who Currently Work in Predominantly White

Colleps by Race of College Where B.A. Was Ob'tai'ned

Predominant
Race of
Undergra uate

'Rank of College of Current Employment

College, (a) (b) (c)

N % N

(d)

N.

(f)

% .N

(g)

N

(h)

N

Black .
.

- 2 11.8 9 10 58.8

.

4 23.5 0. - - 17

White 1 3.4 1 2 6.9 16 55.2 3.4 4 13.8 4 13.8 29

Totals 1 2.2 3 6. 3- 6.5 56.5, 5 '10.9 4 8.7 4 '8.7 46

(a)'unranked; (10 noncompetitive; (c) less compet ive; (d) competitive; (e) very competitive; (f) highly

competitive; (g) most competitive; (h) total

4



Table 11-10 Ranking of College of Current Employment by Predominant 'Race of College Where B.A. Was Obtained .

(Blacks Only)

Predominant
Race of
Undergraduate
College (a) (b) .

(d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

N % N N % N .
N N

Black 0 2 2.9 39 57.4 23 '33.8 5.9' 0 68

White 1 2.1 1 2.1 AO. 21.3 24 2.1 5 40.6 5 ,10.6, 47

rt

Totals 1 0.9 3 2.6 49, 42.6j 47 40.9 5 4:3 5 4.3 5 4.3 115

(a) unranked; (b) noncompetitive; (c) less competitive; (d) competitive; (e) very competitive;s(f) highly

competitive; (g) most competitive; (h) total

32'1 5 J



Chapter 12

Similarities and Differences Between
Five Outstanding Black Scholars At a National Sample

of Scholars

We determine now whether the five outstanding black scholars are

similar to or different from other'scholars in a national sample who

ranked them. This analysis enables us to state specifically the charac-

)
teristics, if any, that differentiates outstanding scholars from others

in the fields. The analysii will examine ascribed characteristics such

0
as age, sex, and region of birth, and acquired characteristics such as

,educatIon and employment experiences: Also family background factors, Pi'r

example the education and occupation of parents, dill be examined to

determine whether these ate associated with professional achievement and,

if so, how.

Ascribed Chaacteristic;

All five outstanding black scholars are cl assified as male.
. -

As a group, they'are Ake the s'ample-population of black ,scholars in

,hichteryand women are-more equ ributed (three-fifths -to-two---

fifths). The all-male group of utstanding black scholars is closer to
41*. _

the sex distribution in the sample of white scholars that is fOur-fifthe

male and one-fifth female.

With a mean agei 59 years, the outstanding black scholars ar

seasoned individuals most of whom have experienced more than si decades -

of living. Time apparently is an ineortant component in the achievement
ti

of outstanding professional ;tatus in the humanities and e social
.

sciences; these have been called wisdom fields. Thew erage age of the.

411
outstanding black scholars -.is approximately one an obe-half decades

o 1
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beyond that of the sample of black and of white scholars. In terms of

.age and experience, the outstanding black scholars differed from the ether

scholars studied. O
Most of the black scholars in the national sample were born in the

South and most of the white-Scholars were born in the North. The five

Outstanding scholarsiere unlike the scholars in minority or majority

groups in terms of region ofbirth; one was northern-born, two were

southern-born, and two were born outside the United States. Neither the

South nor the Nth could claim a majority of the outstanding,black scholars

as native Their region of birth revealed them to be a cosmopolitan
,=

conglomeration unlikk either blacks or whites in the sample,

Achieved Characteristics'

The scholars in our study received extensive educatidn; 72 percent

' of the blacks and 91 percent of-the whites had earned doctoral degrees.

All five.of the outstanding black scholars, however, had Doctor of Philosophy'

-e

degrees. This means, their educational attainment was closer to that of

0

0913

the sample of white scholars 'and -more-decriant-from;_that-of-other- blaork8-4'

As a group), the Outstandineblack scholars also were,tosMOpOlitan

in their experience of undergraduate educational settings: Their schools

had student, bodies that ranged from predominantly,idack.to predominantly

white; three scholars received bachelor's degrees from predominantly white

colleges and two from predominantly black colleges. In the sample of

other black scholars, nearly three-fifths graduated from predominantly

black dbchools and slightly more than two-fifthi from predominantly white
AV

schools. AlthOugh the racial composition of Je alma mater that most

111 blacks in the national sample attended was the revergifrof that experienced
. ,
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by most of the outstanding black scholars, as groups these two collecti-

vities had similar Cosmopolitan experiences matriculating in undergraduate

of ttie .9tyclet- bodi
schools that were diversified in terms of range of racial. composifionf In

this expeyience, the outstanding black scholars were similar to blacks in

the sample and different frot; the sample of whites, 99 percent of whom had

homogeneous racial encounters A undergraduate institutions that were pre-

dominantly white.

The outstanding black scholars, like other blacks in'the sample,

have taught in a range of schools in terms of racial composition of the

student body.* Two of the five received 4.nitia1 faculty appointments in

predominantly black schools. Currently all five teach or recently taught

in ptedominantly white schools. Initial appointments in predominantly

'III black and predominantly white schools was an experience that the outstand-

ing blacks, as a group, shared with;the sample of black scholars.

- Aftwir.,

The current or-most recent teaching, station for all outstanding black

scholars is on predominantly white college campuses. This experience

they have in common with the sample'of white scholars who currently ,teach.

almost exclusively'in such schools. Teaching in predominantly white schools

currently or in recent years, and studying or teaching in predominantly

black schools in the' ,
the outstanding black scholars have been exposed

'to.aIl sorts of cultural groups. As a group, their interracial experiences

are similar tothose ofother blacks but more inclusive in that each

individual has had. extensive experiences in intraracial-and interracial

settings; their interracial experiences as a group and a! individuals

411

differ greatly from-those of whites in'the sample who have experienced

more or less.homogeneous and exclusive-racial encounters with people/who

,t.
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I.

27.5"
ran%

have characteristics and customs that are similar- -to- their own. One could

4
classify the extraordinary cosmopolitan experiences that all outstanding

black scholars have had in predominantly black and in predominantly white

settings as a unique personal experience that probably has contributed to

their unique professional status. .

FamilyBackground Factors

Finally,+ we analyze family background factors to determine whether

there is an intergenerational effect. Our priMary concern is with the

education and occupation of parents.

Studies reviewed in chaptet 1 reported little intergenerational

correlation between the achievement of black offspring and the achieved

characteristics of their parents. Most studies limit analysis to inter-

generational effects, if any, between offspring and father. Our study--

will examine the association, if any, between education and occupation of

mother-andofather and achievement of offspring.

Coleman and Rainwater's study,reported in chapter 1 found..that most

Americans believe that, the most important ways for a person to improve

his social standing in this nation are to obtain a better education, work

hard, be ambitious, and receive 'encouragement from parents. The case

(3 tudies clearly reveal that the outstanding scholars followed all four
. ___

routes; they certain ere encouraged by their parents. This analysis

is to determine whether the achievements of the parents had a direct

effect upon the achievement of offspring.

. .

The parents of Outstanding black scholars had a mixed educational

history ranging from I father and 1 mother who did not complete high

.school to 1 father and 1 motherswhohad degrees from graduate school.

,`--; 0 9

vs..°
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Despite this wide range, most parents of these-scholars were high school

graduates; this was the experience of 4,of the 5 fathers and 4 of the

5 mothers. In educational attainment, these parents were ahead of but

closer to the norm of the parents of white scholars among whom 7 of every ,

0

10 mothers and fathers were high school graduates compared with parents

of other black scholars among whom only 5 of every 10 mothers and fathers

were high school graduates.

Limiting the analysis to higher education, 2 of the 5 fathers and 1
--

of the 5 mothers were college graduates among parents of the outstanding

black scholars. This educational experience was not dissimilar from that

of parents of other Scholars in the sample among whom one-fifth to nearly

two-fifthsof their parents were college graduates. The proportion of

parents who had graduated from college in all three study groups was higher

than that for the nation.

In general, the level of educational attainment for the parents of

all scholars lagged behind the educational attainment of their offspring.

However, it was ahead of the national norm for all adults over 25 years
fare s oc

of age. Moreover, the level of educational attainment of
A
outstanding

black scholars was ahead of that for the parents of other scholars in the

national sample.

Clearly, outstanding scholarship
.

among black offspring is associated

with enhanced education among parents. An interesting fact about the

educational attainment of parents of all scholars is the similarity in

amount of education received by mothers and fathers in each household.

This fact pay have as much to do with the scholarly achievements of the

offspring as the relatively high level of education :attained by their

Pt)
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parents.

$6,

4

With reference to employment; a major difference between the population

of outstanding black scholars and the sample of other scholars had do

with the labor force experience of their mothers. All mothers of outstanding

had .

black schdlars
/1.

worked; 3 of, the 5 were employed as professional workers.

Their experience was different from the mothers of other black'scholars'and

of white scholars in the sample among whom nearly two-fifths to nearly

three-fifths, 'respectively, were housekeeping spouses.

Of white scholars whose mothers worked, most had professional or

clerical jobs. But the mothers of -other black scholars who worked were

about equally distiibuted-between professional and clerical jobs, on the

-,one hand, and skilled and unskilled jobs, on the other. The kinds of jobs

that the mothers of outstanding black scholars had were not much different

from the kinds of jobs held-by mothers of other black scholars in the

sample. The major difference between these two populations was the pro-

portion of mothers in the labor force -- all of the mothers of outstand-

ing black scholars versus two-thirds of the mothers of other black scholars.

,

However, a majority of the mothers in both group's of'black scholars worked;

in this respect, they had different labbr forge experiences than the mothers

of-white scholars among whom a majority did not wotk.

fathers of outstanding black scholars, 4 of the 5 had white-collar

'occupations. In thi's respect, they were similar to the sample of white.

fathers among whom 7 of every,10 were white-collar workers, and unlike the

fathers of other blacks in the sample among whoe3 to 4 of-every 10 were

white-collar workers. In summary, a majority of outstanding black

scholars and white scholars in the sample had fathers who held professional

c.
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jobs compared to the fathers of other black scholars, a majority of

whom were unskilled workers.

A better education, hard work, and ambition would appear to be not

only a characteristic of the butatanding black scholars but also a charac-

`teriatic, of their mothers and fathers. They appear'to transmit these
ti

values to their offsp;ing by encouraging them in extraordinary ways. The

fact that mothers can participate in this process fully because of their

educational and labor-force experiences may be the critical resource that

propels the outstanding black scholars toward their extraordinary acfiieve-

ment. This analysis indicates that attention should be given'to the cir-

cumstances and conditions of both parents and the effects of these; if any,

upon achievement and other outcomes of offspring. Certainly the kinds of

activities participated in by mothers of outstanding black scholars in our

study seem to be one experience that differentiates their families from

those of otter scholars.

SummarTand Conclusion

The outstanding black scholars are similar to NFL white scholars

in the sample in the sex composition of their, group, in-their level. of

-,educational attainment, and in their schools of current or most recent A

employment. All five are male; all earned the Doctor of Philosophy degree;

and all currently or most recently taught in predominantly white schools.

The educational and employment histories of outstanding black scholars

in terms of racial composition of school attended an racial composition

of institution of first professional appointment are similar to those of

other black scholeys in the sample. Three-fifths in one group received

baccalaureate .degrees from predominantly white schools and three-fifths in

4-
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the other group graduated from predominantly black schools. Three-fifths

in one group received first professional appointments in predominantly

white schools; and three-fifths in the other group received first professional

appointments in predominantly black schools. The simildrity isthat both

groups had members who attended'and,first worked in institutions that ranged

in racial composition from predominantly white to predominantly black.

In terms of parental background factors the levels of educational and

occupational attainment of the fathers of outstanding black scholars was

similar to that of white scholars in the sample; a high proportion were

college graduates and professional workers.
oi ars

The outstanding black scholars differed from both blaCOAand white

scholars in the sample in the educational and occupational experiences of

their mothers, in the cosmopolitan character of their personal experences,

and in age or maturity. Most motheNs,of the outstanding black scholars,

were in the labor force and worked in professional or skilled jobs-, had

attended college, and, had an education equal to that of. their husbands.

The five outstanding tcholars worked in nation-states or in regions within,

a country that were different from those in which they were born. In

addition, most of them had extensive interracial and intraracial experiences
a

derived from living in predominantly black and in predominantly white

communities and working in predominantly black and in predominantly white

schools. The humanities and social sciences are wirier, fields in which

or ,

wisdom mod maturity is somethfilg of value. The outstanding black scholars

had lived six decades or more and had gained a perspective on the problems

in their fields that one may obtain only with age.

ti
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Questions for Personal Interview with Five Black Scholars

a

1. How didijoti decide to go into your field?

2. What are your areas of specialization?

3. How did you choose
i
these areas?

t AW
4. Please tell me about each of the schools in which you enrolled, why you

decided to matriculate,.when, and special experiences at each school.

'5. Please tell me about each of the jobs that you have had, when and why

you worked for a taftictlar organization, particular accomplishment on

the job, and reasons why you left.

6. -What-impediments,--ifany, did you face in the development of youricareer?

.7. What impediments, if any, do other blacks face today in becoming a pro-

fessional in your field?

8. What positive expe4ences enhanced the.development of your career?

9. Are there specific things that you would recommend to enhance the career

of other blacks in your field?

o
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Data Sheet for Nevinst.e.Ps of.Outstanding Black Scholars

Please do not shite
in this column

I
I

ID
3 4

111 L.1 L__J
5 6 7 8

U
11

.11

--------

I. Please-indicate below information
ment and your employment the first
your highest degree

a. current position

A

about your current employ-
year after you received

Year of Current

Address Appoint- Annual

Job Title Name of Employment

and Rank Organization.

City,
State

ment to
this rank

Salary
(Optional)

b. Which category below bes, describes your current employment?

II

I I

II

II

I

I I

1.1

. Business or industry

2. Jinlior college, 2 year college, technical institute

3. 4 year college oruniversity

4. Federal government agency

5. 'Ante government agency

6. local government agency

7. non-profit organization other than educational institution

8. other, specify

4

9. not currently in labor force



.Xle ase do not write

'in this column

411

13

IJ LJ LJ
14 15 16 17

18 19

4

c. What is your current primary work activity
( Check only one box.)

. Resed-iT.1

L_J 2. Teaching

LJ 3. Writing or editing

4. Consulting

El 5. Professpifir-o-i-e4/111L services to individu s

6. Administration

LJ 7. Clerical

8. Other, specify

L-J 9. not currently in labor force

d. How satisfied are you with.your current position?

i1 1. very satisfied

2. some/hat satisfied

3. not satisfied'

e. F,irst position held after receiving highest degree

Year of Beginning

Address Appoint- Annual

Job Title Name of Employment City, ment to Salary

and Rank Organization State .6""this job (Optional)



Please do not write

on this column

I .1
20

A

I

f. Which category below best describes your first employment

5fter receiving your highest degree?

CIi. Business or industry

El 2. Junior college, 2 year college, technical institute

I::]
3. 4year college or university

1::] 4. federal government agency

1:11

- a

5. state government agency

6: local government agency

7. non-profit organization other than educational

institution

El 8. other, specify

D 9. not in labor force that year

g. What was your primafy work activity at this first position

folloWing receipt of your highest degree? (Check only one

box.)

r-1 1. Research

11-1 2. Teaching'

1:11 3. Writing or editing

1"---1 4. Consulting

1 1 5. Professional or clinical sevices to individuals

i 6. Administration

question continued on the back of this page:..

- 4 f.
4



Please do not write
in this. column

11
22

s.

I

continued

I-1

7. Clerical

8. Other, specify

9. not in labor force that year

o

h. How satisfied were you with this first position at that time?

. El 1. very satisfied

F--1 2. somewhat satisfied

1.--1 3. not satisfied

CONTINUED ON THE N XT PAGE
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Please do not write
.

in this column

23 24 25 6 27 28 291

I__J U I___Ji 1 1 1_1_1
35 3630 31 32 33.34

37 38 39 40 41
ILL
42 43

a

UUUIII1ll '
44 45 46 47 48 49 50

At

LJLJ LJ Li_J I I I

51 52 53 54 55 56 57

Q

o

II. Please provide information on your college and graduate education starting with your

undergraduate educatiod% (Include 2-year colleges.,)

a.

'Name

. Institutions

Location

Degree
if an

Year
Degree was
Received Field

Years
Attended

a

.1,

4:4 a
..

.

4
P

o

, t
...

4.,

....

..
11

4

1

/
..

._...

..

.

.
. i

4

.

.
.

.

a

4 -
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41In this column

ti

59

I I

60'

1I61

62

65

b. - Please indicate sources from which you received money during

graduate school. ( Check as many boxes as apply.) .

1. Assistantship, fellowship, scholarship or
traineeship

a

11 2. G.I. Bill

II

3. Own earnings

4. Spouse's earnings

5. FAily contributions

6. Loans

7. Other,' specify

44

c. Please check the one box below which best'describes your status
during the year immediately preceding receipt of'the doctorate

(if applicable)

1. Not applicable

11 2. Held fellowship or assistantship

1-1 3. Supported by research grant
44

4. ':Not employed

1--1 5. Employed part-time

6. Employed full-time

I I 7. Studied full-time

1



Please do not write
ilon this column

66

1 1

67-68

. 0

I 1 1

69 70 .71

1 1

72-73

I/I. Personal characteristics

a. Sex

--[ 1. male

th.

[1 2. female

b. Year of birth:

c. State of birth:

d. Racial/ethnic identification

171 1. U.S. Black

1--1 2. U.S. White

1 1 3. Foreign Black

4. Foreign White

5. Puerto Rican

L:1 6. MexicanAmerican

7. Other Hispanic

A

c 8. Native American

n1 9. Asian-American

10. Other, specify:

3 51



Please
do not
write
in this
column

4

e. Please circle the highest level of education completed by:

your father

.grade
Some Reteived

,

. 6
.

Some Completed Graduate Graduate
none 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

,
yourmother

grade

none 1 2 3 4 5 6 7,8 9 10 11 12

College College` School Degree .

No
0

Some Received
Some Completed Graduate Graduate
College College-c* School Degree

f. Which occupational group typically characterized the career of:

your father

r--1 1. unemployed

2. housekeeping spouse

3. service worker or laborer

your mother

1. unemployed

r-i 2. housekeeping spouse
1

r--1, 3. service worker or laborer

ni 4. semi-skilled or operative I--1 4. semi-skilled or operative

5. crafts or skilled 1---] 5. crafts or skilled

r--1 6. clerical worker n 6. clerical worker

1---1
7. sales workei

r--1 8.. manager or administra-
tor

11 9. profess?Onal or
technical

;.

7. sales worker

I--1 8. -manager or administrator

1.--1 9. irofessional or technical


